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Embraer
hits $1.4B
jackpot

Gulfstream ups ante with G700
by Chad Trautvetter
Amid much fanfare, Gulfstream Aerospace
unveiled the G700 as its newest flagship last
night at Las Vegas Henderson Executive Airport. Qatar Executive is the announced launch
customer for the G700, while Flexjet will be
the first North American fleet customer.
The company’s latest offering combines
the best features of its G650ER and recently
certified G500/600, resulting in a $75 million
twinjet with an NBAA IFR range of at least
7,500 nm. The G700—available for viewing
in cabin mockup form this week at Henderson—has a five-living-area cabin with 20 large,

G650-size windows, providing a strong competitive response that industry-watchers were
widely expecting.
In true Gulfstream fashion, the first two
flight-test aircraft (T1 and T2) have already
rolled off the company’s G650 production
line in Savannah, Georgia, and are now
undergoing several months of ground tests
before a planned first flight in the first half
of next year. Service entry of the G700 is
expected to follow in 2022.
Though touted as an all-new airplane,
the fly-by-wire G700 is actually a 10-foot

stretched derivative of the G650, with which
it also shares the same nose and wing. The
jet also borrows the G500/600’s Symmetry
flight deck, including the active-control
sidesticks, while adding a redesigned tail
with lower height for easier hangar access,
swoopy winglets, and new Rolls-Royce Pearl
700 engines. Because of the similar flight
deck, the G700 will share a common pilot
type rating with the G500/600, according
to Gulfstream.
“This will be the largest airplane we’ve
continues on page 101

Fractional provider Flexjet revealed
a $1.4 billion firm order yesterday
morning at NBAA-BACE for 64
Embraer Phenom 300Es and Praetor
500/600s, making it the fleet launch
customer for the latter. Praetor 500
deliveries to Flexjet will start next
month, and the Ohio-based operator
will also convert its Legacy 450 fleet
into Praetor 500s.
The Praetor marks the fourth time
Flexjet has introduced new Embraers
to the fractional market, including
the Legacy 600 in 2003, Phenom 300
in 2010, and Legacy 450 in 2016. Its
Embraer contingent now includes
Phenom 300s and Legacy 450s.
In anticipation of this order, “Flexjet has been aggressive in recruiting
pilots and recently met its 2019 goal
of hiring 175 new pilots,” it said. C.T.
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Saab highlights new cockpit, operating tech
by Curt Epstein
Saab yesterday highlighted its commitment to business and commercial aviation avionics with a trio of technologies
that will change the way pilots fly and
improve operational reliability.
The first technology promises to make
Saab’s wide field of view head-up display
(HUD) more useful by allowing pilots
to land while viewing the runway from
two miles or farther away. The technology is a new passive dual EFVS sensor
that facilitates takeoff into low-visibility conditions and landing regardless
of the weather, according to Jan Widerström, head of Avionics Systems at Saab.
“Today’s technology is based on [systems] that can’t see through water,” he
said. “Ours can see through clouds, rain,
and fog in miles [not feet].”
In its first-ever NBAA-BACE press
conference, the company also highlighted its new overheat detection system,

which will soon enter service as factoryinstalled equipment on the Airbus A350.
The fiber-optical system reduces by 90
percent the number of components in the
legacy systems and the weight by 80 percent. It provides real-time monitoring of
bleed air ducts with high spatial accuracy
fault isolation capability. Widerström
explained the technology, which can also
sense pressure changes and vibration, can
also be applied to fire detection.

DAVID McINTOSH

Jan
Widerström,
head of Saab’s
Avionics
Systems unit.

Avfuel invests in its supply
and logistics infrastructure
Industry fuel provider Avfuel has
enhanced its supply and logistics infrastructure with the acquisition of CBL
Trading, a fuel supply subsidiary of Katy,
Texas-based Charter Brokerage LLC.
The move adds to Avfuel’s holdings
along the Explorer Pipeline from the
Gulf Coast to Chicago and the Westshore
Pipeline from East Chicago, Indiana to
Des Planes, Illinois. and Chicago O’Hare
International Airport. It will also take over
CBL’s storage agreements at three terminals: Magellan in Dallas, Citgo in East Chicago, and Shell in Des Planes, which will
allow it to ship and store additional fuel
supplies at these locations.
“With more than 45 years in the business,
we’ve become core competent in the delivery of fuel via pipeline, barge, rail, and truck,”
said executive v-p C.R. Sincock. “The CBL
Trading acquisition gives Avfuel access to
additional touchpoints in the fuels journey
from refinery to wingtip, offering greater
control in the fuel supply process.”
Former CBL Trading scheduler Christine Owen will join the Avfuel staff and
remain in Texas, maintaining continuity
with CBL’s current customers.
“CBL quickly grew a successful jet fuel
supply/logistics business model with
its focus on helping customers be more
successful,” said Matthew Dennis, CBL’s
executive president. “The opportunity to
have an outstanding team and support
to build the CBL brand and business and
then see it compatibly integrate into and
enhance Avfuel’s capabilities is professionally gratifying.”
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Ann Arbor-based Avfuel has also
launched a free training program to help
mitigate industry diesel exhaust fluid
(DEF) contamination. Devoted to best
practices for handling and storing DEF, it
includes recommendations for mitigating
contamination upon receipt of fuel and
the steps fuel handlers should take if they
suspect contamination.
“Our goal is to do whatever we can
to help mitigate the risks involved with
fueling mishaps, especially in light of the

“As aircraft are getting more plastic and
composites, you will know plastic and heat
don’t go together very well, so keeping track
of the temperature in your aircraft is getting more and more important as we see,”
he noted. Discussions are currently ongoing
with other commercial and business aircraft
manufacturers, Widerström added.
Lastly, the company is debuting a new
High-Resolution 3D Global Terrain Database for Aviation, which it has developed
in partnership with MAXAR through its
jointly-owned Vricon subsidiary. With a
photo-realistic resolution of 0.5 meters
all the way down to the ground, it claims
to be the industry’s most advanced 3D
database available. The product can also
be optimized to work with legacy systems
at lower resolutions if required.
More details on the technology behind
the new systems are available at Saab’s
NBAA-BACE booth (C11333).
n

various issues the industry has seen in
regard to DEF being mistaken for fuel system icing inhibitor,” said Randy Harrison,
the company’s quality assurance manager.
The fuel provider also offers the subscription-based Avfuel Training System
which includes FAA-approved Part 139
line fuel service and supervisory fuel service training among other topics.
This week at NBAA-BACE 2019 in Las
Vegas, Avfuel has invited 28 of its branded
network partners representing 99 FBO locations to its booth (N4123). Showgoers who
interact with at least 13 of them can earn
a chance to win a cash prize of up to $500.
“Network Bucks” collected at the booth can
also be redeemed for bonus Avtrip rewards
points at the exhibiting FBOs.
C.E.
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Did someone here call for an air taxi?

NBAA President and CEO Ed Bolen checks out the new urban air mobility (UAM) and unmanned
aircraft systems (UAS) innovation display area at NBAA-BACE. The exhibit is populated with newtechnology craft from companies as diverse as Bell, UberElevate/Safran and Bye Aerospace.
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World Fuel, Kinect target carbon footprint
by Curt Epstein

AIN president John Hartig (left) and senior editor Charles Alcock.

AIN expands emerging-tech coverage,
adds John Hartig and Charles Alcock
AIN has expanded its staff and product line with the addition of seasoned
publishing executive John Hartig as
president and the return of former AIN
editor-in-chief Charles Alcock to head up
FutureFlight.aero, AIN’s new resource
on emerging aviation technologies and
business models.
Hartig, who reports directly to AIN
co-founder and managing director Wilson
S. Leach, is working with the senior leadership team on growing AIN’s core legacy
products and developing new revenue
streams. He brings a deep background in
media to this role, most recently spending nine years as CEO of the Daily Racing
Form, a leading publication in the horse
racing industry. There, he led an evolution
to a digitally focused organization, with
premium content, online wagering, and
live/online events.
He also has held senior roles with Hearst,
as senior v-p of consumer marketing and
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development, as well as with Time Inc. as
president and CEO of The Parenting Group
and director of consumer marketing and
development for People and InStyle.
Alcock, meanwhile, rejoins AIN after
spending two years as communications
director for HeliOffshore. He had previously spent five years as editor-in-chief
of AIN and has spent more than 27 years
with the company.
Accepting pre-registrations before
a rollout in December, FutureFlight will
provide in-depth coverage, analysis, and
data on emerging aerospace technologies, including urban air mobility and
eVTOL programs. The site will include
daily news and commentary, in-depth
reports on trends, a database tracking
new aircraft programs with links to company information, a weekly newsletter,
and a subscriber-only community that
includes prospective customers, investors, and partners.
n
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achieve their sustainability goals.”
To celebrate the launch, the company
will host a presentation today at 3:45 p.m.
at its booth (N4702), followed by a cocktail reception.
World Fuel also noted two new
additions to its sponsored Air Elite

Wing Spirit’s medevac interior
ready for the HondaJet Elite
by James Wynbrandt
The first medevac configuration for the
HondaJet Elite is now being installed in
the field by Hawaiian charter operator
Wing Spirit, which purchased 15 HondaJet
Elites this year, Honda Aircraft president
and CEO Michimassa Fujino announced
on Monday at NBAA-BACE. Honda is
showcasing a mockup with the medevac
interior at its NBAA-BACE booth (N6218),
complementing the HondaJet Elite showcased at Henderson Executive Airport
(Static SD805).
Fujino also said the company is establishing a seventh U.S. service facility
that will better support operators in the
Northeast through an association with
Part 145 facility and aircraft management company flyAdvanced in Wilmington, Delaware. Also, in partnership
with FlightSafety International, Honda
Aircraft is adding a second flight simulator and training center to support
European customers at the UK’s Farnborough Airport, expected to be operational in April 2020.
This activity reflects the jet’s growing

acceptance worldwide, Fujino said, noting the Elite has been the most-delivered
very light jet for the past two years, with
some 140 now in operation globally. The
fleet has accumulated more than 40,000
flight hours and boasts a dispatch reliability of 99.7 percent.
Transport Canada certified the HondaJet earlier this year and four deliveries
to Canadian customers have followed.
Meanwhile, the first delivery to Japan, a
country with little business aviation activity, occurred last year, and with China
granting certification this August, growing global sales are anticipated.
“My goal is to expand business aviation
in international markets by introducing
light jets with the HondaJet,” Fujino said,
adding that 25 percent of customers are
first-time buyers.
Meanwhile, at its Greensboro, North
Carolina headquarters facility, Honda is
building a new wing production facility,
whose $15.5 million cost brings the company’s total investment in the U.S. to more
the $245 million, according to Fujino. n

DAVID McINTOSH
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World Fuel Services launched a new ser- tracking is required and World Fuel can
vice this week at NBAA-BACE that will integrate Kinect’s expertise into its existhelp flight departments and FBOs mini- ing emissions reporting service, helping
mize their climate impact. Developed in flight departments navigate existing and
conjunction with sister company Kinect integrate new emission requirements
Energy Group, it will offer a variety of sus- cost-effectively.
tainability solutions, including the ability
For FBOs and airports, World Fuel can
to purchase carbon offsets and compet- offer the ability to combine bulk fuel with
itively access renewable power and fuel, carbon offset purchases and provide susenabling customers to better respond to
tainability consulting and solar project
rapidly developing global emissions stan- management services.
dards and their own sustainability ini“Kinect Energy Group’s deep experience
tiatives. Kinect has worked with several in energy management and sustainability
airports in the area of carbon neutrality will enable us to create targeted solutions
and renewable energy solutions.
for our business aviation customers,” said
Under the European Union’s Emission Darren Fuller, World Fuel’s v-p of busiTrading Scheme (EU-ETS), Carbon Off- ness development for business aviation.
setting and Reduction Scheme for Inter- “We can quickly explore and deliver solunational Aviation (CORSIA), jet emissions
tions designed to help our customers

Network—Rectrix Aviation and Standard
Aviation. Rectrix Aviation in Sarasota,
Florida, sits on the Gulf Coast between
Tampa and Naples amid the miles of fine
sand beaches and shallow water that
make it a tourist destination. Standard
Aviation, the newest FBO on St. Thomas,
will soon complete its 26,000-sq-ft facility, bringing a new level of service to the
U.S. Virgin Islands gateway.
The new locations bring the network to
74 locations worldwide.
n

HondaJet Elite models, like this 2019 version spotted on the ramp at Henderson Executive
Airport, now have a medevac interior available from Hawaii-based Wing Spirit.

THE BEST TIME TO FLY THE BEST IS NOW
Introducing the brand-new PC-12 NGX, the most advanced single-engine turboprop ever.
Featuring general aviation’s first Electronic Propeller and Engine Control System, a digital
autothrottle, enhanced avionics with smart touch screen controller, a completely redesigned
cabin with larger windows and new BMW Designworks interior. And all that at reduced
operating costs and more speed. With the PC-12 NGX, Pilatus just made the best even better.
Pilatus Business Aircraft Ltd • USA • +1 303 465 9099 • www.pilatus-aircraft.com

Honeywell: bizjet deliveries to rise in 2020
by Curt Epstein
Aircraft systems manufacturer Honeywell Aerospace predicts 7,600 business
jet deliveries worth approximately $248
billion over the next decade. The Arizona-based company (Booths N1816B and
N4302) issued its 28th annual Global
Business Aviation Outlook on the eve of
NBAA’s annual conference and exhibition, covering a period through 2029. This
year’s prognostication is down slightly
from last year’s forecast, which called for
7,700 aircraft deliveries worth $251 billion.
Among the aircraft the company tracks
in its survey (excluding personal jets and
bizliners), Honeywell lowered its 2019
delivery numbers from 715 to 690 jets,
due to longer than anticipated certification times on some programs and slow
ramp-up rates on others. That still represents a rise from 2018’s 633 deliveries,
and the aerospace giant sees even more
on the horizon for next year.
“Production ramp-up on many new business jet platforms will lead to a 7 percent
increase in deliveries in 2020, following a
strong projected growth in 2019 over 2018
aircraft deliveries,” said Heath Patrick, the
company’s president for Americas aftermarket. “We are confident that these new
and innovative aircraft models will support
solid growth in the short term and have a
continuing impact on new business jet purchases in the mid- and long-term.”
The company predicts total deliveries
of 740 jets in 2020, according to Gaetan
Handfield, its senior manager of marketing analysis who prepared the outlook.
Between June and September, the company surveyed more than 1,600 aircraft
operators, accounting for 13.5 percent of the
world’s private jet fleet. Fractional ownership providers were not included, but are
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estimated to account for up to 14 percent of
total unit deliveries over the next five years.
Those interviews, along with information
from OEMs, are used to shape the first
half-decade of the outlook, while economic
models weigh more heavily in the latter half.
Honeywell sees North America
accounting for 60 percent of the demand
over the next five years, followed by
Europe (19 percent), Asia Pacific (10 percent), Latin America (7 percent), and the
Middle East/Africa (4 percent). Of those
intended purchases, 42 percent mention
large-cabin jets, with midsize (which now
includes the super-midsize category for
the first time) and light jets accounting
for 29 percent each.
The bigger jets (including bizliners)
are expected to account for 73 percent of
the total valuation over that span, leaving
just 27 percent of the market value for the
midsize and light jet categories.
Based on the results of those operator interviews 17.2 percent of the global
fleet is to be replaced or expanded with a
new business jet over the next five years,
a decrease of 2.5 percentage points from
last year’s survey. Of the total purchase
plans over the next five years, 35 percent
are expected to happen over the next two
years. By the third year, that percentage
will swell to 57 percent, which is five
points higher than last year’s results.

Regional Differences

Yet, the company added, operators indicated a stronger willingness to pursue
used aircraft. Operators worldwide noted
that 32 percent of their fleet is expected to
be replaced or expanded with preowned
jets over the next five years, an increase
of 8 percent over last year’s survey. Taken
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with the new aircraft purchase plans, that
would actually represent an increase in
aircraft purchases over last year, according to Handfield.
Taken by region, new jet purchase plans
declined by 2 percent in North America, with
15 percent of the installed fleet expected to
be replaced or supplemented through 2024.
Thirty-six percent of those purchases are
expected in the next 24 months, while interest in used jets rose by 11 points over last
year’s survey. A full one-third of the fleet is
expected to be replaced or expanded with
a used aircraft over the next five years, the
highest percentage recorded over the past
five years of the survey.
In Europe, where flight activity has
been on a recent decline, purchase expectations decreased by five points to 28 percent. Planned timing for those purchases
in the first two years of the survey window totals 34 percent, one point behind
last year’s survey. Another surprise in this
year’s results involved the UK, where, as a
result of the continuing Brexit stalemate,
new aircraft purchases could be expected
to be lower than last year, but actually
increased in the survey.

“The two countries that are down this
year in Europe are Germany and France,
which could be linked to Brexit anxiety,
but could also be linked with the economy, especially in Germany [which] is in a
recession right now,” said Handfield.
Latin American operators expect to
replace 21 percent of their fleet over the
next five years. While purchase intentions
remain stable in Mexico, operators in
Brazil indicated slightly lower plans compared with last year.
Asia-Pacific is forecast to see an
increase in the percentage of fleet to be
replaced or expanded from last year, moving from 12 percent to 15 percent, with
24 percent of those intended purchases
happening by the end of 2020. Handfield
said many of those involve orders already
placed with the manufacturers and are
simply awaiting delivery. While China
remained stable in the region, the survey
indicated increased demand from India
and South Korea.
In the Middle East and Africa, 12 percent of the survey respondents said they
anticipated a new jet purchase, down two
points from last year’s results. Of those,
32 percent indicated that purchase would
come in the first two years of the outlook.
Overall, the aircraft with the most
intended purchase mentions was the
Bombardier Challenger 350.
n

You CAN help fund an angel tomorrow
Tomorrow evening during NBAA-BACE,
business aviation leaders will once again
have the opportunity to show their support
for the Corporate Angel Network (CAN) at
the Fund an Angel Cocktail Reception and
silent auction. The event will be held at
the Wynn Las Vegas from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.,
and all proceeds of the auction will benefit CAN’s mission of using business aircraft
to transport cancer patients to specialized
treatment centers. Founded in 1981, the
charity recently flew its 60,000 patient
and coordinates more than 250 such
flights per month.
The auction will feature a wide selection
of items, including aviation-related goods
and services to vacation experiences.

Attendees will have the opportunity to
bid on items throughout the event while
networking with their peers. As is customary, items may be previewed on the event
website fundanangel.org and available
for advance bidding for those unable to
attend the event.
“The cocktail reception is an excellent
way to connect with everyone who supports CAN all year round,” said executive
director Gina Russo. “We enjoy having
the industry’s top leaders in one place
to connect, while also supporting a great
cause.” She added it is also a way for the
organization to say thank you to its partners, without which its mission would not
be possible.
C.E.

WHEN YOU LOVE YOUR WORK, IT SHOWS.
Everywhere you walk in our new Macon, GA facility, you’ll see plenty of smiles. That’s what happens when you get to do the work
you were born to do. Here in this 55,000 sf building is a team of pros that’s devoted more than 200 combined years to one thing:
Keeping every Gulfstream we touch in perfect condition. From the latest modifications and complete maintenance programs
to jaw-dropping cabin refurbishments, we give your Gulfstream the love and attention it deserves.

Tony Raines, Gulfstream Sales Manager
Southern U.S.
1-864-404-6153
traines@stevensaerospace.com

Miguel Gallardo, Gulfstream Sales Manager
Northern U.S., Canada & Mexico
1-239-940-3008
mgallardo@stevensaerospace.com

Stop by our booth C-8308!

stevens aerospace and
defense systems

www.stevensaerospace.com | 1-800-359-7838 | Greenville SC | Macon GA | Nashville TN | Dayton OH

approaches; high resolution 2D airport
moving maps; Honeywell’s SmartLanding and SmartRunway awareness systems;
3D intelligent audio with ATC playback
and Bluetooth interface; electronic
checklists linked to crew alerting system
(CAS) messages; worldwide graphical
weather; support for European protected
mode-controller pilot data link communications (PM-CPDLC) mandates; and
faster database loading.

PC-24 Influences

Pilatus’s new PC-12 NGX comes with a new cabin, updated avionics, and a more powerful version of Pratt & Whitney Canada’s PT6A engine.

Pilatus unveils PC-12 NGX;
big single’s third generation
by Jerry Siebenmark
For the third iteration to its venerable PC-12
single-engine turboprop (SETP), Swiss airframer Pilatus Aircraft unveiled a new variant that includes a complete redesign of
the cabin, new avionics, and a new variant
of the Pratt & Whitney Canada (P&WC)
PT6A powerplant found on the first two
generations of the airplane, in addition to a
single power lever. Pilatus (Booth C12609)
introduced the PC-12-NGX at a ceremony
last night held at its NBAA static display at
Henderson Executive Airport.
Under development for more than
three years, the NGX began flight testing in December 2017 and is expected
to receive FAA and European Union
Aviation Safety Agency certification in
December. Deliveries of the $4.39 million
airplane ($5.37 million for the executive
configuration) are expected to begin in
the second quarter of next year.
Pilatus officials hope the upgraded PC-12
NGX will continue the delivery trend of the
first two generations of the SETP—the
PC-12 and PC-12 NG, which combined
account for 1,730 deliveries to date.
“To maintain the PC-12’s leadership in
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the general aviation marketplace, we continuously seek innovative solutions that
benefit the safety, comfort, and productivity of our customers,” said Pilatus Aircraft
CEO Markus Bucher. “The PC-12NGX is a
showcase for the advanced technology collaboration between Pilatus, Pratt & Whitney Canada, and Honeywell. Together, we
took the best, and made it even better.”

‘A Leap Forward’

Powering the NGX is the new PWC PT6E67XP, which features a dual-channel integrated electronic propeller and engine
control system that provides full digital
envelope protection, precise and intuitive
engine control, reduced pilot workload,
and optimized power.
Controlled by a single power lever, the
PT6E-67XP produces 1,825-shp and is flat
rated to 1,100 shp in cruise flight, a 10 percent increase from the PC-12’s PT6A-67P. It
allows the NGX to reach a maximum cruise
speed of 290 knots. The NGX will be certified to fly without fuel anti-ice additive.
In what Pilatus is calling a first for turboprops, the new engine will be able to
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operate in a low-prop-speed mode, reducing the prop speed from 1,700 rpm to
1,550 rpm and lowering passenger cabin
noise. According to Pilatus, even with the
low prop speed, the electronic propeller
and engine control system will maintain
engine power at “virtually negligible performance degradations.”
Additionally, the new engine will have
a 5,000 hour time-between-overhaul
period with hot section inspections only
required on-condition and be able to
transmit data from more than 100 engine
parameters that are continuously monitored, adjusted, and recorded. “Building
on the legacy of the PT6 family, the new
engine is a leap forward in engine control and data management systems,” said
P&WC president Maria Della Posta.
On the flight deck, PC-12 NGX pilots
will find what Pilatus is calling an
Advanced Cockpit Environment (ACE)
with Honeywell Epic 2.0 avionics and a
new touchscreen avionics controller with
integrated bezel contour grips intended
to stabilize the pilot’s hand in turbulence.
ACE’s standard safety features are a new
emergency descent mode and tactile feedback aimed at helping pilots avoid unintentional excessive bank angles.
An option in the NGX cockpit is a
fully integrated digital autothrottle.
Other NGX flight deck features include
brighter, more vivid color flight displays;
night-mode charts; pilot-defined visual

Among NGX’s cabin refinements are
windows that have been reshaped and
enlarged 10 percent, offering passengers
an improved outside view while providing
additional natural light inside the cabin.
The airplane’s rectangular-shaped windows and dark windshield surround trim
were influenced by the PC-24 twinjet,
according to Pilatus.
Pilatus also redesigned the executive
seats for the NGX to offer more headroom,
as well as fully recline and improve lumbar support. New quick-release attachments on the seats enable the pilots to
quickly reconfigure seating on the NGX
without the help of maintenance crews.
Also modified for the NGX cabin was
the headliner, which provides indirect
lighting, more uniform and quiet air
distribution, and increased headroom.
Rounding out new passenger amenities
on the NGX are dual cupholders and integrated sidewall USB ports.
Six different interiors—designed by
BMW Group’s Designworks—are offered
with the executive NGX, as are bespoke
interiors and paint schemes.
Other attributes of the NGX are
its scheduled maintenance intervals,
which have been extended to 600 flight
hours. Hourly direct operating costs for
the engine and aircraft have also been
reduced by at least 9 percent, Pilatus
added. A new nose-to-tail maintenance
program, modeled after the PC-24’s CrystalCare program, will provide all scheduled and unscheduled maintenance of the
airframe, engine, avionics, systems, and
propeller, including all mandatory and
recommended service bulletins, freight,
consumables, normal wear items, and
AOG recovery service.
n
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Business jets
traveling to Geneva
for the EBACE show
in May stopped at
Republic Airport
in New York and
Farnborough Airport
in the UK to load up
with Sustainable
Aviation Fuel , as
part of the “Fueling
the Future” event.

Sustainable aviation fuel’s
supply/demand conundrum
by Curt Epstein
For years, sustainable alternative fuels
have been a topic of discussion in the
business aviation industry as it looks to
improve its overall environmental footprint, but in 2019, those words finally
turned to action.
In January, the industry came together
at California business aviation hub Van
Nuys Airport (VNY) for “Business Jets
Fuel Green: A Step Towards Sustainability.” For the first time, sustainable aviation
fuel (SAF) was available to the business
aviation community on a trial basis, with
World Fuel and Avfuel supplying the
four FBOs on the field with more than
14,000 gallons of blended SAF produced
by California-based World Energy and
Gevo, respectively. The biofuel blend was
in some cases pumped directly into the
FBO’s fuel farm to illustrate its absolute
compatibility with the existing neat jet
fuel and the FBO’s tanks and pumps, while
others chose to keep it stored in a refueler
and distributed on customer preference.
To further demonstrate the fuel’s
acceptability, several OEMs sent aircraft to provide demonstration flights to
upload SAF at VNY. Gulfstream, which
maintains its own supply of SAF at its
Savannah, Georgia headquarters to support its demonstration fleet, dispatched a
G280 to VNY, setting a city–speed pair in
the process. The Savannah-to-Van Nuys
sprint covered 2,243 nm in 4 hours and
49 minutes at an average speed of Mach
0.85. Flying through headwinds averaging
76 knots, the G280 demonstrated the high
performance possible with SAF.
“This is drop-in fuel, this is jet-A,”
Charles Etter, Gulfstream’s head of environmental and regulatory affairs and
technical fellow, told AIN during the
cross-country mission. “It has better
freeze-point qualities to it, it has more
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energy density to it, it’s actually a better
fuel.” Likewise, Bombardier sent a Challenger 350 and Embraer a Legacy 500 for
the SAF-fueled flights, which took groups
of conference attendees on an hour-long
tour over Southern California.
Given the more than 250 turbine-
powered aircraft operations at VNY in
the 24 hours after the renewable fuel was
delivered for the event, the entire amount
was quickly consumed.

SAF a Paradigm Shift

At its most basic level, the use of SAF represents a paradigm shift, according to Steve
Csonka, executive director of the Commercial Aviation Alternative Fuels Initiative
(CAAFI). Instead of pumping new hydrocarbons from the ground as petroleum, SAF
simply recycles the carbon that is already
in the atmosphere and is extracted from
plants, which use photosynthesis to convert carbon dioxide to oxygen.
While there has been much discussion
about SAF over the past decade, there has
been seemingly little increase in volume.
That is attributed to the global economic
meltdown, which struck in 2008—a crucial
juncture for the nascent biofuel industry.
Companies became starved for development capital, thus handicapping the commercialization of large-scale production.
“The financial markets completely
seized up, and they were closed for the better part of half a decade before the banks
were able to do debt financing again,” said
Bryan Sherbacow, COO of commercial
biofuels producer World Energy. “It’s now
just starting to loosen up again.”
With that funding becoming more
available, fuel producers are looking to
expand their production capabilities.
Texas-based Gevo, which currently produces SAF on a per-batch, on-request
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Environmental Science, provided evidence
that optimizing the biofuel production
pipeline is well worth the effort.
While the cost of biofuels is currently
around $16 a gallon, compared to $2.50
for conventional jet fuel, the researchers
demonstrated that all five current SAF
production pathways could create fuel
products at that target price, providing
the leftover biomaterial from the process
could be developed into and sold as a
profitable byproduct.
“Our hope is that early in the research
stages, we can at least simulate what we
think it would look like if you develop
these fuel production routes to the point
of maturity,” said Corinne Scown, lead
author and researcher. “Thankfully the
answer is they can be viable, and we’ve
identified improvements that need to
happen all along the conversion process
to make that happen.”

basis, expects to increase its output from
100,000 gallons of alternative fuel to 12 to
Worldwide Vision
15 million gallons around 2022. Likewise, As it continues its support of the use of
California-based World Energy, the only sustainable aviation fuels within the busicommercial producer of SAF in North ness aviation sector, the International
America, has a renewable fuel capacity of Business Aviation Council (IBAC) par40 million gallons a year (currently 15 per- ticipated in the first ICAO Stocktaking
cent of which consists of SAF) and is also Seminar toward the 2050 Vision for Susplanning to boost its production to 350 tainable Aviation Fuels, which took place
million gallons over the next two years.
at the end of April in Montreal. The event
The worldwide consumption of jet fuel, provided a forum for the exchange of aviaccounting for all its uses, is approxi- ation fuel information and served as the
mately 87 billion gallons a year, according first step towards the establishment of a
to Steve Dryzmalla, World Fuel Services’ quantified 2050 ICAO Vision for Sustainsenior v-p for business aviation bulk fuel. able Aviation Fuel.
“In the last couple of years, we’ve been at
IBAC represented the business aviation
an order of magnitude of four to five mil- community at the event, which featured
lion gallons total [SAF] production, so a policy and decision-makers from ICAO
very small amount of total worldwide use.” member states, technical experts from the
Of that current amount, most is pur- fuel supply chain, airlines, airports, fuel prochased by the airlines. Indeed, anyone flying ducers, aircraft manufacturers, and others.
commercially out of Los Angeles Interna“The goal is to inspire states, industry,
tional Airport is flying on a jet burning some and other stakeholders to substitute a sigcomponent of SAF, courtesy of United nificant proportion of conventional aviaAirlines. Due to an offtake agreement, the
tion fuels with sustainable fuels by 2050,”
airline has poured approximately three mil- said IBAC director general Kurt Edwards.
lion gallons of SAF a year into the airport’s “The business aviation community is makgeneral fuel supply for the past several years. ing progress, but more work needs to be
The business aviation groups hope that, done to increase availability and expand
with future production increases, SAF will awareness that these drop-in fuels are
soon be readily available for their constitu- ready to use today.”
ents, at least at some key airports. There is
At the International Civil Aviation
an “underlying need to improve fuel access Organization (ICAO) Assembly, which
and infrastructure,” David Coleal, Bombar- ended earlier this month, IBAC joined
dier Business Aircraft president and chair broader aviation industry groups in stressof GAMA’s environment committee, told ing the importance of moving ahead with
AIN, adding that will ultimately be trig- the Carbon Offsetting and Reductions
gered by supply and demand. “The bottom Scheme for International Aviation (CORline remains that as demand increases, we SIA) program as a global approach and
will need more fuel at more airports, and
avoiding double charging for emissions.
this will require more production.”
Ahead of EBACE in May, another
According to a recent study by the demonstration—entitled “Fueling the
U.S. Department of Energy’s Lawrence Future”—marked the first time renewBerkeley National Laboratory, sustainable, able jet fuel was available to private aviplant-based jet biofuels could provide a
ation in Europe. It began with North
competitive alternative to conventional America-based aircraft from OEMs and
jet fuels if currently planned development other operators heading to Europe for
and scale-up initiatives continue to prog- the show, having the opportunity to fuel
ress. The study, “Techno-economic analy- up on Avfuel-supplied SAF at the Shelsis and life-cycle greenhouse gas mitigation
tair FBO at New York’s Republic Airport
cost of five routes to bio-jet fuel blend- before their transatlantic flights.
stocks,” published in the journal Energy &
continues on page 85
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Bombardier’s Global 6500 entered service a week after receiving Transport Canada certification, with FAA and EASA approvals anticipated imminently.

Bombardier’s Global 6500 now in service
by Kerry Lynch
Bombardier’s first Global 6500 has
entered service, a milestone reached
just a week after the ultra-long-range
model and its sibling, the Global 5500,
received Transport Canada approval on
September 24, the Montreal-headquartered aircraft manufacturer announced.
Bombardier (Booth C7508, SD701)
unveiled the 5500 and 6500 during the
2018 EBACE, building on its successful
Global 5000 and 6000 jets with redefined
wings, new flight deck features, a redesigned interior, and new 15,125-poundthrust Pearl 15 turbofans, the first of a
new family for engine-maker Rolls-Royce.
The first Global 6500, one of about a
handful expected to be delivered this year,
is leased back to Bombardier for use as a
demonstrator. Bombardier is showcasing
the aircraft during this week’s NBAA convention on the static display at Henderson Executive Airport.
EASA approval was anticipated any day
as NBAA approached, while the FAA has
been expected to follow soon after that.
EASA flight-testing was completed as of last
month, and the FAA effort was nearly complete, said Julien Boudreault, v-p of program
management for Bombardier. Bombardier
had further been working through approvals for the pilot-training process.

any last-minute residual FAA flight-test
requests. FTV 3, used for engine testing
and maturity, had been on lease from a
customer. Bombardier last month was in
the process of returning that aircraft to
the customer. FTV 2, meanwhile, also had
completed flight profile testing, and was
turning toward continued avionics testing.

Flight Deck and engines

Still to be completed are plans for adding
true combined vision to the flight deck—
in which enhanced vision is overlaid with
synthetic vision in a single view on the

head-up display. Currently, both enhanced
and synthetic vision are on the models
but not yet available as a combined feature. Noting the true overlay would be a
first, Boudreault was not ready to outline a
timeline, but said, “It’s coming very soon…
We’re extremely active on it.”
Other avionics features still in test are
airport moving maps and certain other
updates that are already on the Global
7500, he said.
Transport Canada nod for the newest
Globals was announced the day after RollsRoyce announced Canadian approval for

the Pearl 15 engines. Rolls-Royce also has
obtained EASA approval for the Pearl 15.
The engines were designed to fit within the
same nacelle as found on the predecessor
Global 5000 and 6000 models, but provide
7 percent better specific fuel consumption, 9
percent more thrust, 30 percent lower NOx,
and 48 percent lower smoke emissions.
Combined with the reprofiled wing,
the new Globals offer 13 percent better
fuel efficiency and a top speed of Mach
0.90. With the enhancements, the Global
6500 flies 6,600 nm, with the ability to
connect New York to Dubai and Hong
Kong to London. The 5500 reaches 5,700
nm. Meanwhile, the changes also dramatically improve hot-and-high performance,
boosting range from Toluca, Mexico by
1,300 nm. The redesigned interiors offer
new high-end elements, including features borrowed from the flagship 7500
such as the Nuage seats
Bombardier has folded the Global 5500
and 6500 into the production line of the
Global 5000 and 6000. Plans call to build
all four variants as long as orders support them, and Bombardier executives
say the company still has orders for the
predecessor 5000 and 6000 for the foreseeable future. Deliveries of the 5500 are
expected to begin next year.
David Coleal, president, Bombardier
Aviation, called the first delivery a “significant milestone,” adding. “We’re proud
of the work our team and our suppliers
have done to deliver a technologically
advanced aircraft that exceeds our customers’ expectations in terms of unparalleled comfort, superior performance, and
an incomparable smooth ride.”
n

The published
range of
Bombardier
Business Aircraft’s
Global 7500 is
7,700 nm.

Flight-test Fleet

Bombardier has seen an extra level of
examination during the certification process as regulatory agencies have come
under increased scrutiny in the aftermath
of the Boeing Max accidents, Boudreault
conceded, but said the process was not
“overly burdensome…It was a bit more
communication.” That extra layer has
varied by agency, he added.
Certification followed a flight-testing
program at Bombardier’s test center in
Wichita, Kansas, that involved three aircraft representing both models. The first
flight test vehicle (FTV 1) had completed
its flight test work by last month, save
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Bombardier Global 7500 completes 8,225-nm flight
Bombardier’s biggest business jet, the
Global 7500, continues to bust records—
this time in the category of aircraft range,
the Canadian airframer announced earlier this month. On October 6, its demo
aircraft completed an 8,225-nm flight
between Sydney, Australia, and Detroit,
Michigan, with some help from 20-knot
tailwinds, besting a 7,990-nm flight, also
in a Global 7500, between Singapore and
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Tucson, Arizona, earlier this year. The
twinjet’s published range is 7,700 nm.
“Since entry-into-service, the Global 7500
continues to go above and beyond expectations, flying farther and farther, setting new
benchmarks for exceptional performance
and comfort,” said Bombardier Business
Aircraft senior v-p of worldwide sales and
marketing Peter Likoray. Bombardier attributes the wing slats and flap system to

the 7500’s aerodynamic efficiency and
enhanced performance.
A Bombardier spokeswoman said the
company did not submit the record flight
for consideration by the U.S. National
Aeronautic Association. She confirmed
Bombardier remains on track to deliver
between 15 and 20 Global 7500s this year.
The ultra-long-range business jet entered
service late last year.
J.S.
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Bolen: Bizav is evolving
and we are demanding it
by Kerry Lynch
NBAA president and CEO Ed Bolen
expects this year’s NBAA-BACE to reflect
the energy and enthusiasm of an industry
that is stabilized and looking to the future
evolution of aviation with a breadth of
far-reaching product innovation and a
diversity of businesses.
“The aviation industry is changing; it’s
evolving, it’s adapting, and it’s in some
ways transforming. I think you’ll see
all of that on display at NBAA-BACE,”
Bolen said.
New products have long been a highlight of NBAA and have fueled the industry
during its struggles over the past decade.
“We saw, even in the darkest times of the
recession, companies invested in new
products. And you will continue to see
new products coming to the marketplace.
That’s very positive,” he said.
New aircraft models stimulate new
sales, he said, and “we’ve seen a lot of
that. We’ve seen companies make themselves very lean and competitive. We’ve
seen the preowned market firm up. So, I
think as a general rule, the overall market
environment is pretty positive.” He added
that reports are showing general strength
across all of the segments.
In recognition of the important role
NBAA-BACE has played in the introduction of new products, the convention
is hosting a first-ever session to enable
companies to highlight their wares on
the opening day of the convention at the
Innovation Zone.
While aircraft unveilings tend to capture the most attention, this session is
designed to highlight other products,
those that help with productivity, human
resources, and a host of other innovations,
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said Chris Strong, NBAA senior v-p for
conventions and membership. “There’s a
lot of good stuff going on. We think this
is a really powerful way to emphasize the
importance of every company that brings
new products to [NBAA-BACE].”
Beyond the conventional, Strong and
Bolen also see the possibilities and interest in the evolving technologies, and they,
too, will be on display.
“We will have a range of eVTOL products that we will be showcasing at the
show,” Strong said, estimating maybe a
half-dozen or so—including those that
haven’t gotten much exposure yet—will
be on site. “It’s going to be awesome.”
“Whether the same capabilities, new
aircraft, or new propulsion systems, all of
that keeps getting brighter and brighter,”
Bolen added. “We see the industry evolve…
Where we are is a great thing. We are fostering this change and, in some cases, we
are even demanding it.”

Focus on Sustainability

Beyond technologies, another area
where convention organizers—working
in concert with a cross-section of
industry—are hoping to compel change
is in sustainability. Momentum has been
growing on the use of sustainable aviation fuel (SAF), beginning with collaborative agreements at the 2018 EBACE,
which grew into aircraft flying in on SAF
to this year’s EBACE in Geneva. “Now
we’re going to have it actually at the
event itself…not just [for] flying in, but
flying out,” he said, noting plans are to
have enough fuel on-site at the static display at Henderson Executive Airport for
aircraft to fly home with SAF.
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These efforts have gone from a demonstration that SAF is possible and is
something organizations industry-wide
support to “it is happening and…we want
it to happen even faster.” Not only is this
something that is theoretically possible,
but also it is available and in use today,
he added. “We think that there is a big
demand. The more people become aware
of this as an option, they’re not going
to just be open to it. They’re going to
demand it,” he said.

Talent Pipeline

Both Bolen and Strong also indicated that
they were pleased with the early registration numbers and a sold-out static display.
But despite the enthusiasm, Bolen said
the industry continues to face its challenges. Chief among them is workforce.
“Attracting and retaining the best and
brightest is important,” he said. To that
end, industry leaders are planning substantial focus and outreach throughout

NBAA president
and CEO
Ed Bolen

The aviation
industry is
changing; it’s
evolving, it’s adapting,
and it’s in some ways
transforming. I think
you’ll see all of that on
display at NBAA-BACE”

NBAA-BACE to encourage the next generation of workers, including university
and high school students.
“We’ll talk a lot about making sure our
industry is something that is attractive to
young people. We will be talking about
the fact that our industry does indeed
place an emphasis on sustainability, that
we do embrace technology, and that we
do create a community,” he said. “There’s
amazing experiences and ample opportunity to grow as a person in their profession. All of those things are going to be
on display.” This will be evident with the
speakers and sessions.
“You’ll see it from the topics that are
being discussed. You’ll see it from some of
the social events that are being arranged
for young professionals. You’ll see it
from the kind of people who are being
recognized.”
The message, Bolen added, is critical. “Over and over again, you will hear a
message to young professionals that this
is a great industry. It’s not only worthy
of your professional time, it’s worthy of
your personal time. And it’s a great place,
not just to spend your career, but to spend
your life. “
As for the speakers, Bolen emphasizes
that they display the range of interests
and diversity of organizations involved,
from award winners Ross Perot Jr., who
has built up a successful transportation
hub with Alliance Airport in Fort Worth
and is embarking on new transportation
modes, to Barrington Irving, who has
dedicated his time to fostering interest
in aviation careers and mentoring youth.
They also range from business leaders
such as EarthLink founder Sky Dayton
and Steuart Walton, a Walmart director
and founder of composite aircraft manufacturer Game Composites, to those
who have put leadership skills to important service initiatives, such as NBA basketball legend Magic Johnson. And new
FAA administrator Steve Dickson is set to
appear, among others.
“The speakers are going to really be
compelling. When you look at the kinds
of people who are going to be involved,
the stories that they have, their diversity
of experiences. I think it will be something that has a look and feel and energy,”
he said. “The breadth and the diversity
of the speakers really does highlight this
ongoing push in this embracement of an
evolving industry.”
Bolen remains upbeat about Las
Vegas as a West Coast anchor of NBAABACE, which has alternated with
Orlando on the East Coast every other
year. While he said, “We constantly
evaluate different locations,” he added
that Las Vegas and Orlando are “the
two most popular places in the U.S.”
Not only do they give a presence on
both coasts, but they also provide the
facilities, the airline connections, and
entertainment options attendees prefer.
“These are the top two convention destinations for a reason. People vote with
their feet.”
n
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UASC taps employee talent
for new FMS pilot-interface
by Matt Thurber
During the development of a new flight
management system (FMS) that lives
solely as software in a Universal Avionics
flight deck avionics system, the company’s leaders realized that it also needed
an equally innovative way for pilots to
interface with the new FMS.
“We didn’t want to develop a traditional
touch CDU [control-display unit] like our
competitors,” said Dror Yahav, CEO of
Universal Avionics Systems Corporation
(UASC). “We wanted something different, innovative, that would significantly
change the way pilots use FMS.”
There was an obstacle to developing a
new interface, however, something that
is typical at large companies: important
decisions are made by top executives and
sometimes these decisions are based on
faulty ideas about the best way to solve
a problem, with little or no input from
employees who have a deep understanding of the product. What if these employees’ ideas could drive a new solution?
“There are many things you can do if you
leverage the know-how in the company,”
Yahav explained.
The result of this thinking was the
Universal Grand Challenge, which was
launched with the goal of allowing engineers and other employees to get creative
and speed up development of a new interface for the new ClearVision i-FMS.
The challenge was to fill in a missing
piece in the i-FMS interface. UASC engineers had built in the ability to control parts
of the FMS using the SkyLens head-wearable display, which is like a head-up display,
but easier to install and with a nearly unlimited field of view. Pilots can already select
waypoints and do other simple FMS-related
actions by eyeballing the waypoint in the
SkyLens display then clicking on the waypoint; this is an augmented reality-type
of approach. But there are other FMS
activities, day-to-day functions that need
more interaction, such as tuning radios,
commanding mode changes, setting up
approaches, etc., and this was the interface problem that the Universal Grand
Challenge was designed to solve.
The challenge was available at six different company sites, four in the U.S. and
two international, and was launched on
May 1. There were two phases to the challenge. In the first, employees had to set
up development groups and come up with
ideas. In the second phase, UASC leaders
selected two of the groups’ solutions to
fund, and they were then given five weeks
to do rapid prototyping and then present
a working solution to attendees and others at a UASC customer conference held
in the first week of July. The best solution would be selected as the winner and
would go into production.
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Interdisciplinary Effort

The ground rules required that each team
contain not only engineers but also business development or sales experts. The
groups had to select a leader, who could
not be a manager. “We wanted to see
who is becoming our next-gen leaders,”
Yahav explained. “We decided to exclude
all levels of management from this process. This worked very well. If we had a
manager on the teams, then automatically
everybody would have deferred to him.”
More than 140 employees registered for
the Grand Challenge, forming 14 groups of
10 people each. The initial proposals were
all done online—only three weeks were
available for this phase—and these were
judged by a committee of UASC managers,
which included Yahav, but none of whom
were involved in any of the groups. The
committee selected the top two proposals,
and the groups were each given $1,000 to
fund their prototypes and five weeks to
make them work in time for the user conference. “They worked day and night, they
were so excited,” he said.
At the conference, everyone who tried
the prototypes was asked to fill out a form
and share their impressions of the interface, and this was a big part of selecting
the winner. The winning group is here
at NBAA-BACE and explaining how their
solution works (Booth C11117).

We didn’t want
to develop a
traditional touch CDU
[control-display unit]
like our competitors...
We wanted something
different, innovative,
that would significantly
change the way pilots
use FMS.”
— Dror Yahav, CEO of Universal Avionics Systems
Corporation (UASC)

The solution that won the Grand Challenge uses voice recognition, but it does this
in a unique fashion by incorporating artificial intelligence. “The reason is because we
find that this device can serve pilots with
different accents,” said Yahav. “Sometimes
typical voice recognition can’t recognize
[speech], especially foreigners [speaking
English]. We enabled a machine-learning
capability that every pilot can train in five
to ten minutes.” He further explained that
a “personality module” in the system learns
as the pilot flies and uses the system, continuously improving the recognition rate.
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Raul Batista (top left), a senior
systems engineer at Universal
Avionics, participates in the Grand
Challenge competition to design a
new pilot-FMS interface technology.
At left, Universal’s ClearVision EFVS
with SkyLens wearable HUD.
There is another aspect to the winning
For a relatively small investment of
solution that makes it work even better, by money, the company came out way ahead.
eliminating the need for the pilot to look “We gained a lot from this exercise,” Yahav
at a CDU to see what they have selected, said. “Regardless of who wins, we all won.
whether by voice, finger, or other means. We came up with ideas that we can incorSo the UASC team adapted short-wave
porate in other product lines. And we
radar technology to map movements, learned to know each other better. It was
allowing the pilot to use gestures. The very encouraging for the whole company.”
gesture-recognition element, built into a
Another positive result was the identififlight deck display, can see the pilot with cation of future leaders, while also helping
enough fidelity to allow the pilot to tap
them meet their customers and new colout a new frequency on an invisible key- leagues at the user conference. “Typically,
board or tune a frequency by turning an they don’t get exposure to such custominvisible knob or select the next waypoint. ers,” he said. “We threw them into the
To help the system know when the pilot water and they did very well. I enjoyed a lot
is about to gesture, the pilot will need to
to look at those young people start to gain
warn by voice that “I’m about to tell you confidence and experience. They are very
something.” No matter what or how the
authentic, young, excited, and engaged.”
pilot chooses some avionics change, he or
Yahav is excited about new opportushe will still need to confirm the change.
nities for UASC and its parent company
“We found this group’s solution very Elbit. “This crowdsourcing or way of
creative,” Yahav said. “This whole inter- working together, we can see it in young
face is intuitive and easy to operate.”
companies, in the internet. We don’t see
Of course, the Grand Challenge proved [that] in aerospace, which is more tradibeneficial for more than the winning team. tional and sometimes stuck in its ways.
For those that didn’t win, he said, “We Bringing that spirit to aerospace is going
provided a detailed explanation of why to be great. We can be young and fresh
they were not selected. Maybe the time to
and bring ideas.”
UASC is on the cusp of interesting
market was too much. Or it was too costly
and we can’t sell it at the right price range. new developments. “I think it’s underThey worked very hard, and we need to estimating us by saying it’s a new comrespect them. Providing feedback is a
pany,” Yahav said. Universal specializes
show of respect.”
in manufacturing displays and FMSs, but
While the idea for the Universal Grand now it is developing a new software-based
Challenge was Yahav’s—and derived from FMS, head-mounted displays with new
the DARPA Grand Challenge for autono- enhanced vision systems and interacmous vehicles—he knew early on that tive controls, and the Grand Challenge-
managers needed to step back and turn inspired interface.
UASC’s smart employees loose to explore
“A year and a half ago none of this
new ideas. “We as managers need to be
existed,” he said. “There is a lot of excitehumble and not the smartest people in the ment about what we’re going to do and
room,” he said. “We needed to find a way where we’re going. A lot of this takes time,
to get their brains and engagement, to be but we have a good feeling, we’re going in
a better company. The Grand Challenge
the right direction, we’re more competiwas the implementation of that concept.” tive, and we can take more risks.”
n
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Engineered by Bose.
Refined by pilots.
With all the features pilots appreciated in the original, the new ProFlight
Series 2 now offers significant improvements and updates based on pilot
feedback. A new lighter, thinner and more flexible cable and improved
tap control for talk-through communication make ProFlight Series 2
Bose’s lightest and most advanced aviation headset yet. Like the original,
ProFlight Series 2 is FAA TSO and E/TSO-C139a certified. Experience the
changes for yourself – learn more and order at Bose.com/ProFlight.

Connect with us @BoseAviation
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First-time exhibitors shine
with innovative offerings
by James Wynbrandt
From start-ups to long-established aero
firms, and from manufacturers and service providers to government agencies
and non-profits, more than 75 exhibitors are making their NBAA-BACE
debuts at the Las Vegas Convention
Center this year. Each has an exciting
story to tell and solutions to offer, like
the first-timers profiled below. Be on
the lookout for them.
Microbial contamination is high on
the list of aviation fuel hazards, capable
of compromising aircraft and ground
fuel systems and safety. ECHA Microbiology (Booth C12842), an authority on
microbiological and corrosion problems,
is showcasing its microbial contamination inspection and correction services.
The UK company’s widely used MicrobMonitor2 fuel analyzer enables anyone to
conduct quick, easy fuel assessments that
formerly only trained microbiologists
could perform in a laboratory. Alternatively, it offers testing and training services, including site audits, surveys, and
investigative studies.
Accredited to ISO 9001:2015 standards
for consultancy, analytical services, and
microbial contamination mitigation and
amelioration products, its microbiologists have published some 250 academic
papers and are often called upon by
research bodies, trade associations, and
legal authorities, the company said.
Bird strikes remain an increasing threat

ECHA Microbiology is introducing DIY fuel
analysis kits (above), and Bird Control Group
is showing its laser-based system for making
birds uncomfortable around airports (below).
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to aviation and avian safety. Bird Control
Group (BCG; C13348) is showcasing its
intelligent, laser-based Avix bird repellent system. The patented, handheld, and
mounted programmable lasers deter and
dispel birds singly or in flocks, achieving up to a 90 percent reduction in bird
nuisance activity, according to the Netherlands-based company. London City
Airport reported a 28 percent drop in lowlevel bird strikes following the system’s
trial deployment in 2016, and the airport
has used BCG’s system since. Non-harmful, animal and environmentally friendly,
the laser simply “spooks” birds when
played on the ground around them. The
company’s automated system can be configured, monitored, and controlled wirelessly and used in a variety of sites where
birds are unwelcome, including croplands
and vineyards. BCG has American offices
in Wilsonville, Oregon, and also in Santiago, Chile.
Add aerospace to the reasons that
make Costa Rica worth visiting. The
Central American country, known for
its biodiversity, also boasts more than 30
cutting edge domestic and international
companies within the Costa Rica Aerospace Cluster (Booth C8422), a number
of them AS9100 and/or NADCAP certified. Cluster companies encompass
specialties including electronics manufacturing and component assembly;
high-precision machining and tooling;
and finishings and coatings. Ancillary
support services such as materials and
production process support; transportation companies; and avionics software and hardware engineering are also
prominent in the country’s aerospace
landscape. Additionally, the government
offers aerospace companies incentives
as low as zero percent income tax, as
well as zero percent taxes on imports
and exports, while a robust network of
free trade agreements provides preferential access to two-thirds of the world’s
GDP including China, the U.S., and the
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More than 30 cutting edge aero-tech companies call Costa Rica’s Aerospace Cluster home
(above). Also debuting at NBAA-BACE, artist David Uhl depicted the story behind the first beer
delivery following the D-Day invasion, completed via a repurposed Spitfire drop tank (below).

EU. Costa Rica also ranks number one
in Latin America in innovation efficiency,
according to the World Intellectual
Organization.
After more than 75 years of providing
aircraft ice-protection technology, CAV
Systems (Booth C8322) has arrived
at NBAA to showcase its cutting edge
fluid-based anti-ice systems, which can
prevent the formation of ice on wings,
tails, propellers, windshields, and struts.
Established as TKS Ltd. by the UK government in 1942 to develop anti-icing systems for new military aircraft (combining
the firms Tecalemit, Kilfrost, and Sheepbridge Stokes), the company worked
directly with major aircraft manufacturers from its inception and was rebranded
as CAV Systems in 2017 when spun off as
an independent business.
A TKS system was first used in business aviation on the Hawker Siddeley
HS.125 twinjet in the early 1960s, and
they remain aviation’s only fluid-based
ice protection systems, used throughout
the business aviation and commercial
fleets. Tecnam’s P2012 Traveler utility piston twin is the latest airframe
equipped with TKS anti-icing, earning
FAA certification in August.
The shortage of women in cockpits,
executive offices and on shop floors is
among business aviation’s most critical
issues, and Women in Corporate Aviation

International (WCA; Booth N13245) has
been leading the effort to counter the
dearth since its founding in 1993. A division of non-profit Women in Aviation
International, WCA arrives at NBAA-BACE
on the heels of awarding some $64,000 in
scholarships to 15 recipients, to be presented at the 26th Annual Scholarships &
Networking Luncheon at the convention.
The scholarships include Pilatus PC-12NG
pilot training from FlightSafety International; advanced student pilot training
from Sporty’s; and maintenance technician
training from StandardAero. Comprised of
aviation professionals and other interested
individuals, WCA has significantly stepped
up its outreach in recent years, beginning
with the rollout of its mentorship program
in 2015, and has awarded some 100 scholarships to date.
With the pilot shortage impacting
business aviation, Aero Crew Solutions
(ACS; Booth C8329) of Atlanta is touting the benefits of its cockpit and cabin
crew recruiting and career advancement
services. Operators looking for crews
can learn how the Atlanta company uses
social media, including Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, and LinkedIn to reach
pilots and flight attendants with its digital
recruitment campaigns. Its digital recruitment services include posting, analytics,
and competitor monitoring.
continues on page 61

FAA’s Dickson to highlight
careers, safety at NBAA

NBAA to spotlight product
unveilings at new showcase

by Kerry Lynch
Steve Dickson will make his first appearance at this year’s NBAA annual convention as FAA administrator, providing two
presentations on highlighting workforce
and safety issues. A former Delta Air
Lines senior executive and U.S. Air Force
F-15 pilot, Dickson was sworn in as the
FAA’s 18th Administrator in August.

FAA
Administrator
Steve Dickson
On October 24, the third day of the
convention, Dickson will speak with high
school students attending the Careers in
Business Aviation Day. He will follow that
with a speech providing his perspectives

on business aviation safety during the
NBAA National Safety Forum.
The Careers in Business Aviation event
provides students with a glimpse of the
business aviation industry and offers an
opportunity to discuss the variety of aviation career paths. The fifth edition of the
National Safety Forum will emphasize the
pursuit of excellence in airmanship.
“We are honored Steve Dickson will
be with us to inspire young people about
the aviation careers awaiting them in science, technology, engineering, math, and
beyond,” said NBAA president and CEO
Ed Bolen. “We are equally pleased that he
will be a part of the day we set aside at our
convention each year to redouble our focus
on safety, our industry’s highest priority.”
Dickson emphasized collaboration in
safety during his swearing-in speech in
August. Pointing to voluntary safety programs, he said, “We will do everything in
our power to ensure the FAA promotes
and ‘walks the walk’ on employee safety
reporting programs.”
n

Recognizing that the NBAA Business Aviation Convention & Exhibition (NBAA-BACE)
is a major venue for product unveilings, the
association is taking a unique approach to
highlighting the newest industry offerings
with a New Product Showcase. From 1 to
2 p.m. on October 22 at the Innovation
Zone, product providers will present their
new products to convention attendees.
Participating exhibitors will have five
minutes each to discuss their product and
present a video or PowerPoint. NBAA further will feature the products through a
dedicated page on the NBAA-BACE website
and promotion signage throughout the Las
Vegas Convention Center and at the static
display at Henderson Executive Airport.
Eleven companies that provide a range
of products and services have signed up
for the showcase: Aero Crew Solutions,
AeroLEDs, AllProtect for Aviation, Avinode, CCX Technologies, ForeFlight, Gogo
Business Aviation, Jeff Bonner R&D, Scott
International Procedures, Textron Aviation,
and Thales.
“More than ever before, NBAA’s convention will be characterized by new product

New product announcements now have
their own dedicated venue at NBAA-BACE.
announcements, underscoring how the
show is a reflection of and driver for the
industry,” said Mike Nichols, NBAA’s senior
v-p of strategy and innovation. “Our inaugural New Product Showcase will be a key
venue for us to place a spotlight on some
of these exciting developments. The lineup
will feature a wide array of new offerings
from companies of all types and sizes, from
all parts of the world.”
K.L.
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Upgraded SJ30i on track

SyberJet SJ30i

by Mark Huber
SyberJet Aircraft has completed high-power last month. The test aircraft, N50SJ,
engine runs on its new SJ30i light jet, has ini- is a modified 2005 model SJ30-2.
tiated power-on taxi testing, and anticipates
The SJ30i will feature an upgraded
first flight soon from its San Antonio, Texas “SyberVision” avionics suite powflight-test facility, the company announced ered by the Honeywell Primus Apex
2.0 system with 12-inch displays and
a new interior. The avionics and
interior are lighter than their progenitors and take an estimated 200
pounds out of the airplane.
A follow-on aircraft, the SJ30x,
will feature uprated Williams International FJ44-3AP-25 engines with
dual Fadec controls and is expected
to provide a variety of performance
benefits including higher cruise
speed at altitude, faster climbs,
more payload, and better high and
hot performance. It will also feature single-point refueling.
The SJ30 program began in the
late 1980s and the airplane, the
SJ30-2, finally received FAA certification in 2005. Since then, the
company has had several different
corporate owners and only eight
examples of the Mach 0.83, 2,500
nm, seven-seat jet have been produced. SyberJet’s current owner,
Metalcraft Technologies, bought the
company out of bankruptcy in 2011.
SyberJet plans to transfer manufacturing to its new facility at Cedar
City (Utah) Regional Airport, with
the first production aircraft planned
to come off that line in 2020.
The aircraft holds three world
records for speed and distance. It
is designed with a 30-degree swept
wing for high speed and efficient
cruising and with leading edge
slats and flaps that are optimized
for low speed approaches. The SJ30
has a maximum altitude of 49,000
feet, maintains a sea level cabin
to 41,000 feet, and is approved for
single-pilot operations. 
n

WHERE OUR SKILLS
MEET YOUR DREAMS

NEWS note
AMAC Aerospace is a world leader in Maintenance and Completion
services for both narrow and wide-body VIP aircraft. Our bespoke
handling of VIP maintenance projects is world-renowned and our

w w w. a m a c a e r o s p a c e . c o m

‘Return to Service’ are world class for completions.
AMAC’s hangars are fully equipped with the latest technologically
advanced equipment and manned by certified personnel. We offer
a full spectrum of maintenance services and welcome the opportunity to serve you in any capacity.
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Bombardier delivered its 100th
Challenger to fractional provider
NetJets, the Canadian airframer announced last month. The
delivery of the Challenger 350
brings NetJets’s total fleet of the
type to 80 Model 350s and 20
Challenger 650s.
NetJets also was the launch
customer for the 350 and took its
first delivery in 2014. “We’re very
proud of our longstanding relationship with NetJets, who share
our desire to create an exceptional flight experience for customers,”
Bombardier Business Aircraft
president David Coleal said.

Join us at NBAA 2019, booth C10808.

BET WE E N U P LOA DI NG
AND D OW NLOA DI NG,
WORRY O NLY
AB OU T PAC K I NG

Connectivity so fast, it will
change the way they work
Now, your passengers can have the world’s fastest way to connect –
anywhere and anytime they fly. Introducing LuxStream, powered
by SES and available exclusively through Collins Aerospace’s
ARINCDirect . Passengers can connect more devices and apps,
smoothly streaming content even in ultra-HD. You’ll appreciate the
flexible pricing option and ease of a single provider. LuxStream –
the fastest way to make everyone happy.
SM

LU X S T R E A M C A B I N C O N N E C T I V I T Y
• Enables simultaneous multi-device
and app use
• Smoothly streams even in ultra-HD
• Offers flexible pricing and singleprovider ease as part of your
ARINCDirect subscription

collinsaerospace.com/LuxStream
© 2019 Collins Aerospace, a United Technologies company. All rights reserved.

UTC Aerospace Systems and Rockwell Collins are now Collins Aerospace.

Falcon 6X is taking shape
by Matt Thurber
The Dassault Falcon 6X is progressing
toward first flight in early 2021, with certification planned a year later. Most critical design review items are done, with just
some systems items remaining, according
to François Devant, manager of the company’s Biarritz, France, facilities where
the work is underway.
The first major structural element to
be manufactured was the 6X’s T5 component, the rear fuselage cone and lower
vertical stabilizer. Construction began in
February and was nearly complete in late
August when robotic drilling began on the
first 6X wing at the Martignas factory.
The first major wing part, a 10-meterlong (32.8 feet) lower wing panel, was
manufactured in December 2018 on
a high-speed milling machine. This
enables designers to incorporate stiffeners and other structural elements in the
wing panel without having to rivet them
on later, cutting down on parts count and
improving strength and longevity. While

Dassault did use chemical milling in the
past, according to Devant, that process
is no longer feasible given strict environmental and hazardous waste regulations.
While all this work progresses, subcontractors on the program are working
closely with Dassault engineers using a
digital mockup of the 6X that lives in a
Dassault Systemes computer model. This
enables all involved to share any changes
as they occur and ensure the changes fit
with what everyone else is doing.
While the many Dassault facilities in
France have developed key skills in manufacturing, they don’t automatically win the
work for each program, Devant explained.
Labor costs are high in France, “There is
not a real advantage on the money side, so
the challenge is to be the most productive
and efficient. That’s why we’re so obsessed
with efficiency when it comes to manufacturing. It’s about quality and efficiency.”
It’s also about internal competition. For
each new program, he explained, each

ForeFlight’s new Dispatch
app leverages scheduling
Boeing’s ForeFlight is extending its flight
planning capabilities with a new service
called Dispatch that enables a “schedule-to-mobile” environment encompassing scheduling, flight planning, and
integration with the ForeFlight Mobile
electronic flight bag app. On Monday at
NBAA-BACE 2019, ForeFlight announced
that Flexjet is the inaugural customer for
Dispatch, which is being demonstrated
this week at the ForeFlight and Boeing
booths (N5518 and N5202, respectively).
In beta test during the past year, Dispatch marries flight scheduling with flight
planning, enabling flight department dispatchers and schedulers to create flight
plans on the ForeFlight website and then
synchronize the flight plan with ForeFlight Mobile running on crew iPhones
and iPads. The significant new capability
is connecting supported scheduling software with Dispatch, so users can create
trips on the scheduling system then send
those into ForeFlight, where team members can work on the trips.
Dispatch is a new product that ForeFlight developed with its sister company
Jeppesen, and it takes advantage of Jeppesen flight planning data, including quickly
and automatically looking up Jeppesen
Airway Manual information and overflight reports to help assure creation of
a flight plan that avoids any restrictions
or constraints. Normally this process can
take up to an hour to do by hand, by looking up information in the Airway Manual
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and then modifying the flight plan to
accommodate any issues. With Dispatch,
integration with the Airway Manual data
and output of the compliant flight plan is
almost instantaneous.
To use Dispatch, flight departments pay
an annual subscription fee per tail number, with the fee varying depending on the
size of the aircraft. ForeFlight’s planned
integrations for Dispatch with scheduling software will include Jeppesen Operator, SD Scheduler, Flightdocs Enterprise,
BART by Seagil Software, PFM Ops Console, and Avmosys. A Dispatch Scheduling

ForeFlight’s new Dispatch
Route Builder integrates
seamlessly with the iPhones
and iPad.
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At Dassault’s Biarritz, France, factory, the first Falcon 6X is taking shape, beginning with
this T5 rear fuselage in preparation for first flight in 2021.
Dassault facility competes with the others to
win the work. The facilities also get involved
with requests-for-proposals with subcontractors, “to make sure we are producing at
the best cost internally,” Devant said. “They
know they have to be cost-efficient.”
Meanwhile, the company (Booth C11808
and C12312, static SD808) is building two
Falcon 6X integration test benches. One
is in Biarritz and houses flight controls,
hydraulics, and other actual components

that can be run by a computer simulating
flight. At Dassault’s flight test facility in
Istres, France, another test bench is under
construction using actual electrical system, avionics, and systems computers to
simulate flight and test for failures in these
critical systems.
As assembly of the first 6X progresses,
all the major components will flow to Bordeaux. By the end of this year, final assembly of the first 6X will commence.
n

application programming interface will
help facilitate integration.
The Dispatch flight-planning process
incorporates other popular ForeFlight
and Jeppesen features, including “partial
routing, at-a-glance speed and altitude
performance comparisons, expanded fuel
policies, and overflight reports,” according to ForeFlight.
Schedulers and dispatchers can not only
create the flights by starting with scheduling systems but also collaborate with other
team members on the planning, select for
optimal routes and other criteria using the
Cruise Advisor, file flight plans, monitor
flights, and share the plan with the flight
crew. ETOPS, equal time point, oceanic
tracks, and point of safe return are built-in
to Dispatch so users can see these depicted
on the route, along with overlays of weather.

The Route Builder allows users to add
any other constraints that might affect
the route, such as permit-mandated entry
and exit points or airspace that must be
avoided. Partial Routing is a feature that
will incorporate a specific route string
inside a route and automatically make
sure it is valid under applicable requirements (for example, Eurocontrol).
Individual ForeFlight Mobile app users
are attached to their flight, and then all
of the information for their flight is synched with their iPhone or iPad. Whenever information is updated on Dispatch,
it is automatically pushed to the attached
users’ device. This includes distribution
of documents to pilots using ForeFlight.
Flexjet pilots and scheduling teams
located worldwide have been testing
Dispatch prior to its release at NBAABACE 2019. “The efficiencies that we
have realized with optimized flight plan
routes, fuel burns, and passenger comfort have been outstanding,” said Tim
Montie, director of operations at Flexjet.
“This has also allowed us to reduce the
number of applications that our pilots
must maintain and reduces the amount
of actual paper documents that each
pilot and aircraft must carry.”
“We worked closely with Flexjet to
identify and eliminate the biggest inefficiencies faced by their teams: workflow
fragmentation, slow route generation,
disconnected systems, and complex
workarounds to release flights to crew
members,” said Tyson Weihs, ForeFlight co-founder and CEO. “We are now
addressing these issues by combining the
app’s historical strengths and our Jeppesen data in a single, streamlined, next-gen
flight planning solution.”
M.T..

BUSINESS AVIATION
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Textron Aviation
said it is close to
mating wings to its
prototype Cessna
Denali turboprop
single while
awaiting engine
delivery.

First flight of Cessna’s Denali
turbine single delayed to 2020
by Jerry Siebenmark
With five development engines assembled
and more than 1,600 hours of combined
operation between engine test hours, GE
Aviation’s new Catalyst turboprop engine
is progressing toward a flying testbed on
the launch application, the Textron Aviation Denali. However, the engine maker
won’t deliver the first Denali flight-test
engine to Textron Aviation (Booth C9343,
Static SD503 and SD503A) until sometime

in 2020, GE officials confirmed on the eve
of NBAA-BACE.
Textron, which plans to use the Catalyst
on its clean-sheet Cessna Denali turboprop
single, had earlier planned to fly its first
test aircraft by year-end. “Given the delay
in the engine delivery, we are not putting
a timeline on first flight of the Denali,” the
Wichita airframer said. “Textron Aviation
is pleased with the performance of the

engine, and Catalyst development testing
has met or exceeded the program requirements. Engine design and performance
has been proven through extensive component and development testing.”
Catalyst testing milestones include
more than 1,000 engine cycles with hot
starts and cold starts in temperatures
between -65 and 125 degrees Fahrenheit. It also reached FL410 in an altitude
chamber, and the first engine certification
test—PT loss of load—was completed
earlier this month. Two component certification tests have also been completed:
GGT overspeed and HPC overspeed.
The Denali iron bird ground-test article
continues to test Fadec and engine connectivity, avionics functionality, and aircraft

Honeywell’s IntuVue radar moves to smaller aircraft
Honeywell has unveiled a new version
of its IntuVue weather radar family—the
RDR-7000—for upgrading older radars on
the in-service fleet and forward-fit applications in new aircraft. The RDR-7000 will
be available for a variety of airplanes and
helicopters that can accommodate a 12-inch
antenna, although it will also be available
with an 18-inch antenna. The new radar is on
display his week at Honeywell’s NBAA-BACE
booth (N4302).
Like the IntuVue RDR-4000, the RDR7000 gives pilots a vertical view of storms.
“IntuVue is the only radar that provides a
full-up vertical view,” said Vipul Gupta,
senior director of product marketing for
Honeywell Aerospace. “It scans the entire
volume of air, from zero feet from the
ground to 60,000 feet.” The radar’s “3D
volumetric scanning,” according to Honeywell, automatically analyzes “a storm cloud
in 17 different scans…providing a 3D view of
the entire storm cell.” IntuVue “can detect
hazardous weather like hail and lightning,
[and show] predictive windshear and present it in an intuitive and simple-to-understand display,” he said. “Current radars
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require the active involvement of the pilot
to make a mental image of what the 3D
picture looks like.”
Honeywell’s legacy radars are still found
in nearly 10,000 aircraft, according to
Gupta, and the RDR-7000 is designed for

a relatively simple retrofit, with the same
bolt pattern as the legacy radars. “It’s not
a massive upgrade,” he said, with a new
antenna, adaptor cable, and transmitter/
receiver unit, but reuse of the controller,
which is fitted with a new faceplate. “This

Honeywell’s IntuVue weather radar systems offer a three-dimensional view of storms.
The new RDR-7000 version is smaller and lighter, accommodating more aircraft models.
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handling characteristics. GE said the iron
bird has completed 300 hours of testing.
In terms of the Denali’s airframe, Textron said it is nearing wingmate of the
prototype aircraft. All told, the company
has three flight test and three ground test
articles, the latter of which will be used for
airframe static and fatigue tests, as well as
cabin interior development and testing.
Along with the Catalyst engine, the
Denali will be equipped with Garmin
G3000 touchscreen avionics, including three, 14-inch diagonal, wide-screen
LCDs, synthetic vision, ADS-B In/Out and
weather avoidance radar.
With an expected range of 1,600 nm, a
maximum cruise speed of 285 knots, and
a full fuel payload of 1,100 pounds, the airplane is configurable for both passenger
and cargo missions with its flat floor.
It includes a 53-by-59-inch rear cargo
door, as well as executive features such as
a digital pressurization system that maintains a 6,130-foot cabin to 31,000 feet and
an optional externally serviceable belted
lavatory with pocket door. Large passenger windows, interior LED lighting, and
options for a refreshment cabinet and an
in-flight-accessible baggage compartment
round out the Denali’s features.
Denali offers six individual reclining seats,
club-configuration tables, and a refreshment unit in executive configuration, and
nine forward-facing seats in a high-density
commuter configuration.
“It’s an airplane that we think can have
a big impact on the marketplace and we
continue to move forward with that,”
Textron senior v-p of sales and marketing
Rob Scholl told AIN.
n

allows us to expand the IntuVue platform
on more aircraft, with the same functionality in half the weight on more smaller business jets and helicopters,” he said.
RDR-7000 system weight is about 16
pounds with a single LRU, while the RDR4000 weighs about 35 pounds and consists
of three LRUs.
Retrofits of the RDR-7000 will be available starting in April 2020 via an approved
model list STC. Some of the aircraft for which
the RDR-7000 will be available include the
Dassault Falcon 900; Bombardier Global
Express and 5000, Learjet 40/45, and Challenger 600/601; Cessna Citation III, VI, and
X, along with 560, V, Ultra, and 550 Bravo;
Hawker 800; Embraer ERJ-135/145; ATR
42/72; and de Havilland Dash 8-100. Honeywell will offer trade-in credits for older
Honeywell equipment.
Honeywell has flight tested the RDR-7000
for 300 hours on five platforms, including
a helicopter. The company is working with
aircraft manufacturers for new aircraft applications, said Gupta. “We’re actively working
with OEMs, and it will be available on some
forward-fit platforms next year, and that will
snowball in 2021. The aftermarket is a big
focus for 2020.”
M.T.
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Tools, parts fly out of Lufthansa Technik
additive manufacturing center in Hamburg
by Matt Thurber
Additive manufacturing (AM) is rapidly
developing into an important tool for
making aircraft parts for all kinds of applications, including some safety-critical
components. Lufthansa Technik is taking
the technique, also called 3D printing, a
step further, using AM to make special
tools for aircraft maintenance.
Every aircraft, once it enters service,
comes with a long list of special tools
that maintainers must have on hand.
Some are as simple as a unique wrench
designed to loosen that hard-to-reach
or specially designed nut, while others
are sophisticated and precisely made
devices needed for making accurate and
repeatable repairs efficiently. Lufthansa
Technik has found many tools that it can
build in-house using AM equipment, and
this saves the company money and time,
especially if the one tool needed for a particular job is not available when needed.

AM Consolidation

Lufthansa Technik created its Additive
Manufacturing Center in Hamburg in
early 2018 to consolidate AM activities,
which include making flying parts and
prototyping for both developing and producing new parts, as well as crafting specialized tools.
“The AM Center serves as a collaborative hub for the experience and skills that
Lufthansa Technik has gained in additive manufacturing until [the expertise]
then is bundled and further expanded, to
increase the maturity of the technology
and to accelerate the development of new
products,” according to Aenne Koester,
head of the AM Center.
The consolidation of activities at the
AM Center means that Lufthansa Technik can design and manufacture tools
and parts, perform quality control on the
products, seek necessary approvals, and
put the products to work. To accomplish
this, the AM Center formed three clusters: prototyping, tooling, and flying.
Prototyping creates parts or tools that are
designed for mocking up and fit-checking.
The AM processes employ materials such as
low-temperature polymers, flame-retardant
materials, and high-temperature-resistant,
high-strength nickel-based or titanium
alloys, depending on the application.
The tooling cluster replicates special
tools needed for aircraft maintenance,
using all of the above materials. An example of such a tool is a socket wrench for
loosening the bearing cap on hydraulic
landing gear actuators. The original tool
wears out relatively quickly due to the
high torque levels on the caps, and delivery time for this socket wrench is usually
eight weeks, according to Lufthansa Technik. The tooling cluster can make one in
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Additive manufacturing (AM), or 3D printing, can enable more than just aircraft parts. The
specialty tools needed to maintain aircraft are also much easier to produce with AM.
a week, and the in-house manufactured
socket is lighter and features stronger
teeth that last longer.
Other tooling cluster examples include
a dual gas-value tool, which improves
on the tool’s original design. Using AM,
Lufthansa Technik engineers were able
to build in channels to conduct inert gas

to the area being welded. The gas also
cools the tool during the welding process,
making for a better outcome. Inert gas
channels are also built into an expander
jaw, used to help maintain the shape of a
combustion chamber during weld repairs.
Flying parts can be even more complex, not just in the actual manufacturing,

but in the regulatory approval processes,
including qualification of manufacturing processes.
In developing and expanding the use of
AM, Lufthansa Technik respects the intellectual property rights of the original part
or tool manufacturers. “According to this
principle,” Koester told AIN, “Lufthansa
Technik cooperates with other companies
when necessary when it comes to the
reproduction of components. In addition,
Lufthansa Technik has a strong supplier
and partner network for the development
of new parts and tools.”
The actual savings in manufacturing
costs and lead times that Lufthansa Technik realizes with its AM Center are not just
directly financial. “The advantages that AM
offers, such as higher design freedom of
parts, faster production, or weight reduction of components can be translated into
resulting savings,” she said. “On the other
hand, additive manufactured parts allow
savings in the downstream processes: savings in turnaround times due to tailor-made
tools or savings in operation due to weight
reduction within the aircraft.”
Lufthansa Technik will continue
exploring ways to make the best use of the
AM Center. “All the developments and
work carried out in the AM Center have a
strong product focus,” Koester concluded.
“The goal of all activities of the center is
the best possible utilization of the AM
technology for Lufthansa Technik, today
and in the future.”
n

LHT issues voice commands for cabin systems
In the latest evolution of its nice cabin man- systems rely on the Internet. “Even though talking presets; it’s dynamic configuration of
agement system (CMS), Lufthansa Technik many aircraft are connected, if anything
the cabin based on the context of personal
(Booth 8730) is showcasing at NBAA 2019 goes wrong with the connectivity, it affects preferences, and where the aircraft is at a
its nicechat voice-recognition system for the voice-control system,” Muirhead said. particular time and place in the journey.”
the CMS, in development at LHT’s Original “We’re putting our efforts into developing
Nicechat is just one of the system’s new
Equipment Innovation (OEI) branch.
a voice-control system where the library is technologies LHT is demonstrating at NBAA.
“Many of us have in our homes Alexa or stored locally on the aircraft, so you don’t
“We plan to show our thoughts on the
Siri and are getting used to having a certain
have a problem if you don’t have connec- future of customer interaction, what the diglevel of automation using voice recognition,” tivity, or it doesn’t work the way expected.” itized aircraft looks like. ‘How do I digitize it
said OEI product division head Andrew
Since it works offline, nicechat will need to make it mine?’” Muirhead said. “We want
Muirhead. “There’s an expectation from the
no onboard broadband, and it’s activated by
the customer to be in control, to select what
consumer to use [such apps] in the aircraft.” an old-fashioned button rather than voice, he or she wants to do, and when.”
The Hamburg, Germany-based company to ensure it can’t listen to conversations by
That means easy customization for ownis displaying in a mockup section of a busi- unintentional activation—an “important cri- ers and operators, and easy personalization
ness jet cabin a prototype nine-foot long, teria” for passengers on business and VIP for occasional passengers such as charter
voice-commanded ceiling panel with OLED aircraft, according to LHT.
customers or onboard guests.
displays that can simulate different decors
As part of the tech display, LHT is also
and appearances. By voice command, it can
Future Aircraft-Passenger Interaction presenting a “Li-Fi” system demonstrating
mimic a stucco ceiling, a mural, or a skylight A launch customer has purchased several “how you can stream video over the [cabin]
looking into the heavens, for example.
voice commands to integrate into the air- lighting system to a tablet computer,” MuirLHT aims to show attendees that nice- craft’s nice system, and LHT engineers are
head said. “Turn on your reading lights, and
chat can have powers beyond what home
teaching a prototype system how to rec- the light is getting all the data required [for
users expect. “We’re not talking about sim- ognize commands reliably. LHT plans to streaming]. It’s modulating the data for the
ple things like lights on, lights off,” Muir- expand the library over time to cover a wider video as part of the transmission of light.”
head told AIN. “We’re focusing on things spectrum of needs and cabin functionality,
The nice CMS, able to control cabin systems
that typically take a little more effort, things ultimately rendering “constant adaptation including video, audio, lighting, environmental,
you have to go into a menu to do,” such as to new apps and user interfaces a thing of and connectivity, was first installed in 2003,
setting room to cinema mode or configuring
the past,” according to the company.
and last year LHT celebrated the sale of its
full-spectrum lighting.
“The idea is, anyone interacting with the 1,000th unit. LHT’s new fiber optic-based nice
But there is a technical problem con- cabin management system can make it the Touch system was developed exclusively for
fronting onboard voice recognition: the way they want it,” Muirhead said. “We’re not Bombardier’s new Global 7500 flagship. J.W.
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Tamarack looks ahead to bankruptcy exit;
already planning new winglet applications
by Rob Finfrock

airport. That aircraft had been fitted
with Tamarack winglets shortly before
the accident, including the revised TACs
units under SB1467.
Unusually, the FAA directive specifically
cited possible Atlas malfunction as a focus
area in the NTSB investigation in addition to the incidents previously noted by
EASA. “We have reached out to the Board
and are now a party to that investigation,”
Klinginsmith said. “We’re obviously troubled the [FAA] AD points to our winglets,
and we feel it was inappropriate to make
such a statement regarding an ongoing
investigation.”
“We’re not in the know on where that
investigation stands,” Guida added, referring to himself and Klinginsmith, “but I
do believe it would have been hard to get
these ADs lifted if investigators believed
[Atlas] was complicit in it.”

With customer aircraft flying once again
and new installations underway, Tamarack Aerospace aims to finish 2019 on
much stronger footing. That includes
exiting Chapter 11 bankruptcy and exploring new applications for the company’s
active load alleviation system (Atlas)
winglet technology.
The year certainly began on a sour note
for the Sandpoint, Idaho-based company,
following implications of Atlas faults in
several incidents that led to airworthiness
directives from the European Union Avi- Atlas winglet-equipped Citations are back flying, and Tamarack looks to expand its market.
ation Safety Agency (EASA) and the FAA,
and the months-long grounding of Textron Tamarack into Chapter 11, halted sales of Klinginsmith, who was elevated to the
Rebuilding Now and
Aviation Model 525, 525A and 525B Citation- its winglets and forced several layoffs at role of Tamarack’s president following
Looking to the Future
Jets equipped with Tamarack’s winglets.
the company. The situation also led Guida the June bankruptcy filing. “However, With the installed fleet back in the air, TamCompany founder and CEO and Atlas
to return to the company he’d founded. we didn’t panic. We faced the situation arack is now looking to rebuild its business
inventor Nick Guida told AIN he felt like “I’d been gone for a bit, but I came back as
head-on and we maintained our business.” and ultimately expand its offerings. The
“a father seeing his kid thrown in jail over I felt we needed leadership in the world of
While the company is moving forward, company completed its first post-AD Atlas
false accusations” when EASA issued its ADs and certification,” he said.
one lingering question concerns the installation in late July, and Klinginsmith
emergency AD in April. “Our team had
“It’s hard to ignore the timing [of the National Transportation Safety Board noted several others in the pipeline. Instalspent many years and many millions of directives], which bordered on a knee- (NTSB) investigation into a fatal Novem- lations in Sandpoint currently take approxdollars to prove the design and safety of jerk reaction in the [Boeing 737] Max ber 2018 crash of an Atlas-equipped CJ2+ imately two weeks to complete—roughly
these winglets to certification authorities,” aftermath,” added chief engineer Jacob
shortly after takeoff from an Indiana double the time frame versus when the
he added. “That work was now under
company was fully staffed—and Tamarack
attack, and we had to prove our innocence.”
hopes to complete the 100th Atlas installaTamarack took particular exception to
tion before year-end.
one pilot’s claim, cited in the EASA direcAnother part of Tamarack’s growth
tive, of immediate loss of control followstrategy is to expand its existing network
ing an Atlas malfunction, a scenario Guida
of 16 U.S. and international service prosaid was later proven false. “It drives engividers that sell, install and service Atlas
neers crazy when confronted with a situawinglets. Guida noted the company has
tion driven by inaccurate data,” he added.
World Fuel Services is acquiring Universal aviation fuel platform,” said World Fuel
also reached out to Textron Aviation,
Weather and Aviation’s UVair fuel business chairman and CEO Michael Kasbar. “We
which opted last year to discontinue Atlas
Service Bulletins
for $170 million, the companies announced look forward to welcoming UVair’s fuel
installations on new aircraft—a decision
Approved to Remedy ADs
on August 23. According to World Fuel customers and providing them and Unihe emphasized was unrelated to the later
The company had previously issued two
(Booth N4702), the deal should close by versal’s international trip planning cusADs—and intends to reinvest in new platservice bulletins to address possible Tamyear-end and will be funded through cash- tomers with access to our global fuel
forms the company “put on the shelf to
arack Active Control Surfaces (TACS)
on-hand and liquidity available through an supply network.”
focus on the Citation.”
asymmetry, including an April 2018 bulexisting unsecured credit facility.
“This sale of UVair will enable us to conTamarack will also exhibit at this year’s
letin (SB1467) calling for mandatory
Houston-based UVair serves business tinue to invest and grow,” said Universal
NBAA convention (Booth C12744) with
replacement of a screw that could work
and general aviation customers at more chairman Greg Evans. “We will continue to
the company emphasizing its path ahead.
free inside the actuator, bridge an electhan 5,000 locations worldwide. While invest in our digital platforms. We will also
“Our message is that we’re still here,”
trical circuit and drive TACS movement.
Universal will retain its international trip continue to expand our global footprint,
Klinginsmith said. “We’re not out of busiA second bulletin issued in early 2019
planning services business, the UVair deal grow our global concierge network, invest
ness, despite the negative connotations of
(SB1475) called for installation of aerodyincludes an agreement for Universal to in and add new catering locations as Air
bankruptcy, and we’re moving forward.”
namic centering strips to force those surwork exclusively with World Fuel to supply Culinaire Worldwide continues to thrive,
The company’s own customers are
faces to a neutral position in the event of
fuel to its customers.
and build on our recently announced joint
driving that path forward, with a group of
Atlas-equipped Citation owners fronting
such uncommanded asymmetries.
“This strategic acquisition…will further venture with Drivania to provide a truly
Tamarack made both bulletins manC.T.
part of the $1.95 million in debtor-in-posenhance our global business and general global transportation solution.”
datory following the EASA AD and mainsession financing the company secured in
tained the two SBs resolved concerns
early August. “Our customers remain our
raised by regulators. The company also
biggest fans,” Klinginsmith said. “They
vehemently denied that Atlas asymmetry
love our winglets, and it’s really gratifying
could lead to irrecoverable loss of control.
to see our products provide so much satisRegulators ultimately approved instalfaction to them.”
lation of those service bulletins to resolve
Guida also remains grateful for custhe ADs and return Atlas-equipped airtomers’ support. “Many of our operators
craft to service. EASA lifted its emerfly Part 91 and are entrepreneurs, themgency action July 7, and the FAA issued an
selves, who’ve faced similar headaches in
alternate means of compliance (AMOC)
their own businesses,” he said. “I’ve taken
shortly after to essentially the same effect.
Universal Weather and Aviation is selling its UVair fueling business to World Fuel
calls from many of them, and while they
While that returned its customers’ CJs
were obviously upset their planes were
Services for $170 million. UVair serves business and general aviation customers at
to the skies, resolution of the ADs came
grounded, they’d call just to ask me, ‘Nick,
more than 5,000 locations worldwide.
after the groundings had already driven
how are you doing through this?’”
n

World Fuel Services
to acquire UVair in a $170M deal
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Artificial intelligence drives
R-R Pearl 15 monitoring unit
by Chris Kjelgaard
Rolls-Royce engineers are researching
which sensor-data patterns could prove
significant in indicating possible future
condition issues with Pearl 15 engines
designed to power Bombardier Global
5500 and Global 6500 business jets, in a
continuing effort to make the Pearl 15’s
engine vibration health monitoring unit
(EVHMU) ever more effective.
Dirk Geisinger, R-R’s director of business aviation and chairman of Rolls-Royce
Deutschland, told AIN the company is
using its Pearl 15 sensor-data pattern
research to train artificial intelligence (AI)
algorithms at the heart of the software that
controls the EVHMU’s engine-parameter
monitoring and broadcasting capability.
Geisinger likened the EVHMU-training
process to the ReCaptcha function that
asks personal-computer users browsing
any of a host of websites to select all those
boxes in a photographic grid that display
a certain feature—say, a storefront or a
traffic light. Although ReCaptcha does this
under the guise of having each website
viewer confirm that ‘I’m Not A Robot,’ in
reality major technology firms use the function to help train the AIs they are developing to recognize different patterns.
Geisinger said the monitoring capability the EVHMU provides has led the
company to call the Pearl 15 its “next-
generation intelligent engine.” The Pearl 15
EVHMU’s data-monitoring and broadcasting capability allows R-R to incorporate
engine health monitoring diagnostics in
the EVHMU and provide bi-directional
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communication between the EVHMU and
the operator, or R-R, enabling them easily
to reconfigure Pearl 15 engine-monitoring
features remotely from ground stations.
In practice, that will allow R-R or the
operator to reconfigure the Pearl 15
EVHMU’s software to monitor different
parts of the engine and its accessories in
near-real-time by selecting from a variety
of software filters provided by the AI controlling EVHMU functioning, according
to Geisinger. The Pearl 15 EVHMU can
monitor 9,000 different parameters indicating the condition of different parts of
the engine and its line replaceable units
(LRUs), “but not all at the same time,”
he said. So each EVHMU software filter

specifies a different subset of data parameters to monitor. By doing so, the EVHMU
is able to monitor every different vibration
that occurs in any Pearl 15 part and LRU,
and also monitor operating temperatures
and pressures throughout the engine.
Each filter selected can then broadcast
relevant engine-parameter data to R-R or
the operator as soon as the Global 5500
or Global 6500 has landed. If the operator
chooses to have R-R maintain its Pearl 15s
under the OEM’s fixed-price CorporateCare
Enhanced power-by-the-hour coverage—as
R-R thinks many operators will, though it
also offers traditional, less comprehensive
time-and-maintenance coverage for the
Pearl 15—then R-R will use the engine-
diagnostics data it receives to provide preventive maintenance for the engines.
Geisinger said the CorporateCare
Enhanced package—which R-R introduced
earlier this year specifically for the Pearl 15
and the BR710 versions powering the Gulfstream V, the Gulfstream G550, and the
Bombardier Global Express—is even

Recently certified by Transport Canada, the Rolls-Royce Pearl 15 turbofan will largely rely on
artificial intelligence tech to control its engine vibration health monitoring unit (EVHMU).
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more comprehensive than the CorporateCare coverage R-R previously offered. The
Enhanced package adds MRO coverage for
the engine’s nacelle, thrust reverser, and
pneumatic dual-action actuator as well
as coverage of the composite parts in the
engine and coverage for any part-corrosion.
“It covers the whole integrated powerplant
rather than just the core engine, as in the
past,” he said.
The Pearl 15 EVHMU is the most
advanced and capable engine health monitoring unit that Rolls-Royce has ever
developed for any engine. and in the future,
R-R will install EVHMUs of similar design
and specification in all of its commercial
and bizav engine models, according to
Geisinger. Rolls-Royce Control Systems
in Birmingham, England developed the
EVHMU and is manufacturing the units.
Approximately “the size of two larger
laptops” joined together, the Pearl 15
EVHMU is attached to the top of the
engine, said Geisinger. To ensure the Pearl
15’s operational safety and security by
preventing any hacker from taking operational control of the engine remotely
through the EVHMU’s two-way broadcast
function, R-R has designed the EVHMU
to be entirely separate “physically and
electronically” from the engine’s full
authority digital engine control (Fadec)
computer, said Geisinger. This makes the
EVHMU unable to communicate any data
whatsoever to the Fadec unit: all data flow
between the two units is entirely unidirectional. The engine-parameter data
generated by the sensors flows from the
Fadec computer into the EVHMU, where
the data is filtered and analyzed by the
EVHMU’s artificial intelligence.
Geisinger confirmed that the
Pearl 15 EVHMU is capable of broadcasting engine-parameter data to the ground in
real-time, “but the industry isn’t ready yet
[for it] from a technological and transactional point of view. The broadcasting piece
depends at the end of the day on what the
airframer and its customers want to have,
so it’s not our call. Rolls-Royce is talking to
airframers to see the different concepts for
the beauty contest” for live air-to-ground
broadcasting of engine-parameter data, he
said. When it sees “which concept wins,”
R-R will then design its EVHMU in-flight,
real-time broadcast capability so that it fits
seamlessly with that concept.
As of mid-September, Pearl 15 engine
testing had accumulated more than 3,700
hours and more than 13,000 cycles of
ground and flight-testing, according to
Geisinger. “We’re really proud of how
mature the engine is,” he said. During
the design-testing program, the Pearl 15
was “almost too good,” because none of
the severe tests to which the development
engines were subjected caused enough
damage for Rolls-Royce to think any design
improvement was needed. “So we have
really great confidence in a reliable product out of the box” when the Pearl 15 enters
service on the Global 5500 and Global 6500
later this year—a schedule R-R and Bombardier remain confident of meeting. n

True Blue Power shows new
ultra-lightweight battery

Gen5 batteries from
True Blue Power
eliminate a number of
costly maintenance
requirements, including
most battery-related AOG
issues, according to the
company.

by Tom Ewing
True Blue Power (Booth C8717) continues its introduction of the company’s
fifth-generation (Gen5) main ship batteries unveiled last March at Heli-Expo
in Atlanta. The three ultra-lightweight
batteries in this new True Blue Power set
are TB20 (20 amp-hour), TB30 (30 amphour), and TB40 (40 amp-hour).
These are True Blue Power’s first
on-condition, lithium-ion engine-start
batteries. Gen5 batteries are engineered
to overcome the challenges inherent in
lead-acid and nickel-cadmium (NiCad)
technologies. The Gen5 batteries eliminate expensive battery maintenance,
frequent capacity checks, low-voltage
operational delays, and most battery-related AOG situations.
“If you make a list of everything aircraft
owners and operators dislike about leadacid or NiCad batteries and compare that
to the advanced features and benefits that
our fifth-generation batteries deliver, you’ll
find we’ve eliminated all of those pain
points and maximized every advantage

lithium-ion technology provides,” said
Todd Winter, president and CEO of True
Blue Power. “We’ve been fine-tuning this
revolutionary technology for more than
a decade. Our batteries are safer, smarter,
lighter, and far more cost-effective than
[those of] our nearest competition.”
True Blue Power expects FAA and EASA
certification for the Gen5 series in the
fourth quarter.
In addition to advances over lead-acid
and nickel-cadmium batteries, Gen5 power
is more stable and less reactive than competitors’ lithium metal oxide battery chemistry, according to the company’s research.
Test protocols include batteries being subjected to qualification tests, including 20-g
crash testing, -40°C to 70°C operational
temperature, shock, and vibration tests. All
batteries confirmed their ability to manage
overvoltage, over-current, undervoltage,
and short circuit with no damage to the
battery, according to the company.
Gen5 eliminates toxic metals and acid
spills. They can be recycled or disposed of

in area landfills. Less weight reduces fuel
burn and related CO2 emissions.
In addition, the Gen5 engine-start batteries communicate real-time state-ofcharge (SOC) and state-of-health (SOH)
data. Battery configurations are programmed to meet the needs of specific
aircraft. This includes charge current limit,
end-of-life capacity, minimum dispatch
capacity, and engine-start readiness. The
Built-in Test (BIT) indicator provides SOC
data without the need for external test
equipment, load banks, or auxiliary power.
The batteries are positioned within Battery Management System (BMS) control
modules, linked to a central monitoring
system, which constantly communicates
battery health to the cockpit or console.
The BMS reports information such as
temperature, module faults, and over/

under voltage indications, while internally
monitoring established safety thresholds.
This data eliminates expensive scheduled battery maintenance and frequent,
costly capacity checks, an improvement
that saves owners and operators up to 90
percent in total maintenance cost, the
company said. The Gen5 system simply
indicates if an operator’s attention is
needed, including end-of-useful life.
True Blue Power Gen5 products are
less than half the size or weight of existing batteries. Lithium-ion cells have three
times the energy density per kilogram
when compared to lead-acid and NiCad
alternatives. The Gen5s weigh up to 60
percent less and deliver more amp-hours
per pound than any other aircraft battery.
True Blue Power says typical battery life
is around eight years.
n
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MARK WAGNER

Gogo Business Aviation (left) is adding
ground-based 5G connectivity. James
Person holds Viasat’s Ka-band antenna
(above) which brings high-speed broadband
to mid- and super-midsize jets.

Connectivity reigns, as bandwidth expands
by James Wynbrandt
Connectivity is king, and a glittering
retinue of onboard service and systems
providers is holding court at NBAA 2019,
offering multiple options for surfing the
web, streaming content, video conferencing, and just about anything else you can
do online at home or in the office, aboard
a business aircraft. Attendees can also see
how providers are exploiting these digital networks to enhance flight operations,
maintenance, and safety.
Gogo Business Aviation (Booth
C9043) arrives in Las Vegas amid construction of a U.S.-Canada 5G air-to-ground
(ATG) network, scheduled to go live in
2021. The 5G infrastructure will support all
spectrum types (licensed, unlicensed, and
shared) and bands (low, mid, and high),
and enable adopting technology advances
as they develop, the Colorado-based
onboard connectivity specialist said. CEO
Oakleigh Thorne noted the company is
introducing the network “at the same
time as the terrestrial telecommunications companies are deploying the same
generation of technology on the ground,”
calling that “a first in the in-flight connectivity industry.” Built on its existing infrastructure of more than 250 towers, the 5G
network will use unlicensed spectrum in
the 2.4-GHz range and employ beamforming technology. Gogo’s existing 3G and 4G
networks in the continental U.S. and in
Canada will provide backup.
Following commencement of limited
service this year, SmartSky Networks
(Booth C9430) is completing rollout of
its high-speed broadband ATG network,
using a mix of 4G LTE and emerging 5G
technologies. Coverage of the contiguous
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U.S. is expected by year end. SmartSky’s
patented spectrum reuse, advanced beamforming technologies, and 60 MHz of
spectrum provide “significantly enhanced
connectivity,” according to the Research
Triangle, North Carolina company. Scheduled carrier JetSuiteX, a division of light
jet charter operator JetSuite, has signed
on as launch customer for the service, a
choice made, said JetSuite CEO Alex Wilcox, “after a rigorous selection process
including my personal inflight evaluation.”
In May, SmartSky announced Mosaic
ATM will develop new data streams, processing, and fusion techniques for the
network’s Skytelligence in-flight apps platform, which aims “to catalyze aviation’s
digital transformation,” said SmartSky
chairman and CEO Haynes Griffin.
Satcom network operator and service provider Viasat (Booth C9020) is

heralding at NBAA the arrival of highspeed satcom broadband in mid- and
super-midsize jets—previously unavailable as the airframes weren’t large
enough for mounting high-speed satcom
antennas. Viasat’s newly STC’d Ka-band
Global Air Terminal (GAT) 5510 and 5518
systems deliver up to 16 Mbps speed to
both cabin and cockpit, enabling multisite video conference calling, access to
corporate VPN connections and e-mail,
streaming videos, and other bandwidth-intensive applications. Introduced
as a line-fit option with Embraer’s new
Praetor 600, by year’s end at least 12 platforms spanning Bombardiers, Dassault
Falcons, and Gulfstreams are expected
to offer the GAT 5510 as a line-fit option
or aftermarket installation, said James
Person, director of global business development for the California company.

The GATs include a two-axis steerable,
two-way Ka-band antenna with an integrated antenna control unit, an antenna
power supply unit, and a modem. The
antennas can be tail or fuselage mounted
(the 5510 can be hatch mounted). The
terminals tap into Viasat’s ViaSat-1,
ViaSat-2, and European KA-SAT satellite platforms, providing coverage over
North and Central America, the Caribbean, the North Atlantic flight tracks,
and Europe.
Attention “Data-hungry business aviation customers who are looking for the
fastest inflight connectivity with unlimited data usage:” Satcom Direct (Booth
C10217) brings Inmarsat’s newest Jet
Connex high-speed data service, JX-Pro,
to the show, with a maximum information
rate of 20 Mbps download and 1 Mbps
upload—33 percent higher speeds compared to Jet Connex’s previous fastest
plan, according to Inmarsat.
Satcom Direct arrives on the heels of
completing the second of a four-stage
expansion of the data center at its Melbourne, Florida headquarters, which
securely hosts private networks for clients connected to Satcom Direct hardware, software, and satellite connectivity
services. The buildout will “support current and future internal and customer-
facing services,” said Chris Moore,
Satcom Direct’s president of business aviation, providing “more data management
options for our aviation clients.”
continues on page 38

SmartSky (left) has ambitions “to catalyze aviation’s digital transformation.” Meanwhile, Satcom Direct is fresh from cutting the ribbon on
stage 2 of a four-stage expansion of its Melbourne, Florida headquarters and data center.
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CERTIFIED
OUTPERFORMANCE.
LEAD THE WAY NOW.
Unprecedented performance. Industry-leading
technology. Exceptional comfort.
Now certified. The Praetor 500 and the Praetor 600 are the
world’s most disruptive and technologically advanced
midsize and super-midsize business jets.
Both have record-breaking, best-in-class range.
Enviable performance in challenging airports.
Full fly-by-wire with turbulence reduction capabilities.
Unparalleled comfort in a six-foot-tall, flat-floor
cabin. Ka-band home-like connectivity.
Power the future. Take command. Lead the way – now.

See the Praetors for yourself at Embraer Static Display 810.
Learn more at executive.embraer.com.

L E AD I N G TH E WAY

continued from page 36

Connectivity reigns,
as bandwidth grows
Making its first NBAA appearance since
rebranding following this year’s acquisition by United Technologies, Collins
Aerospace (formerly Rockwell Collins;
Booth C10808), in partnership with satellite network operator SES, is showcasing LuxStream, the latter’s forthcoming
high-speed Ku-band satcom network. LuxStream will deliver speeds up to 25 Mbps
in the U.S. and 15 Mbps over the rest of
the globe, excluding the polar regions. The
SES-15 Ku-band satellite, which covers the
U.S., became operational in January. Collins provides the cabin router and KuSAT2000 satcom terminal for LuxStream, and
its ArincDirect unit is service provider.
With the amount of data broadband
systems can collect, “There is so much
you can do,” said Collins Aerospace v-p
and general manager of information management LeAnn Ridgeway, adding that
Honeywell is committed “to bring that
total solution together” for customers.
In September, Vista Global signed on
as LuxStream’s launch customer, with
first installations going on VistaJet’s 36
Bombardier Globals. Equipage of the
XO-owned and -operated super-mid fleet
will follow. (Collins maintains its relationship with Inmarsat and Honeywell to sell
Jet Connex Ka-band satcom service.) As
the launch with Vista suggests, Collins is
targeting the aftermarket for LuxStream
sales, focusing on Globals, Challengers,
Falcons, Gulfstreams, and other largecabin models.
Connectivity hardware manufacturer Astronics (Booth C11617) is also
a key player in the LuxStream offering,
showcasing at the convention center
the antenna chosen for the high-speed
service, its T-series Ku-band tail-radome-mounted satcom antenna. Total
LuxStream hardware weight is 51 pounds.
In addition to its connectivity hardware, Honeywell International (Booth
N1816B; N4302) counts itself among
major in-flight airtime services providers,
and is highlighting its “flexible and affordable” onboard service plans for JetWave
Ka-band and SwiftBroadband Ku-band
access. Additionally, its GoDirect Cabin
apps include Flight Efficiency, which
uses advanced analytics to reduce fuel

Honeywell workers (above) install JetWave hardware for GX Aviation aboard the company’s B757
flying testbed. The Airmont KxL network, below, increases reception to as high as 3.8 Mbps.

that meet audiophiles’ stringent standards
to business aircraft cabins—while also
being among the smallest and lightest,
according to the Sterling, Massachusetts
tech firm. Entering its third decade, Alto
offers the nVelop line of surround sound
loudspeakers, amplifiers, and subwoofers,
in addition to passenger controls, customized cabin audio equipment, and turnkey
audio and entertainment systems. Standard equipment on most OEM’s business
jets, almost 3,000 Alto audio systems are
flying on corporate aircraft.
Aircraft tracking is becoming a connectivity cornerstone. Spire Global (Booth
N3118) is creating a network of Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast
(ADS-B) sensing nanosatellites aimed at
bringing the San Francisco company’s
AirSafe ADS-B tracking coverage to the
entire globe. Spire currently has some 100
nanosatellites and 30 ground stations collecting ADS-B and other radio wavelength
data. While tracking, Spire announced
in September the network is collecting
each day 5,000 radio occultation profiles,
which can measure physical properties of
the atmosphere—tripling the amount of
this data currently available worldwide—
in an effort to predict when and where
severe weather events occur. The “higher
quality” of radio occulation information
is “providing crucial data of exceptional
new quality,” said Peter Platzer, CEO of
the privately held firm.
For terrestrial-based tracking, the
RadarBox XRange from Tampa, Florida’s AirNav Systems (Booth C8423)
offers real-time ADS-B flight position
reporting by decoding ADS-B radar signals. The stand-alone XRange provides
the same imagery Air Traffic Controllers
see on their screens, identifying aircraft
by flight number, type, altitude, heading,
and speed, updated each second. Coverage areas include Europe, U.S., Canada,
Atlantic, and Pacific, and AirNav claims
more than 15,000 XRange users in more
than 150 countries.
n

consumption by 3 to 4 percent; Connected personal devices to onboard displays.
Maintenance, which provides prescriptive
Airmont-KxL can increase reception
and predictive data that reduces mainte- “from a few hundred kilobits per second
nance costs; and Ground Handling, a tool up to 3.8 Mbps,” said Airmont executive
for increasing ground ops efficiency.
chairman and founder Jean-François
Honeywell is meanwhile expanding Gault, adding that fuselage modifications
its aftermarket offerings, and in May are unnecessary and “the time and the
reported completing “the largest single cost of installation are minimal.”
aircraft update within the business jet
Airmont’s content-streaming Cast is
space” in the refurbishment of a Bombar- based on the cast app on smartphones, is
dier Global Express. The upgrade included
a carry-on set-top box that connects to
installation of Honeywell’s JetWave a local network and HDMI TV port, and
Ka-band satcom system; a Primus Elite available by monthly subscription or oneintegrated avionics system; an updated time purchase.
flight management system, enabling use
Alto Aviation (Booth N4631) brings
of Honeywell’s GoDirect services; and an premium audio and entertainment systems
Ovation Select CMS, and CNX900 wireless cabin network router. The makeover
was designed by the company’s Retrofits, Modifications & Upgrades Center of
Excellence in Phoenix.
For executive airliners and large-cabin
jets already satcom equipped, French
startup Airmont (Booth C12748), in its
NBAA debut, is presenting Airmont KxL,
a satcom accelerator; and Airmont-Cast,
Join us for a free lunch event on October 22 at
which streams stored content from
NBAA-BACE 2019 in Las Vegas to hear from a

5G FOR BIZAV:
SEPARATE FACT
FROM FICTION

panel of subject experts who will discuss the latest technological advancement for connectivity
in aviation—5G. They’ll help you cut through the
noise in the market to better understand what a
true 5G network is, as well as what it will mean
for anyone traveling on a private aircraft and
what elements are required, end-to-end, for a
network to be truly 5G. Attendees will also be
entered to win a YETI gift basket. Sponsored by
Gogo Business Aviation.

Astronics AeroSat SATCOM antenna technology for business aircraft will be used by Collins
Aerospace for its new LuxStream service in partnership with SES.
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12:00 - 1:30pm
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GIVE YOUR PLANE
A MOUNTAIN RETREAT

BUILD YOUR NEXT HANGAR AT RIL
COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE
• 24/7 live airport operations phone at 970-230-1685 for up-to-the-minute
airport reports
• Aspen & Beaver Creek are both an hour and fifteen minutes away by car
• Pilots enjoy multiple approaches (ILS, GPS, RNAV) to both runway ends
• Better weather and runway conditions at Rifle’s lower field elevation makes the airport
an ideal place to reposition and store your aircraft year round when you are in Colorado
• General aviation freedom at a professionally operated business jet airfield. - NO TSA

SECURITY MADE VISIBLE
• Gated security for the entire airfield
• Hangar tenants may access the airport security camera and gate system
• Hangar management companies available to maintain your facility when you are away

FREEDOM MADE AFFORDABLE
• 40-year lease terms with NO reversion clause
• 2018 - 2019 hangar construction estimates from Tectonic Management Group, Denver, CO
- 100’ x 100’ from $1.3 Million
- 120’ x 120’ from $1.9 Million
- 150’ x 150’ from $2.4 Million
Contact Airport Director, Brian Condie, during the NBAA show at 970.379.5156 | rifleairport.com

Collins and SES launch
LuxStream 25Mbps satcom
by Matt Thurber
Vista Global is launch customer for LuxStream, a new high-speed satellite communications system developed by Collins
Aerospace (Booth C10808) that runs on
Ku-band satellites operated by SES. Collins will provide airborne hardware and its
ArincDirect unit will be the service provider
for the broadband network operated by SES.
Vista Global’s VistaJet and XOJet fleets will
carry LuxStream systems; the first will be
installed in VistaJet’s 36 Globals.
While some satcom hardware manufacturers don’t provide the service to aircraft
operators, Collins is making the systems,
including the onboard router, and selling satellite airtime to operators. “It’s
important for us to bring that total solution together,” said LeAnn Ridgeway, v-p
and general manager of Information Management Services for Collins Aerospace.
“Think about how complex these systems
are getting, into true high-speed broadband, and there is so much more you can
do with that. It fits more in our sweet spot
and the complexities of these aircraft.”

As the hardware manufacturer and service provider, Collins will be able to help customers set up their routers, move data on
and off the airplane, and manage software
applications that benefit from high-speed
connectivity. “It’s important to have that
complex integration and all those working
together,” she said, adding that cybersecurity is an important component. “We have
to do that all day long, and we feel like we’re
the right people to ensure [operators] have
proper cybersecurity.”
Network speeds on the SES systems
will be up to 25 Mbps in the U.S. and 15
Mbps elsewhere, and passengers will be
able to stream HD video and use multiple devices simultaneously. Coverage is
global except for over polar regions.
The LuxStream hardware consists of an
Astronics T-series tail-radome-mounted
antenna, the Collins Cabin Router, and
KuSAT-2000 satcom terminal. The terminal includes an antenna control and modem,
block-up converter, and block-down converter. System weight, including antenna, is

48 pounds, plus three pounds for the router.
The router will also provide access to ArincDirect applications that will help operators
manage their LuxStream systems.
Collins Aerospace is targeting the aftermarket for LuxStream sales, primarily
large-cabin jets such as Globals, Challengers, Falcons, and Gulfstreams. The
company is continuing its relationship
with Inmarsat and Honeywell to sell the
JetConnex Ka-band satcom, according to
Lupita Wilson, Collins’s principal marketing manager for cabin systems.
SES operates more than 70 satellites
in geostationary orbit and medium earth
orbit. Its SES-15 Ku-band satellite became
operational in January and covers the U.S.,
enabling the 25 Mbps service over the U.S.
The first supplemental type certificates,
which will be developed by Collins dealers, will be for VistaJet Globals and also
Gulfstream IVs and should be completed
in the first quarter of 2020 when the LuxStream network goes live.
LuxStream’s “system list price is in line
with all high-throughput satcom terminals
in the market,” Wilson told AIN. Satcom
airtime will be available on a flexible basis,
but all customers will see the same network speeds. Customers will be able to
purchase airtime per megabyte or for a
fixed monthly rate. “Our pricing model was
designed to provide operators options that

LeAnn
Ridgeway, v-p
and general
manager of
Information
Management
Services
for Collins
Aerospace

As first-generation satcom/
cabin connectivity
solutions are coming
to their end of life,
LuxStream has a very
bright future”
best meet the aircraft’s mission, whether it
is utilized daily, weekly, or monthly…without sacrificing speed,” she said.
“As first-generation satcom/cabin connectivity solutions are coming to their end
of life, LuxStream has a very bright future,”
said Ridgeway. “New high-throughput satellites are coming, and it’s time to switch
out first-generation hardware. “Everybody
is looking for a faster solution. We’ve got
the right solution at the right time.” n
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StandardAero, Thales offer TopMax to bizav
by Matt Thurber
Under a long-term partnership
agreement, StandardAero will
work with Thales to certify installations of the French avionics
manufacturer’s TopMax wearable
head-up display (HUD) in business aircraft.
The agreement calls for StandardAero to use its organization
designation authorization (ODA)
capabilities to obtain supplemental type certificates (STCs) to
install TopMax in business aircraft. Several STCs are underway,
according to StandardAero, and
installation downtime is minimal
because the hardware is primarily
worn by the pilot.

off-axis symbology such as crosswind,
synthetic runway, extended navigational
centerline, 3D traffic, 3D waypoints and trajectory, flight path director, and combined
vision system.

For aircraft operators, TopMax will
enable manual eyes-out CAT II landing,
ILS special authorization CAT I, low visibility for takeoff, and enhanced flight
vision system capabilities, according to

Thales. “The system will offer identical
operational benefits for both takeoff and
landing as current head-up displays, along
with numerous other operational capabilities,” said Michel Grenier, Thales head of
avionics in North America.
StandardAero (Booth C8331) and Thales
(Booth C13239) will be demonstrating TopMax and showing visitors the system’s hardware at their NBAA show exhibits.
n

The Thales TopMax wearable
head-up display will soon be
available in a variety of business
aircraft
The TopMax HUD determines
its location and where the pilot
is looking by sensing the location of small reflective stickers
mounted above the pilot. TopMax
is equipped with an infrared sensor that can spot the location of
the stickers and hence the precise
orientation of the HUD.
The benefits of wearable HUDs
are lower cost, shorter installation
time, reduced weight, and nearly
unlimited field-of-view because
the pilot isn’t forced to look
straight ahead through a fixed
combiner glass. The TopMax’s
combiner is worn by the pilot,
who can look in any direction and
virtually “see” symbology wherever he or she is looking. Wearable HUDs can be installed in
many more aircraft types, including those that are too small for a
traditional HUD.
TopMax also offers full-color
symbology and can display

YO U R S O U R C E F O R AV I AT I O N N E W S

You love what you do.
That’s why we love what we do.
Which is keeping you in the air. Our Total Assurance Program (TAP Blue) minimizes downtime
and covers all engine maintenance costs — both scheduled and unscheduled — for a fixed
cost per flight hour, lowering your cost and spreading it evenly over time. It is the only engine
maintenance program that covers all forms of foreign object damage (including bird strikes),
lightning strikes, and all service bulletins. Saving money, preserving the value of your plane,
simplifying ownership, and eliminating risk — that’s TAP Blue.

TAP Blue
To sign up now for the highest levels of maintenance coverage ever offered,
contact us at www.williams-int.com, or by email at WIproductsupport@williams-int.com,
or by phone at 1-800-859-3544 (continental US) / 1-248-960-2929 (other).

www.ainonline.com
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DAVID McINTOSH

gets an equal push” at NBAA, as a strategic element in the group’s growth plan.
“The type of clientele who do that [book
per seat, or allow crowdsourced seats on
their scheduled charters] aren’t necessarily lesser economic individuals,” Flohr said.
“If they’re flying A to B, they may want to
defray and be reasonable about costs.”
The group plans to expand XO outside
the U.S., but may delay roll-out of its
per-seat offering internationally, as the
shared-cabin concept is largely unknown
beyond U.S. borders, Flohr said, and XO
will mount a “significant” marketing
campaign to educate potential customers. “There’s got to be more awareness;
we want the world to know this exists.”
When announcing the JetSmarter purchase in April, Flohr told AIN the broker’s app and technology were its primary
appeal, and that he’d had an “open mind”
about the potential of per-seat charter.
But, “Now I’m deeply convinced of all
the user benefits of allowing [clients]
to crowdsource and buy seats, and get
instant confirmation,” he said. That’s the
key: instant booking—taking money off
their deposit. That’s what the industry
wants. We feel this demand is not only an
wants. VistaJet will be the first to operate irreversible trend but an irreversible paththe 7500 commercially, and the program way. The digitalization of this industry is
is “positioned for seamless introduction,” massively underway.”
n
Moore said. Upward migrating current
customers will be first aboard, and given
the 7500’s long legs—some 7,900 nm of
range—block time program minimum
may be in the 150- to 200-hour range,
rather than the current 100 hours for its
now-flagship Global 6000. The interior
color scheme will borrow from textural
The Aircraft Electronics Association
elements and the cool neutral palette in
(AEA) has launched a revamped online
its Challenger 850s. In an example of the
jobs board for its members. “The need
group’s synergies, VistaJet will support
for technical talent continues to be an
Vista Lease’s Global 7500 customers,
issue for AEA member repair stations
whether they’re seeking charter revenue
and manufacturers,” AEA president
or need supplemental lift when their own
and CEO Mike Adamson said. “The
jet is unavailable.
primary purpose of the new jobs board
Meanwhile, the division maintains its
is to make it easier for AEA members
focus on “tapping into our members’ pasto find their next avionics technician,
sion,” said Moore. “It’s more than just
quality manager, inspector, sales repmoving people from A to B. We’re faciliresentative, or engineer.”
tating and aiding their lifestyle,” he said,
Searchable by keyword, company
pointing to VistaJet’s onboard wine proname, geographic location, and type
gram; Adventures in the Sky children’s
of position, the jobs board (aea.net/
program; and pets program. (“One of
jobs) allows AEA member companies
every four flights involves pets,” he noted).
to post open positions free of charge
Concurrently the company has enhanced
for 30 days. For positions that remain
back-office and customer service operaunfilled following the first 30 days,
tions with JetSmarter technology, allowing
member companies are allowed to
customers to, for example, “order food and
re-post the position, also at no cost.
wine seamlessly on the app,” he said.
“I strongly believe that avionics is
the most exciting field in aviation, as
Growth Potential
it combines high-tech with modern
For some years VistaJet regularly touted
airframes, advanced propulsion sysdouble-digit percentage growth in memtems, and NextGen communication,
bership and flight hours, but since the
navigation, and connectivity solutions,”
group’s restructuring, “We’ve scaled
Adamson added. “But with workforce
back from reporting quarterly,” a “more
retirements, competition from other
mature” approach, said Moore. He noted,
high-tech industries, and a growing
though, the company grew 25 percent last
fleet, our industry is faced with the
year in its total flights; actual numbers are
important challenge of recruiting and
undisclosed.
retaining the next generation of qualiThe Bombardier Global’s thunder aside,
fied aviation professionals.”
J.S.
Flohr insisted that “per-seat [charter]

Vista Global touts its ‘asset-lite’ access
by James Wynbrandt
Vista Global (Booth C9624), the Dubaibased lift provider, arrives at NBAA with
the spectrum of offerings—from per-seat
charter to whole aircraft leasing—the
company has assembled since its formation last September by VistaJet founder
and now group chairman Thomas Flohr.
Created as a holding company for its
“asset-lite” access offerings, Vista Global
has since purchased charter operator
XOJet and charter broker and mobile app
developer JetSmarter and combined them
into XO. Its marquis VistaJet charter and
newly established Vista Lease programs,
meanwhile, are preparing to welcome
Bombardier’s flagship Global 7500 to
their fleets.
The Vista contingent is hosting its
largest NBAA exhibit to date, but has no
aircraft on static display, citing the peak
demand season in which NBAA is staged.
XOJet dominated the U.S. mid- and
super-mid-cabin charter market with its
owned and operated Challenger 300s and
Citation Xs; JetSmarter and its instant
booking app rekindled the per-seat charter market, but the membership-model
program drew negative publicity and
lawsuits before the Vista Global purchase.

Facilitating a Lifestyle

“The market has deeply understood the
benefits of combining XOJet, with its fleet
and reputation, and the technology we
inherited from JetSmarter,” Flohr—who is
not in attendance—told AIN shortly before
the Las Vegas gathering. “It’s now the place
for instant satisfaction: You can book an
airplane, or book your seats, backed up by
a global operator under the Vista Global
umbrella.” The bottom line results, he said:
“We’re signing memberships at a record
pace, and bringing back old members.”
In the last 12 months, Vista Global revenues have totaled some $600 million of
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an estimated global spend of $11 billion
for business aviation lift, Flohr said.
Danielle Talbott is now XO executive
v-p of sales for North America, while
James Blake handles that role for Europe,
the Middle East, and Asia. Former XOJet
CEO Bradley Stewart has moved on, and
JetSmarter founder and CEO Sergey
Petrossov, formerly the company’s very
visible face, remains in an advisory capacity, Flohr added.

VistaJet
founder and
now group
chairman
Thomas Flohr

We’re signing
memberships
at a record pace,
and bringing back
old members.”
The Global 7500’s arrival, however, is
Vista Global’s big news in Las Vegas. The
holding company ordered 30 of the aircraft—claimed as the world’s largest and
longest-range purpose-built business jet—
with multi-year deliveries beginning late
this annum. The jets will be placed with
either VistaJet or Vista Lease, based on
their respective demands, with VistaJet
taking its first jet in early January.
“We’d love to have it earlier,” said VistaJet COO Ian Moore, while stressing the
white-glove charter operator has “no
obligation to take any” beyond what it
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AEA revamps
online jobs board

How does CAE elevate
your training experience?
1.

2.

3.

With centers located in

By offering relevant up-to-date

Through a customer service

some of the world’s most

OEM supported interactive

team offering a friendlier,

desired locations

training classes

more cultural experience

4.

5.

6.

By working with OEMs and

By using simulators equipped

By providing diverse customers

NAAs to deliver programs

with advanced capabilities,

training for challenging and

specific to your needs

improving training efficiency

unique circumstances

Work with the team that works with you.
Visit us at NBAA – Booth #C9608 | cae.com/business-aviation

Avidyne
launches
new flight
management
system
by Matt Thurber
Avidyne (Booth C6911) is moving further
into the avionics market for larger aircraft
with the introduction of a new flight management system (FMS) called Atlas. The
new Dzus-mounted FMS is aimed at turbine aircraft, as well as helicopters, and
promises to add more life to airframes
equipped with older avionics, in addition
to modern capabilities for newer aircraft.
With a retail price starting at $44,999,
the first Atlas STC is due next year. Atlas
will interface directly with Collins Pro
Line 21 and Honeywell Primus avionics by
adding vertical guidance during approach
operations. The direct interface is a benefit of Avidyne’s GPS Legacy Avionics

A dual Avidyne Atlas FMS installation in a Hawker flight deck.
Support technology, according to Avidyne. “This unique integration capability
enables EFISs certified before the availability of LPV approaches to have coupled
approach guidance on these and other
SBAS approaches.”
Atlas comes with satellite-based augmentation system (SBAS) GPS, RNP and
RNAV, LPV, LNAV, VNAV, LNAV-only, and
approaches with vertical approach modes
(APV). The FMS will meet TSO-C146c
for full SBAS/LPV approach guidance,
according to Avidyne.
The Atlas pilot interface includes flight

planning with one-touch departure, air- transponders, for which Atlas is also an
way, and arrival navigation, GeoFill way- approved ADS-B position source. Even
point nomination, Qwerty keyboard, and in older aircraft with EFIS that was certitouchscreen. The touchscreen doubles as fied before the advent of LPV instrument
a “hybrid” user interface, allowing con- approaches, the Atlas FMS can enable
trol of the FMS functions as well as dis- “coupled approach guidance on these and
play of moving-map, SiriusXM Weather or other SBAS approaches,” Avidyne said.
ADS-B In weather, traffic from TCAS, TAS,
Other Atlas features make the FMS even
or ADS-B In, and georeferenced Jeppesen more useful, such as Wi-Fi and Bluetooth;
approach plates and airport diagrams.
a USB charging port; integration with
For installation approvals, Avidyne ForeFlight and other EFB apps; optional
designed Atlas to interface with a vari- 16-Watt VHF com, VOR, localizer, and
ety of EFISs, PFDs, CDIs, HSIs, remote glideslope receiver; optional BendixKing
sensors, and autopilots, as well as
radar display; and optional TAWS-B. n

Gentex is a world leader in
electronically dimmable windows.
From our headquarters in Zeeland, Michigan, we design and manufacture
over 40 million electrochemically-dimming products per year. Our aerospace
products enhance the in-flight experience with greater crew and passenger
window control, improve aircraft design flexibility, and offer reduced
maintenance and operating costs compared to traditional shade systems.

edw@gentex.com
616-772-1800
www.GENTEX.COM
www.GENTEXTECH.COM
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TBM owners stress safety
at Denver confab |

More than 100 aircraft
representing the entire
Daher TBM single-engine
turboprop lineup were
at Rocky Mountain
Metropolitan Airport
in Denver for the 2019
TBM Owners and Pilots
Association’s Convention
last month.

by Jerry Siebenmark

The TBM Owners and Pilots Association’s (TBMOPA) 2019 convention in Denver attracted 345
attendees—including 135 owners—
and 102 aircraft representing the
entire Daher TBM single-engine
turboprop lineup: TBM 700, 850,
and 900 series, the French airframer announced last month.
The five-day convention at Denver
Marriott Tech Center—September
25 to 29—focused on providing
academic and learning sessions
specific to airmanship and safety.
“The 2019 TBMOPA convention
marked another step in meeting
our association’s goal of promoting
safety and providing opportunities to maximize both the pleasure
and utility of the TBM ownership
experience,” said TBMOPA chairman David Scobey. “We very much
appreciate Daher’s efforts in supporting safety-based enhancements
to existing TBMs currently in service, as well as for its new-production aircraft. This is a sign of the
TBM manufacturer’s long-term
commitment to its product line.”
Daher (Booth C13112 and indoor
static) also discussed its acquisition of Quest Aircraft and what
it would mean for TBM owners,
as well as its development plans.
Daher made presentations at the
convention as did its vendors Pratt
& Whitney Canada and Hartzell.
Scobey added that TBMOPA

members’ attendance at the learning sessions qualified TBM owners for savings of
as much as 10 percent on insurance premiums after a claim-free year.
n

You’re Cleared For A Great Experience

NEWS note
For each completed aircraft
sales transaction, business aircraft broker JetAviva will sponsor and financially support a
flight through Angel Flight Central (AFC), which provides air
transportation for adults and children needing to travel to receive
medical treatment, the company
announced October 1. “JetAviva’s
key mission is to make a difference for our customers every day
by helping them reach the goals
of their businesses and enrich
their personal lives,” said JetAviva CEO Tim White. “Our partnership with AFC is a natural fit to
our company’s values in that we
want to give back and help those
who could benefit most from the
power of general aviation.”
Founded in 1995, AFC serves
a 10-state region in the upper
Midwest and is part of the Air
Charity Network.
n
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Paul (Vu) Nguyen,
acting manager
of the FAA’s
Wichita ACO
branch, presents
Textron Aviation
CEO Ron Draper
with the Citation
Longitude’s type
certificate.

After a long wait for nod,
Longitude enters service
by Jerry Siebenmark
More than four years after its unveiling at
the 2015 NBAA Convention in Las Vegas,
Textron Aviation’s Cessna Citation Longitude received its long-awaited type certification on September 21 followed by entry
into service on October 2. “The newly certified Citation Longitude brings unrivaled
technology to the business travel market,
for both the passenger and the pilot, offering our customers the most efficient and
productive super-midsize jet now in operation,” said Textron Aviation president and
CEO Ron Draper. “We are thrilled to now
transition this program into service.”
Recipients of the first Longitudes were
not disclosed by Textron Aviation (Booth
C9343). Fractional provider NetJets is
among the type’s biggest customers, having agreed to purchase up to 175 Longitudes including an option to take first
deliveries in the second half of this year.
In a September 23 note to investors, Bank
of America Merrill Lynch analyst Ron
Epstein forecast two Longitude deliveries in the third quarter that could possibly
slip into the fourth quarter.
In what Textron Aviation called “the
most robust flight, structural, and component qualification testing completed
on a Citation to date,” the experimental
and demo fleet comprising five flight test
vehicles completed nearly 6,000 hours of
flight time, as well as 11,000 test points.
During the certification process, the
3,500-nm-range Longitude also flew a
31,000-nm world tour.
Certification of the $26.9 million airplane was originally expected about two
years ago.
But at least one issue, fuel tank flammability, hampered Textron Aviation’s
certification timeline for more than a
year and a half while the manufacturer
sought an exemption.
Textron Aviation’s initial appeal for
exemption in February 2018 centered
around a difference in interpretation
between the FAA and the company on
what constitutes a center fuel tank. The
Longitude is designed with the fuel tank in
Ad_AIN_NBAA Daily_MSB_Oct 19_PRINT.indd 1
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a conventional unheated aluminum wing
but includes a portion covered by aerodynamic fairings. The company considers
the entire fuel tank to be in a conventional
unheated aluminum wing (CUAW) that
meets flammability requirements.
But the FAA disagreed, determining that
the portion covered by the aerodynamic
fairings is not a conventional unheated
aluminum wing tank, which means the
aircraft doesn’t meet the requirements of
FAR 25.981(b), amendment 25-125.
In its earlier exemption request, Textron pointed to the safety records of other
jets in its fleet with similar fuel systems
such as the Citation Sovereign and M2,
as well as the Hawker 4000. A temporary
exemption issued in August 2018 accepted
an interim modification and called for a
long-term solution.
A second appeal made by Textron Aviation in December 2018 was more narrowly
focused on the more extensive requirements that apply to the use of the flammability reduction means (FRM) in fuel
tanks. The FAA has determined that the
aircraft’s dedicated electric recirculation
pump is an FRM and therefore the aircraft
must meet those requirements.
In its June 26 decision granting the
exemption, the FAA said: “the design
modification that Textron has incorporated in the Model 700, in order to cool
the fuel tanks and reduce fuel heating,
improves the overall tank flammability to
a level equivalent to a CUAW tank.”
The Longitude was Cessna’s first cleansheet design since the midsize Citation
Sovereign was certified in 2004.
The Longitude also carries the distinction of being the first Cessna to be manufactured in a Beechcraft plant. It is at the
former Beechcraft Plant IV—now designated as the Textron Aviation East Campus following Textron Inc.’s acquisition
of Hawker Beechcraft in 2014—where the
Longitude is assembled alongside King
Air turboprops. Its production line previously served as the line for the short-lived
Hawker 4000 super-midsize jet.
n

Duncan now booking in Q1 2020 for ADS-B
by Kerry Lynch
With less than three months remaining
before the FAA’s deadline for ADS-B Out
installation, operators are finding a need
to schedule into 2020 for installations,
MRO provider Duncan Aviation (N2506,
N4123) reported. Duncan Aviation’s
satellite avionics shop in Sacramento,

California, has bookings for ADS-B
upgrades through March 2020, according
to Bob Hazy, manager of that facility.
In June, the Sacramento shop moved
into a new, more spacious hangar at
Mather Airport and has since filled
all the remaining slots for upgrade

Duncan Aviation’s Sacramento, California shop is booked for ADS-B work through March 2020.

installations this year. “Other than some
time in the schedule in February 2020,
we’re booked from now through March
2020,” Hazy said.
The first quarter of 2020 is continuing to fill at the location, the company
added, noting Hazy has quoted several
additional aircraft for ADS-B upgrades,
including a Learjet 45. “Before the FAA’s
deadline, we have scheduled ADS-B
upgrades on two King Air B300s, a
King Air B200, three Pilatus aircraft, a
Cessna 500, a Cessna 560, and a Premier,”
he said. “We’ve found a nice little niche out
here; nearly all of our ADS-B upgrades have
been on either turboprops or small jets.”
Many of the aircraft traveling through
the Sacramento location are equipped with
Collins Pro Line avionics and are opting for
the CMD Flight Solutions supplemental
type certificate (STC) to upgrade.
The Sacramento facility sends the
transponders to Duncan’s flagship facility in Lincoln, Nebraska for the upgrade.
“Because we’ve done so many of them,
we’re turning these aircraft around in as
little as a week and a half,” he said.
n

New aircraft
dealer group hosts
networking event
The Global Licensed Aircraft Dealer
(GLAD) Association, which was founded
last month, will hold its first-ever event—
an evening cocktail reception—tomorrow at the Las Vegas Hilton Grand
Vacations on Paradise from 5 pm. to 7
p.m. The group seeks to be the leading
advocate in the “fair business” of buying, selling, and leasing business aircraft, as well as support industry growth
and provide a foundation for industry
leaders to network and expand their
businesses “with integrity.”
GLAD is also a resource for and
developer of standards for “efficient,
effective, and principled business
practices” in buying and selling aircraft.
Association member benefits and
services for industry professionals
include dealer member listings, peerto-peer networking, and GLAD events.
Members include business aircraft
dealers and brokers and other industry
professionals.
n

It’s not too late.
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Awards and Honors
At each NBAA-BACE annual gathering, the organization recognizes individuals and groups for their contributions to business aviation
and those within the industry. This year is no exception. The following are some of the awards and honors to be handed out for 2019.

Flying Safety
Awards

ROBERT A. WILSON

ROSS PEROT JR.

John P. “Jack” Doswell Award
Wilson Air Center founder, business aviation advocate, and philanthropist Robert
A. Wilson is this year’s recipient of NBAA’s
2019 John P. “Jack” Doswell Award. To be
presented during NBAA’s convention from
October 22 to 24 in Las Vegas, the award recognizes “lifelong individual achievement on
behalf of and in support of the aims, goals,
and objectives of business aviation.”
A retired lieutenant colonel with the
Tennessee Air National Guard, Wilson
founded the fixed-base operation and aviation services chain in 1996 in Memphis,
Tennessee. Since then, Wilson Air Center
has added locations in Charlotte, North
Carolina; Chattanooga, Tennessee; and
Houston, Texas.
He has been active within the business
aviation community, serving on NBAA’s
Security Council, as well as on the boards
of the Pilatus Owners and Pilots Association and Citation Jet Pilots Association. He
additionally is executive v-p of Kemmons
Wilson, serves on the executive board of
the Edwin L. Cox School of Business at
Southern Methodist University, and is on
the board of directors of Holiday Inn Club
Vacations.
Wilson further has become involved in
numerous charitable organizations, donating time and airplane use for flights with
Make-A-Wish Mid-South Foundation and
the Veterans Airlift Command. Through
his Robert A. and Susan C. Wilson Foundation, Wilson funded the original and
renovation of the Wilson Timeless Voices
of Aviation Theater at the Experimental
Aviation Association Education Center in
Oshkosh, Wisconsin.
Wilson has been inducted into both the
Tennessee Aviation Hall of Fame and the
San Diego Air and Space Museum.
“NBAA is proud to recognize Bob Wilson, whose outstanding contributions to
the business aviation community reflect
Jack Doswell’s legacy of lifelong commitment to the industry,” said NBAA president and CEO Ed Bolen. “He has also
demonstrated a tireless commitment to
promoting safety and security throughout
our industry, as well as devotion to giving
back, through his involvement in a number of philanthropic initiatives.”
K.L.
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Meritorious Service
to Aviation Award

BARRINGTON IRVING

2019 American Spririt Award

Barrington Irving, who in 2007 became the
NBAA is bestowing long-time pilot and youngest pilot to solo around the world in
business leader Ross Perot Jr. with this
a single-engine airplane, will be recognized
year’s Meritorious Service to Aviation during NBAA’s convention for his continAward during the opening session of NBAA- ued effort to inspire young people to purBACE 2019 this morning. First presented sue aviation and aerospace careers. NBAA
in 1950, the Meritorious Service award is will present its 2019 American Spirit Award
considered among the association’s highest to Irving during the second-day keynote
honors, recognizing “extraordinary lifelong session of the Business Aviation Convenprofessional contributions to aviation.”
tion and Exhibition this week in Las Vegas.
Chairman of his family investment firm
“After discovering his own future in aviThe Perot Group, Perot is the founder and
ation, Barrington Irving has dedicated his
chairman of Hillwood, a global real estate life in a tireless effort to promote STEM+
development firm that drove the devel- careers as accessible and attainable paths
opment of Fort Worth Alliance Airport by which others may pursue and realize
in Texas. Perot’s support helped Alliance
their own dreams,” said NBAA president
grow into a vital business aviation and and CEO Ed Bolen.
industrial transportation center for the
Born in Kingston, Jamaica, Irving grew
region, NBAA said, adding the facility is
up in Miami. A Jamaican airline pilot
serving as a model for other locations.
provided guidance and mentoring that
In addition to its support for Alliance, led Irving to pursue a career in aviation.
Hillwood has frequently operated its busi- “Those experiences set Irving on a course
ness aircraft on humanitarian missions
that culminated in his 97-day solo flight
into challenging situations globally.
around the globe in a single-engine piston
Perot’s interest in aviation began in aircraft—appropriately christened ‘Inspihis youth. At 23, he made a mark as the ration’—to demonstrate to young people
copilot of the “Spirit of Texas,” a Bell worldwide that they could also achieve
206L-1 LongRanger II, on the first round- their dreams,” the association said.
the-world flight in a helicopter. He served
Irving subsequently founded Experience
eight years in the U.S. Air Force and later Aviation at Opa-Locka Executive Airport,
led a 14-year effort to establish the U.S. along with the Experience Aviation LearnAir Force Memorial in Washington, D.C. ing Center that is dedicated to empowMore recently, Perot has become active in ering middle and high school students in
the urban air mobility market, including a
the Miami area to pursue STEM careers,
partnership with Uber Elevate.
including within aviation and aerospace.
Perot is involved in numerous organi“Irving has continued to encourage stuzations, serving as chairman of the East- dents from all walks of life with the Flying
West Institute and on the boards of the Classroom, combining air, land, and sea
Dallas Citizens Council, Vanderbilt Uni- expeditions with a digital curriculum to
versity, and the Smithsonian National Air engage millions of children throughout
& Space Museum.
the world,” NBAA added. Irving has fre“Ross is not only an aviation pioneer in quently participated at NBAA-BACE.
his own right, but also an outstanding citPresented in the past to Bruce Whitizen, businessman, and leader with a tre- man, former Georgia Gov. Sonny Permendous life story,” said NBAA president due, John and Martha King, and the
and CEO Ed Bolen.
passengers and crew of Flight 93, among
Recipients of the Meritorious Service others, NBAA’s American Spirit Award
Award “are those who built the aviation recognizes “an individual within busiindustry, including business aviation, from ness aviation who exemplifies the courthe ground up by virtue of a lifetime of per- age, pursuit of excellence and service to
sonal dedication, and who have made sig- others that characterize men and women
nificant identifiable contributions that have who created and nurtured the American
materially advanced aviation interests.” K.L. aviation community.”
K.L.
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NBAA’s Flying Safety Awards program
will honor hundreds of individuals
and companies at NBAA-BACE for
their contributions to business aviation safety, including 11 organizations
that have amassed either 50, 60, or
75 years of safe operations. NBAA
said the awards demonstrate a “high
degree of professionalism and outstanding safety culture within participating companies.”
“NBAA is honored to recognize
member companies and individuals
for their years of safe operations,
which for decades has been a key
focus for the association and industry,” said NBAA president and CEO Ed
Bolen. “These award recipients are
proven industry leaders, not only in
the safety of flight, but in all aspects
of their operations.”
During a luncheon at the NBAA
annual convention, Cox Enterprises
will receive an award for 75 years
of operations. Meanwhile, five companies will be the recipients of the
60-Year Safe Flying Achievement
Award: Archer Daniels Midland Company; American Intl. Group; Bissell;
H-E-B; and Lockheed Martin.
Five more will be recipients of
the 50-Year Safe Flying Achievement
Award: Air Products & Chemicals;
American Express; Auburn University–
Air Transportation; Bayer-Monsanto;
and Keller Companies.
NBAA further is recognizing
28 companies with the Company
Commercial Award for compiling
1,240,072 hours of safe operations.
Another 169 companies are in line
for the Company Corporate/Business
Award, compiling 8,990,784 hours of
safe operations.
The association further is bestowing the Company Maintenance Award
to 82 companies compiling 5,077,080
hours of safe operations; ATP or Commercial Pilot Awards to 279 pilots
compiling 2,222,738 hours of safe
flying; Private Pilot Award to a pilot
compiling 5,088 hours of safe flying;
Schedulers & Dispatchers Awards to
79 schedulers/licensed dispatchers;
Support Services Awards to 158 support personnel; and Technician Awards
to 205 technicians.
NBAA launched the Flying Safety
Awards program in 1953 to promote
a culture of safety in business aviation operations.
K.L.
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Dassault showcases its
full-scale Falcon 6X cabin
Dassault Falcon Jet (Booth C11808)
arrives at NBAA with a trio of its largecabin jets—the flagship Falcon 8X trijet,
Falcon 2000S, and Falcon 900LX—but
the star of its static display is the fullsize cabin mockup of the in-development
Falcon 6X twinjet. The airframer calls it
“the first ultra-widebody” and says the 6X
will offer the largest cabin cross-section
(8.5 feet wide and 6.5 feet tall) of any purpose-built business jet.
A follow-on to the planned Falcon 5X—
canceled due to problems certifying the
Snecma Silvercrest engine that was to
power the jet—the 6X was introduced in
February 2018, yet is already well along its
certification path.
Options for configuring the extra- wide
cabin include an expanded aft lounge
area, larger forward galley, or crew rest
area. Thirty windows—the biggest on any
Falcon—are complemented by a cabin
skylight—another business aviation first,
according to Dassault—while the cool,
uncluttered interior hides compartments
for stowing mobile phones and tablets,
along with retractable chargers and message signage visible only when illuminated.
In addition to the more expansive cabin,
the 6X’s 5,500 nm range is a 300 nm boost
over the 5X’s projected numbers. Top
speed is Mach 0.90, and powered back to
Mach 0.85, the 6X can link Los Angeles and
London, New York and Moscow, or Paris
and Beijing while maintaining a 3,900-foot
cabin altitude at 41,000 feet.

Development Well Underway

While NBAA attendees admire the interior
mock-up, assembly of the first 6X testbed is
well underway, accelerated by the program’s
reliance on a Digital Mock-Up (DMU) that
allows global collaboration in real time, and
virtual integrated systems testing.
“Whether you’re talking of design,
manufacturing, logistics, or support
activities, the DMU is central in our
processes,” said Dassault’s senior v-p, of
civil aircraft, Carlos Brana.
With designers, suppliers, and maintainers sharing the same reference through the
DMU, Dassault has been able to identify
and address issues early in development.
System-specific physical integration
benches are still used to debug individual
aircraft systems (for flight controls at Dassault Centers of Excellence in St. Cloud,
near Paris; for final integration in Istres,
near Marseilles; and for cabin interiors and
related systems in Little Rock, Arkansas),
but traditional “iron bird” airframe mockups don’t discover integration problems
early enough in the development cycle,
Brana said, making a DMU essential.
In addition to advances in the cabin,
the flight deck features a new-generation
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enhanced fly-by-wire digital flight control system (DFCS), which now incorporates electrically driven flaps and added
flaperons, “opening more capabilities
regarding control of the aircraft,” Brana
said. (Dassault is also demonstrating
at its chalet the FalconEye Combined
Vision System, which it claims is the first
head-up display to combine synthetic
and enhanced-vision systems.) Meanwhile improved access to batteries and
other aircraft systems will reduce maintenance time and costs.
Development is proceeding “full throttle” at Dassault’s Biarritz, France facility,
where the aft section of the 6X fuselage,
perhaps the most complex portion of the
aircraft, is assembled, while fuselage-panel
production in Argenteuil, and wing panel
manufacturing at Seclin are underway.

Engine Development

The Pratt & Whitney Canada (P&WC)
PurePower PW812D (“D” for Dassault)
engine that will power the 6X has accumulated more than 1,000 hours on a
P&WC test bench in Montreal using five
development engines. In May, Dassault

DAVID McINTOSH

by James Wynbrandt

The developmental Falcon 6X represents the most expansive cabin cross-section of any
purpose-built business jet, leading Dassault to dub the new design “the first ultra-widebody.”
NBAA attendees can sample the cabin comfort at Dassault’s static display. The Falcon 6X is
expected to enter service in 2022.
Aviation chairman and CEO Eric Trappier
said, “The PW812D engine program continues to achieve milestones in line with
the initial program plan.”
Collins Aerospace is in charge of the
engine nacelle’s design, integration, and
production. With its recent acquisition
by UTC, Collins is now a sister company
to P&WC, simplifying the arrangement
and allowing Dassault “to take advantage
of specialization,” Brana said. Dassault
has previously either developed its own
proprietary engine nacelles or contracted

with their engine OEMs to provide them.
Meanwhile, critical design review is complete and the supply chain is moving, with
manufacture of long cycle parts—spars,
large wing panels, and forged metal components among them—in progress, according
to Dassault. Aircraft #1 is scheduled to begin
taking shape early next year at the company’s Bordeaux-Mérignac final assembly site,
and by year’s end wings and fuselage will
be ready for mating. First flight of the 6X
is scheduled for early 2021, and entry into
service the following year.
n

2019 marks big expansion for Dassault Falcon MRO network
In less than 12 months, Dassault Aviation
has rolled up a network of MRO facilities
that has netted 19 new factory-owned service centers and nearly 1,000 additional
workers. Dassault’s aim is to strengthen
the OEM’s global service footprint.
“We are committed to placing our industry-leading Falcon factory service capabilities as close as possible to customers
around the world, while offering the same
level of top-notch service for other prominent OEM brands,” said senior v-p of worldwide customer service and service center
network Jean Kayanakis.
The French airframer announced in January
plans to acquire the business aircraft maintenance facilities of Luxaviation’s ExecuJet MRO
centers in Africa, Asia-Pacific, the Caribbean,

Europe, Latin America, and the Middle East.
A month later, Dassault announced plans
to acquire TAG Aviation’s MRO business,
which included service centers in Geneva
and Sion, Switzerland; Farnborough, UK;
Paris Le Bourget; Lisbon, Portugal; and satellite operations in Luton, UK, and Moscow.
That deal, which was completed on September 2, rebranded the service centers as
TAG Maintenance Services (TMS), which will
support Falcons and other OEM aircraft the
TAG centers serviced prior to the acquisition.
In July, it acquired Ruag’s maintenance
and FBO operations at Geneva and Lugano
airports. The MRO operation is being integrated into TMS, including consolidation of
the Ruag and TMS maintenance approvals
and processes. “This gives us more flexibility

and capability,” Kayanakis said, including
the ability to service more and larger business jets in Geneva. “Customers are glad to
see us expanding our footprint. This gives
them confidence as well as choice.”
The ExecuJet acquisitions should finalize
soon, and these facilities will retain the ExecuJet brand name and continue working on a
variety of OEMs’ aircraft, not just Falcon jets.
“We have no plans to make any changes
to the multi-OEM capability,” said Geoff
Chick, senior v-p of Dassault Aviation’s
worldwide service network.
In all, Dassault has a worldwide network
of 50 company-owned and authorized
service centers as well as a global Falcon
spares distribution network comprising 16
logistics centers.
J.S. and M.T.

Under one of three MRO acquisitions Dassault Aviation made this year, TAG Aviation’s network of MRO facilities was renamed TAG
Maintenance Services, a wholly owned subsidiary of Dassault.
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Regulators eye standards for supersonics
by Kerry Lynch
A little more than 15 years after the Concorde took its final flight, the industry is
beginning to see progress both within the
U.S. FAA and the broader international
spectrum on efforts to pave the way for
the return of supersonic flight. But it may
be at least a half-dozen years before any
significant regulatory changes are in place.
“We’ve come a long way,” said E. Tazewell Ellett, senior counsel for Hogan
Lovells US, which has represented supersonic business jet developer Aerion on
regulatory and legislative issues. “A lot
has happened. But there is a lot more that
needs to happen.”
Currently, noise standards effectively
prohibit civil flight at speeds greater
than Mach 1 over land in most parts of
the world. But at the direction of the U.S.
Congress, the FAA is exploring regulatory
possibilities that would make supersonic
aircraft and operations feasible. In fact,
it has released its first proposal in that
effort, paving the way for special flight
authorizations. In tandem, the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
is beginning a similar exploratory exercise
through its Committee of Aviation Environmental Protection (CAEP).
“Companies in the U.S. and abroad are
now taking a new look at supersonic air
travel,” the FAA said. “Lighter and more
efficient composite materials, combined
with new engine and airframe designs,
may offer the potential for introduction
of a viable SST.” Stressing it wants to keep
pace with the latest technological innovations, the agency said it is working with
the U.S. Department of Transportation to
advance these technologies.

U.S. Assesses Noise Standards

In addition, the U.S. Congress has
expressed an interest in seeing supersonic
technologies advance. The legislative
body included several directives to the
FAA on supersonics in the comprehensive
FAA reauthorization bill that passed last
year. Those measures included a call for
the agency to take a leadership role in the
creation of regulations, standards, and
policies surrounding supersonic aircraft.
Under the directives, rulemaking is to
address a key stumbling block to supersonic aircraft: landing and takeoff noise
standards. In the U.S., Part 36 of the Federal
Aviation Regulations covers noise regulations for subsonic aircraft, including standards for landing and takeoff. But except
for a carve-out that applied specifically to
the Concorde, Part 36 does not address
landing and takeoff of supersonic aircraft.
In the past, regulators had largely taken
an approach that they would address
supersonic aircraft noise standards when a
market necessitated it. But about five years
ago, stakeholders began meeting with regulators to discuss the need for takeoff and
landing standards that were appropriate
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to and reflected the inherent differences
in the physics of supersonic aircraft, Ellett
said. Appropriate regulations are important, he added, because the physics of
supersonic flight are very different from
those of subsonic flight, and supersonic
aircraft have very different takeoff and
landing profiles. Current regulations do
not reflect those differences and would be
unworkable for supersonic aircraft.
Those initial requests for standards that
also reflect supersonic aircraft initially were
met with seemingly tepid interest from
government officials. Regulators remained
concerned about the possible perception
that new standards might constitute a
weakening of environmental regulations.
That approach in recent years has
begun to change for a number of reasons.
More players have expressed interest in
entering the supersonic market, underscoring the potential for such a market.
Congress has expressed its interest in the
development of a supersonic market and
mandated activities to that effect. And,
research activity underway within both
industry and the government has begun to
develop a base of data that could be used
to develop regulations addressing appropriate takeoff and landing standards. This
data further could be used to potentially
assure regulators, and the communities
at large, that supersonic flight can be conducted far more quietly than it had been
in the past.
Recreating the acoustic profile of the
Concorde is a non-starter, Ellett said.
And, he added, industry leaders believe
that the “sonic boom”—which has long
been a focus of much of the opposition
to supersonic flight—can be largely

resolved through research conducted
in areas such as shaped booms or Mach
cutoff. “Nobody is proposing to create a
sonic boom that will sound like the Concorde,” he said.
The Aerospace Industries Association’s
(AIA) Supersonic Working Group—which
has been working with both regulators
and lawmakers on the issue—is encouraging regulators to develop data-driven
standards that focus on the characteristics of flight rather than speed itself. At
the same time, AIA also wants to ensure
appropriate environmental safeguards
are built into any new standards.
“AIA believes it is important that decisions including revisiting the over-land
ban on supersonic flight over the U.S.
are based on robust data and realistic
assumptions about how these aircraft
will operate and what their impact will
be,” the association said, calling the congressional measure a good first step.
The FAA has initiated two rulemaking
activities: the first involving the noise certification of supersonic (including landing
and takeoff standards) and the second to
provide for special flight authorization
for conducting supersonic flight-testing
in the U.S. The second effort is designed
to enable certification testing. The special
flight authorization proposal was released
this past summer and comments closed
in late August.
But while the congressional directives
called for the proposals, lawmakers didn’t
include a deadline for completion of the
rulemakings. The FAA may wait until
ICAO develops its own standards before
releasing a final rule, and ICAO is only in
the early stages of such an effort.

Aerion’s AS2 supersonic business jet is slated to carry 12 passengers at Mach 1.6 with a
minimum projected range of 4,750 nm (8,800 km).
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The industry is hoping that CAEP working groups—one on noise and another on
emissions—would be ready to vote on a
standard by 2023 with full ICAO adoption
by 2025. “We won’t have an international
standard until then, and we may not even
have a final FAA regulatory standard until
then, because the FAA often waits for
ICAO,” Ellett said.

OEMs Progress, Share Data

Meanwhile, companies such as Aerion,
Boom, and Spike continue to progress on
their supersonic projects. Aerion anticipates that it will apply for a type certificate
as soon as this year. Once an application
is filed in the U.S., the FAA consults with
the applicant on the certification basis,
including noise standards that the aircraft
must meet as it goes through the certification review process. “Until you have
a certification basis, you can’t lock in a
certification design,” Ellett said.
This, however, will come before
changes are made to Part 36 to reflect
supersonic aircraft. To account for a lack
of rules governing supersonic aircraft,
the FAA will have to go through a special
rulemaking process: proposing for public
comment and adopting a “rule of particular applicability” that applies only to the
specific aircraft undergoing type certification. “Otherwise you’d hold up these aircraft type certification projects for many
years,” he said.
But in doing so, the FAA must continue
to work with international regulators to
ensure everyone is on the same page as
far as the direction of future standards.
If the special rule for Aerion were to be
completely out of line with the international standard, Ellett said, “It would be
a huge problem.”
The FAA, however, has been talking
with the foreign countries involved in
the ICAO working groups to come to an
agreement on initial standards. Importantly, Ellett said, there appears to be a
general agreement that the standards
must be based on data.
AIA added that several of its members
have been working with ICAO to furnish
data results from their research.
“With all of the information and data
from these certification projects, everyone will continue to talk. Hopefully, as
we move out on this, we’ll gradually
move toward a strong consensus on
what the appropriate standard should
be,” Ellett said. “I can’t say that we have
the consensus now, but since everyone
agrees there needs to be data generated
by type-certificate applicants that support the standard…by all rights there
should be consensus on what is ultimately developed.”
He cautioned a number of steps still
remain before regulations are ultimately
in place and “things can always creep in
to delay the process.” But, Ellett added,
“We are moving steadily and strongly in
the direction of civil supersonic aircraft
flight, and we have an industry very interested in this.”
n

Initial proposal already highlighting
difficulties for a supersonic comeback
by Kerry Lynch
While just the first step in a long process
required before new civil supersonic operations can become a reality, the FAA’s
recently released notice of proposed
rulemaking on special flight authorizations
already is showing the complexities and difficulties of reversing the decades-long ban.
The FAA in June issued a notice of proposed rulemaking (NPRM) to provide for a
procedure to request authorization under
Part 91 for supersonic flights over the U.S.
for testing and development of aircraft.
Current regulations prohibit all over-land
supersonic civil flights in the U.S.
Released at the behest of Congress,
that NPRM is intended to provide a
“user-friendly” application that consolidates requirements, such as specifics on
flights, reasons speeds greater than Mach
1 would be necessary, reasons why the
testing could not be accomplished over
the ocean, and details on conditions to
ensure that no measurable sonic boom
overpressure will reach the surface.

Industry Concerns

This NPRM has been lauded by the industry as an important and necessary step
forward to the development and eventual
operation of a new generation of civil
supersonic aircraft. Yet at the same time,
those industry groups have expressed
concerns ranging from the possibility
that the NPRM establishes a de facto ban
on supersonic testing to a call for further
protections for other operators. And, the
NPRM is already coalescing the beginning
of significant opposition from a range of
environmental groups.
From the industry standpoint, most
recognize the need for rulemaking and
the possibilities for a new generation of
flight. “Breaking the sound barrier not
only exemplifies the essence of flight,
but its imminent routine occurrence in
commercial and non-commercial flying
also represents a new potential market in
the aviation industry,” the Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA) said in
comments on the NPRM. “As the interest in this flight regime increases, so does
the need for policies and procedures that
integrate these emergent operators with
existing general aviation flights in a safe
and efficient manner.”
“The business aviation community is
often an early adopter of new technologies, driving innovation and change.
Members of this community are striving to be the first to market, and we are
leading efforts at ICAO [the International
Civil Aviation Organization] to develop
international standards for supersonic
transport,” NBAA added in its comments.
“This proposed rule to modernize flighttest authorizations for supersonic aircraft

London to New York in three hours, 15 minutes is the target of Boom’s Overture
55-passenger airliner. The prototype XB-1 prototype (above) shares key technologies.
is an important first step toward enabling
the next generation of environmentally
responsible supersonic aircraft.”
NBAA joined with manufacturing representatives including the General Aviation Manufacturers Association (GAMA)
and the Aerospace Industries Association (AIA) in emphasizing the need for
new supersonic aircraft designs to be
environmentally responsible to fulfill
the vision of new possibilities for travel.
“We are advocating for a modern regulatory framework that delivers a balance
between protecting against significant
impacts on people and the environment
and fostering an ecosystem where new
technologies can thrive,” GAMA and AIA
said in joint comments.
To that end, all three associations
agreed in two basic tenets: the FAA
should prohibit routine flights at supersonic speeds over land until technologies
provide for acceptable levels of noise
exposure, and manufacturers need to
incorporate technologies that minimize
landing and takeoff noise.
On the first point, the associations
stressed, “The industry has no intention
of creating aircraft that cause loud sonic
booms over populations, and it supports
appropriate rules to prevent this from
happening.” However, they also noted
that technologies exist to enable supersonic speeds without an audible boom on
the ground and added that NASA research
will provide necessary data to support
responsible supersonic speeds.
On the second tenet, the manufacturers
acknowledged the differences in performance characteristics—and accompanying
noise—in supersonic designs but pledged
that manufacturers “are committed to
ensuring these aircraft are no louder than
aircraft that currently operate around airports today.” They pointed to the “huge
advances” made in modern technology,

estimating that the latest commercial
aircraft models are 85 percent more fuel-
efficient and 75 percent quieter than the
first generation of jetliners. “We expect to
see similar improvements in supersonic
aircraft performance over time.”
These tenets were fully endorsed by manufacturers such as GE Aviation, the engine
partner on Aerion’s AS2 supersonic business jet project. “Our responsibility goes
beyond producing propulsion systems that
power aircraft with acceptable noise levels,
but that aircraft powered by our propulsion
systems are compatible with the aviation
industry’s ambitious carbon reduction
goals,” GE Aviation added. “Manufacturers
are already committed to producing the
most fuel-efficient supersonic aircraft that
are technologically feasible.”
The manufacturing community also
stressed the need to be able to move forward
with testing. “For manufacturers, testing at
supersonic speeds will allow them to better understand the environmental impacts
supersonic flight will have and inform decisions on the future design and operation of
aircraft,” GAMA and AIA said.
However, at the same time, several
manufacturers joined GAMA and AIA
expressing concern that the NPRM, as
written would serve as a barrier to development. Most of those commenters, also
including GE Aviation, Aerion, and Boom,
were particularly worried that the NPRM
describes restrictive terms of “no sonic
boom overpressure” and “no measurable
sonic boom overpressure” as the implied
standard for supersonic test flight over
land. The associations called the terms
“absolute prohibitions” and said they
“would be unduly restrictive and one that
an applicant would be unable to guarantee
on a test flight.”
To achieve the intent of the NPRM,
GAMA and AIA suggested that the FAA
instead ensure that such flights would have
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no significant impact on the environment
or communities. The associations asked
the FAA to use the same approach as used
in other forms of transportation, including
subsonic aircraft, under the National Environmental Policy Act.
“We believe that transportation
impacts on communities and the environment should not be assessed differently
because of the source of those impacts,”
the associations said. “We believe that the
sonic booms associated with a small number of supersonic test flights in an appropriate test area should not be considered
as creating a significant impact on the
environment.” The terms “no sonic boom
overpressure” and “no measurable sonic
boom overpressure” ignore that it is possible for a sonic boom to occur without it
being audible on the ground, they added.
Aerion echoed the sentiment that “no
measurable sonic boom overpressure”
over land “would effectively create a
ban on all supersonic flight” and agreed
it should be replaced “with a reasonable
standard based on currently available
sonic boom prediction and control technology.” The Reno, Nevada-based developer of the AS2 further reiterated that
the same standards should apply to other
forms of transportation.
The overpressure measurement “goes
far beyond what is required under the
National Environmental Policy Act
[NEPA]” and is unnecessary, added Boom
Technology, a developer of a commercial
passenger supersonic jet. “The FAA has
the tools to determine whether such a
condition is consistent with the level of
environmental protection required.”
The manufacturing groups had several
other specific concerns on the language
from flexibility on testing sites, use of
over-water testing, and stipulations on
explaining why the tests could not be conducted over water, among others.
As for operators, AOPA had a different
concern: ensuring safety and efficiency at
lower altitudes. The FAA should consider
how supersonic aircraft characteristics
affect other aircraft; how see-and-avoid
will take place; and the importance of the
NEPA when adjudicating and approving
applications, the association said.
“It is critical that both the wake characteristics of airframes and the requisite air
traffic separation standards are identified
so that, in conjunction with the efficiency
impact, the disruption or cost to other
operators can be accurately determined,”
AOPA said. “It is crucial that the operation is both efficient and seamless.”
AOPA is particularly concerned that
pilots operating under VFR above 10,000
feet msl might not have the ability to see
and avoid supersonic aircraft flying at
supersonic speeds. “Given that danger,
we believe that the FAA should study
whether subsonic speeds below Flight
Level 180 (FL180) should be required,”
the association said, adding that the FAA
“should scrutinize any over-land application for supersonic speeds below FL180
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Supersonic hurdles
that do not include effective mitigations
for see-and-avoid.”
AOPA pointed to higher VFR weather
minimums above 10,000 feet msl put in
place for Class E airspace because of the
additional distance required to see and
avoid aircraft with speeds above 250
knots. “These differences in basic VFR
weather minimums highlight not only
the important relationship between a
pilot’s ability to conduct see-and-avoid
but also illustrate why the 250-knot
speed limit exists [below 10,000 feet in
Class E airspace].”
Of particular concern is mitigations
could be “one-sided,” the association
added. “We are troubled that there
could be situations in which pilots will
be faced with having to completely
relinquish their responsibility for themselves and their passengers’ safety to
the pilot of another aircraft, especially
one with whom they have no contact
[visual or otherwise].”
Meanwhile, environmental groups
do not see a path forward at all. The
Center for Biological Diversity (CBD)
filed comments signed by 27 other public health and environmentalist groups
that began with the headline “Prevent
Devastating Harms from Super-Polluting Supersonic Aircraft.”
The groups are not persuaded by assurances from the aviation community that
they have no plans to recreate the Concorde nor by GE Aviation’s plans for a Stage
5-compliant engine that can run on biofuel.
“With existing technology, there is no
way to advance ‘safe and efficient operation of supersonic aircraft.’ Supersonic
aircraft would fuel the global climate
crisis and threaten Americans with lasting damages from extreme air and noise
pollution,” said the groups, which include
organizations such as Friends of the
Earth, Sierra Club, National Resources
Defense Council, and Nurse Alliance of
SEIU Healthcare.
CBD had filed a white paper on the
emerging aircraft designs—acknowledging
unknowns in designs and materials, and
in Boom’s case, engine—primarily making estimates off a three-view drawing on
Boom’s website, but found that, conservatively, the aircraft would be unable to meet
noise and emissions standards.

Mitigation Efforts

The groups expressed concern supersonic operations will burn five to seven
times the amount of fuel (measured on a
per-passenger basis) as subsonic designs
and international carbon dioxide emissions limits. “We are in a climate emergency. Given our limited carbon budget,
limited time to act, and urgent need to
slash greenhouse pollution from the aviation sector overall, allowing a new class
of super-polluting aircraft to enter the
sky would be madness. It is obviously
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inconsistent with the FAA’s obligations
to protect public health and welfare,”
they said.
Separately, CBD filed comments reiterating the warning of the environmental
harm that could result from any testing
and urging the FAA to impose a high test
that involves significant environmental
study for each application. “As the FAA
grapples with the purported reemergence
of civil supersonic aircraft, it must ensure
that it takes the devastating environmental impact of these aircraft into account
in all action it takes as a regulatory body.”
The center worries that the FAA is
mischaracterizing the extent of its obligations under NEPA. That policy obligates agencies to take a “hard look” at
environmental impacts before deciding
whether to pursue a particular federal action, the center said, contending that each application for a special
flight authorization would necessitate
an environmental assessment (EA) and

environmental impact statement (EIS).
It fears that the FAA believes an EA
would fulfill its duties. An EA might help
the FAA determine whether the application has a finding of no significant impact
or, conversely, a significant impact that
requires an EIS, CBD explained.
But the center believes that the proposal itself underscores the environmental harm posed by supersonic flight.
“Because sonic boom, no matter how
‘quiet’ or insignificant, trails an aircraft
in supersonic flight along its entire route,
impacts are not limited to land surrounding airports,” the center said, adding,
“Wildlife, domestic animals, and built
structures and infrastructure are also
affected by sonic boom. Exposure to aircraft noise over time is associated with
increased risk of high blood pressure and
heart disease for adults, and cognitive
impairments in children.”
A conclusion requiring anything less than
a full EIS would be inconsistent with science

Scale SSBJ model. It
bears markings “TsAGI
100” to commemorate
TsAGi’s 100 year
anniversary since
its establishment on
December 1, 1918.

VLADIMIR KARNOZOV
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Refined SSBJ model appears at MAKS 2019
A recent scale model of a future supersonic
business jet (SSBJ) took center stage at the
stand of TsAGI, the Russian acronym for
Central Aerohydrodynamic Institute, last
week at the MAKS 2019 airshow in Moscow.
While bearing some resemblance to earlier
models showcased two years ago, such as
a gull-alike shape of the wing, it differs in
having a wider forward fuselage to house a
passenger cabin.
In addition, the empennage of two vertical and two horizontal surfaces has been
replaced by a V-like tail, while tunnels for air
intakes leading to a pair of rear positioned
engines are longer. Sweep angles for the
leading edge of both inner and outer wing
sections have also been reduced and the
wing-to-fuselage attachment is extended
by means of forward, rather than backward,
sweep of the wing’s trailing edge.
Explaining these and other changes,
TsAGI said, “Reducing sonic boom remains
the key issue that keeps in the focus of attention for scientists from all over the world.
The optimized layout of the future aircraft
model on display at MAKS 2019 shall provide a lower level of the sonic boom and of
the noise footprint on the ground, as well as
higher fuel efficiency. The [aforementioned]
model comes with an unusual shape of the
wing: that featuring a characteristic V-like
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geometry and variable thickness along
the wing-to-fuselage attachment. The air
intakes leading to engines are positioned
on top of the rear fuselage.”
The company also addressed some
issues to do with force-bearing structure
and materials for future supersonics. A
wide application of polymeric composites
and metal-composite structures promises
to reduce the SSBJ’s weight, it explained.
There is no information on SSBJ powerplant except for mentioning “use of liquid
hydrogen as fuel for gas-turbine engines”
being studied for application to “supersonic
long-range flights” in a booklet at TsAGI’s
booth at MAKS.
Shortly after MAKS closed, minister Denis
Manturov said investments already made
into SSBJ development amount to Rouble
1.4 billion ($21.1 million), the ongoing effort
is being led by TsAGI and six other scientific
research establishments. He gave seating
capacity at 16 to 19 and cruise speed at
2,000 to 3,000 kilometers per hour (1,090
to 1,620 knots).
Detailed specifications will be worked
out in the 2020 to 2022 timeframe, along
with construction of a technology demonstrator. Documentation for serial aircraft is
expected to be developed between 2022
and 2026. Much investment is needed

and 50 years of FAA policy, CBD added.
The FAA should use the strictest possible standard, as well as lessons learned
from NextGen procedures implementation, added a residents group outside
San Francisco that calls themselves the
Sunnyvale/Cupertino Airplane Noise
Group. Of chief concern was their experience of the implementation of NextGen
procedures in the San Francisco Bay Area
Metroplex. “Since the implementation
of NextGen, our cities have experienced
a problem with aircraft noise. The FAA
should not compound this problem by
adding supersonic aircraft to the mix
while people across the country are still
suffering from NextGen.”
They made recommendations, such as
no audible sonic boom at ground level,
the same noise and fuel standards for subsonic and supersonic aircraft, and using
the most stringent sonic boom criteria.
They also urged the FAA to keep such
operations out of metroplexes.
n

into powerplants since no existing engines
appear suitable for the Russian SSBJ. Rough
estimates render a deliverable SSBJ to be
twice as expensive compared to subsonic
business jets of similar seating capacity,
Manturov said.

Technical Development

Also at MAKS 2019, TsAGI demonstrated
a mockup of a force-bearing structure
intended for the forward section of an SSBJ
airframe. Main structural members are
made of composite materials, while outer
and inner skins are made of “advanced
non-metallic materials.”
TsAGI made a special point that this
mockup employs parts made by additive
manufacturing. It further notes that the
mockup represents “a hybrid metal-and-composite forward section of the airframe” and
“features a non-conventional force-bearing
structure with implementation of modern
engineering decisions arising from bionic
principles.” Such structures are also applicable to perspective long- and medium-haul
passenger jets, the company said.
Another exhibit at MAKS was described
as “a multi-walled composite panel of integral nature.” It consists of two outer skins,
longitudinal walls, and lightweight filling.
This exhibit is “a specimen for production”
as “an element in force-bearing structure for
high-loaded sections of the airframe.” Apart
from stiffness and strength, such elements
provide high resistance to impact, good
thermal insulation, and noise-reduction
qualities, as required for supersonic jets.
On August 26, TsAGI held a ceremony at the
town of Zhukovsky, where TsAGI is located.
As part of the event, a surviving example of
the Tu-144 first-gen supersonic transport
was placed as a memorial. Academician Sergei Chernyshev, the head for science at the
institute, said: “The Tu-144 is a legend and an
interesting page in TsAGi’s history.”
V.K.
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Bell v-p of innovation Scott Drennan introduced the company’s planned Nexus eVTOL aircraft earlier this year at the Heli-Expo show.

Is urban air mobility part of
business aviation’s future?
by Charles Alcock
sustainable, with multiple electric vertical takeoff and landing (eVTOL) aircraft
taking shape. Other programs are looking
beyond electricity to alternative energy
sources such as hydrogen fuel cells.
Autonomous operations (i.e. no pilot
on board) are also on the horizon for
both cargo- and passenger-carrying
flights. According to Guillaume Thibault, a partner with consultants Oliver
Wyman, operators could reduce costs
by as much as 30 to 40 percent without
pilots on the payroll.
However, given the technical and regulatory complexity of introducing new power
sources and autonomous flight controls, it
is not surprising that many of the innovators are taking a more gradual or hybrid
approach on both scores. So, many of the
new aircraft feature a conventional engine

Urban air mobility evangelists would have
you believe it is an entirely modern concept in a hurry to establish itself as part
of the fabric of 21st-century life. However,
others would say it’s not really modern
at all, with helicopters having provided
flight connections in built-up areas for
many decades.
Regardless of these differing perspectives, it now seems clear that the scope
and scale of urban air mobility are on the
cusp of a radical evolution driven by new
power and flight control technology. There
are now anywhere between 150 and 200
new aircraft programs at various stages of
development—ranging from pipe dreams
to those within sight of service entry.
Many of these aircraft are harnessing electrical power in a bid to be more
environmentally and economically

driving electric motors via generators and
batteries and others are being developed
to be optionally piloted.
Similarly, not everyone is taking the
VTOL path. Others are opting for new short
takeoff and landing (STOL) designs combining fixed- or tilt-wings and electrical power.
In fact, the various architectures being
advanced by the urban mobility pioneers
are bafflingly diverse, encompassing concepts such as multicopters (with as many
as two dozen mini rotors), lift-and-cruise
combinations, tiltwings, and tiltrotors.
Some companies are focusing on aircraft with a tight mission specification
to serve short hops of little more than 20
miles in dense, urban areas. Others are
developing platforms to challenge conventional airliners on flights as long as
700 miles or more.

Bullish Market Projections

The more bullish contenders would have
us believe that the first of the new wave
of aircraft could be in commercial service on a limited basis as soon as 2023.
Their critics would argue that, given the
complexity of the change process, this is

fanciful propaganda propagated to keep
investors motivated. More conservative
elements believe that it will be closer to
2030 before urban air mobility has put
down sustainable roots.
Overall, there is a growing consensus
that urban air mobility will, sooner or
later, represent a viable element in the
wider business aviation and air transport equations. The “Change is in the
air” study by Deloitte published earlier
this year forecast that in the U.S. alone,
the eVTOL market could be valued at
$17.7 billion annually by 2040, after rising
steeply from $3.4 billion in 2025.
In August 2019, Nexa Advisors in association with the Vertical Flight Society
published its Urban Air Mobility—Economics and Global Markets report, which
forecast a 20-year market value of $318
billion between eVTOL aircraft manufacturers, operators, and infrastructure
providers. The report sees growth being
concentrated across some 74 metropolitan cities around the world.
In a similar vein, a June 2019 report by
investment bank UBS predicted that the
introduction of hybrid electric powerplants for aircraft engaged in both urban
air mobility and regional airline service
could generate a new market worth $178
billion as soon as 2028. A key component
of the UBS research is testimony from
more than 2,000 travelers in the U.S. and
Germany about the extent to which they
are reducing their air travel use on environmental grounds. Overall, 22 percent
said they had already reduced air travel
for this reason and 38 percent said they
would be willing to fly in hybrid-electric
aircraft, a proportion that rose above
50 percent among respondents aged
between 18 and 44.

Part of Business Aviation’s Future?

In any case, the business aviation community appears to be more open to the idea
this new wave of innovation could and
should be a significant part of its future.
This is reflected in the agenda for the 2019
NBAA-BACE show in Las Vegas, with several sessions planned around urban air
mobility and the technology driving it.
The trend is also apparent among exhibitors, which include several of the key
innovators in this fast-emerging field.
By around the end of 2020, Airbus
(Booth N5216) expects to have a clear
continues on page 58

FutureFlight.aero illuminates an exciting and complex new aviation sector
The aviation industry is poised to revolutionize
the way people and things are moved around.
Entrepreneurs and innovators are rushing
to take the lead in a crowded field of up to
200 new aircraft programs that promise to
deliver both new aerospace technology and
air transportation business models.
The so-called Urban Air Mobility sector is
at the forefront of this aviation new wave.
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Some of the new technology, such as electrical power and autonomous flight controls,
has the potential to transform existing aircraft types in the longer term.
However, there are significant hurdles
to overcome, such as the regulatory process, integration of new aircraft into regulated airspace, ground infrastructure, and
public acceptance.
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To help you make sense of this exciting
and complex landscape, AIN Publications is
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Launching in December, this unprecedented news and information service will
deliver the following exclusive package to
subscribers: daily news and commentary,
highly-researched, in-depth reports on
major trends driving changes in aviation, a

comprehensive, searchable database tracking and objectively assessing new aircraft
programs with links to company information, news coverage, and videos, a weekly
newsletter roundup, and a subscriber-only
community including prospective customers,
investors, and partners.
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sign-up for a free trial subscription.
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environmental, and social policy foundation for operating these aircraft in
urban environments. Behind the scenes,
the group is committing significant
Four sessions on the NBAA-BACE 2019 agenda will specifically address issues and techresources to working with all stakeholdnology associated with urban air mobility:
ers to resolve these issues. It also sees significant challenges in terms of integrating
Tuesday, October 22 The Future of Wednesday, October 23 Become Your
the new category of aviation into the air
Urban Air Mobility—leaders in this sector Flight Department’s Artificial Intelligence
traffic management system and believes
will discuss infrastructure requirements, Expert—learn how AI is fast extending its
that its in-house expertise in this area will
key technologies, and challenges as they reach into multiple aspects of modern airgive it an edge over new market entrants
address how NBAA sees eVTOL aircraft craft and operations, including those being
with shallow aviation roots.
complementing traditional business avia- developed for urban air mobility. 1 p.m. to
Airbus’s extensive research into protion. 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. at Booth N1818 in the 2 p.m. in Meeting Room N245
spective urban air mobility markets has
Innovation Zone
confirmed that an insistence that the new
Wednesday, October 23 Autonomous
aircraft don’t add to existing levels of air
Wednesday, October 23 Urban Air Flight—find out how progress is being
pollution is critical. Noise, “visual polMobility: Here Sooner Than You Might made towards the goal of safely achieving
lution,” and privacy concerns have also
Think—a chance for commercial Part the integration of autonomous (i.e. pilotless)
been identified as significant factors in
135 operators and non-commercial Part aircraft into the public airspace system.
terms of social acceptability.
91 operators to understand the possible 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in Meeting Room N245
At Boeing (Booth N50202), the yearopportunities presented by new busiold NeXt division appears to be hedging
ness models. Based on the findings of Throughout the show, there will also be a
its bets in the eVTOL market. The U.S.
a new study prepared by Nexa Advisors. special display of innovation in the fields
aerospace group’s Aurora Flight Sciences
9:15 a.m. to 10:15 a.m. at Booth N2235 in of urban air mobility and unmanned aircraft
has been developing its Passenger Air
the Innovation Zone
systems at Booth N1816.
Vehicle, which made a first flight in January 2019. The prototype suffered a crash
during its fifth flight on June 4, and, as of Nonetheless, Uber has named Embraer as helicopter based on the Schweizer S-300C
early September, had yet to confirm when one of six prospective aircraft partners for model. Despite apparently making some
flight testing would resume or how the its planned air-taxi service.
progress, the company abandoned the
development timeline might be impacted.
The concept shown at the Washington, project two years later, perhaps due to a
Boeing has since announced a strategic D.C. Uber Elevate event features a pair realization that battery technology still
partnership with start-up company Kitty of aft ducted fans and eight lift rotors. had some ways to progress.
Hawk to develop its Cora eVTOL aircraft. EmbraerX, which has operations in MelLeonardo also started work on its ProjIt has yet to publish a clear timeline for bourne, Florida, as well as Silicon Valley ect Zero AW1038 electric tiltrotor aircraft
its plans to enter the urban air mobility and Boston, said the design is based on in 2010. As recently as early 2016, it was
market, but there appear to be strong “a broad range of tests and simulations, still demonstrating a prototype on the
indications that the company considers
aiming at operational optimization for international airshow circuit but the Italthis a priority.
the urban environment” and promises ian company’s work on the ducted fan
Another business aircraft manufacturer, high reliability, as well as low operating model appears to have slowed, or at least
Embraer (Booth C9008) also is setting costs and noise. The aircraft is ultimately gone underground, since then.
its sights on urban air mobility and has intended for autonomous operations.
Endurance for the all-electric technolbeen quietly working on concepts under
Helicopter manufacturers Sikorsky ogy demonstrator was said to be no more
a working project titled DreamMaker. (Indoor Static 10) and Leonardo (Booth
than around 10 minutes and Leonardo
Earlier this year, the Brazilian airframer C13018) both have worked on plans to indicated it intended to work on a hybrid
issued an open invitation for customers extend their product range beyond con- version, backed up with a diesel engine.
and prospective customers to propose a ventional rotorcraft, but neither appears However, program leader James Wang has
name for the program.
to be progressing these for the time being. since left the company and now serves as
At the Uber Elevate Summit held by ride- By contrast, Textron (Booth C9343) sub- chief technical advisor to start-up eVTOL
share technology giant Uber in early June, sidiary Bell unveiled its Nexus eVTOL air- developer XTI Aircraft.
the company’s U.S.-based EmbraerX divi- craft early in 2019.
Meanwhile, Bell unveiled the new
sion unveiled a lift-and-cruise all-electric
In 2010, Sikorsky started working on the Nexus aircraft at the Consumer Elecdesign, while providing almost no detail as to Firefly program, which was a technology tronics Show in January 2019. The design
its projected performance and specifications. demonstrator for an electrically powered
continues on page 60
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picture of its long-term plans to develop
new aircraft to serve what it views as
growing needs for more efficient urban
air mobility. The European airframer is
very well aware that smaller and much
younger startup companies are pursuing
more urgent timelines that could see new
eVTOL aircraft enter commercial service
as early as 2023 but says that it prefers to
take more time to ensure it delivers the
right product.
Airbus has now completed flight testing of its two-seat Vahana eVTOL concept,
which has flown more than 100 hours
since 2016. Over the next 12 months or so
it will conclude its evaluation of the fourseat CityAirbus model. What it learns
from these programs will inform the company’s next steps in this sector, according
to Eduardo Dominguez-Puerta, Airbus
senior vice president for urban mobility.
The Vahana program has been led by A3
by Airbus, the group’s Silicon Valley-based
technology hub, while CityAirbus is in the
hands of Airbus Helicopters. It is still to
be determined which part of the Airbus
empire will lead in taking a series production eVTOL aircraft to market. For now,
it has created a division called Urban Air
Mobility and this includes its Voom helicopter charter partnership.
“Having lived and worked in Silicon
Valley, I’m well aware of the fail-safe-failcheap philosophy of many tech startups
there, but this approach doesn’t work
when you are planning to fly people
over people,” Dominguez-Puerta told
AIN. “We have a strong safety brand and
because of our track record the regulators
know we are serious about this. So, we
don’t want to take a short-term approach.”
With recent developments, such as the
July 2019 announcement by the European
Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) of
its new SC-VTOL rules, the regulatory
path to getting eVTOL aircraft certified
is getting somewhat clearer. However,
Airbus feels there is still some way to go
before the type certification process for
the new generation of urban air mobility
aircraft is established.
What’s more, Airbus sees more progress required to establish a clear legal,

Airbus’s Vahana urban air project has technology roots in Silicon Valley.
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features a central wing, integrated landing
skids, and a modified V tail topped by a
short horizontal stabilizer. Its first flight
is projected for 2020, with the aircraft
expected to be certified in 2023.
The Nexus is one of just a few eVTOL
programs being advanced by a major
manufacturer with relevant experience
bringing aircraft developed with related
technology (i.e. helicopters) to market.
What’s more, Bell has firm partnership
commitments from experienced aerospace groups including Safran (engines),
Thales (flight controls), Moog (flight
control systems), Garmin (avionics inte- The XTI Aircraft TriFan 600 VTOL features a hybrid-electric powerplant configuration.
gration), EPS (energy storage), and Sumitomo (logistics and transportation).
provide power for its hybrid-electric Tri- autonomous flight controls. “Autonomy
The aircraft will be powered by a hybrid/ Fan 600 VTOL aircraft. The manufacturer is easier with aircraft than for a car,” he
electric distributed propulsion system
has yet to build a full-size prototype, but argued. “You take off from one fixed point
feeding six tilting ducted fans, each pow- GE is advancing work on the Catalyst.
and land in another, following a clear
ered by individual electric motors. The
GE is also partnered with U.S. eVTOL channel on the way so it’s much easier to
six-fan design is a compromise between start-up Jetoptera to develop a so-called define how this is done than it is for an
quad- and octo-rotor designs seen on “Fluidic Propulsion System” as an alterna- autonomous car in the middle of traffic.”
other urban VTOL designs to provide sys- tive energy source to electric batteries for
Safran believes it may well take another
tem redundancy and space for passengers
the motors on its Jetoptera 2000 aircraft. five years to get eVTOL aircraft certified
to safely embark and disembark the vehi- The current status of this work is unknown. and in commercial service, and that operacle while operating. The ducted fans also
In September, Boeing and Safran tions will likely start with cargo operations.
offer improved performance and a quieter announced a joint investment in energy “It is fairly easy to do a flight demonstranoise signature than comparable open storage specialist Electric Power Sys- tion with just one prototype but getting a
rotor designs, according to the company.
tems (EPS). The undisclosed investment fleet of aircraft into service with the right
The Nexus propulsion system incor- amount committed during a Series A level of safety and reliability will be another
porates a series hybrid layout in which funding round will help Utah-based EPS story and demonstrating that the industry
a turbine engine feeds an electrical dis- to develop a highly automated industrial can achieve that will require a step by step
tribution system, which in turn routes
base capable of producing aviation-grade
approach,” Blanc commented. Safran also
power to a battery pack that drives the fan batteries at far higher rates than is pos- is working on algorithms to ensure that
motors. In addition to providing system sible today. It will also support work to operators will know with a high degree of
redundancy in the event of turbine failure, reduce the cost of the batteries, making accuracy how much charge is left in batterthe series hybrid architecture offers an
them more viable for electric aircraft.
ies so that they can be sure of landing safely.
upgrade path towards eventual fuel cell
France-based Safran is actively
The company is looking to support
and/or full-electric propulsion.
involved in a number of eVTOL aircraft both hybrid and all-electric aircraft. It
The prototype’s cabin is configured in developments, including Bell’s Nexus, for sees the latter as being limited to flights
a “4+1” layout with room for a single pilot/ which it is providing a new turboshaft to of up to around 30 minutes with currently
operator in addition to four passengers. support its hybrid-electric powerplant. It available energy storage technology, but it
Projected range is 150 miles, with cruise has also been involved in Zunum’s ZA-10 sees this shifting as the power-to-weight
speeds of around 178 mph anticipated.
fixed-wing program, which appears to be ratio of batteries improves. “Getting to
stalled due to a lack of funds, and, report- 300 kW/kg will be a game changer,” said
Engine Makers Step Up
edly with MetroSkyways’s City Hawk.
Blanc. “The question is whether that will
At face value, you might think that conEPS is already providing energy storage take one to two years or five to 10 years.”
ventional engine makers could feel threat- units for the Nexus model. It is also supSafran also has invested in Oxis Energy,
ened by the advent of electrically powered porting Bye Aerospace’s electrically pow- which is developing new lithium-sulfur
aircraft. But companies such as Rolls- ered eFlyer fixed-wing aircraft.
batteries. In July 2019, it acquired NeelRoyce (Booth C8312), Safran (C11237),
Safran views the eVTOL sector as a ogy, a France-based specialist in electrical
Honeywell (N4302), GE Aviation launch pad for introducing electrical power current sensors.
(C10030), and Pratt & Whitney Canada
to larger aircraft, and, in its view, improving
(C1183) have embraced the opportunity the efficiency of energy storage is a key facto show leadership in the move toward tor in achieving this. “We think that eVTOL
alternative powerplants.
is a significant business opportunity that
In March 2019, Rolls-Royce started still faces a lot of uncertainty,” Hervé Blanc,
ground testing a hybrid-electric propul- vice president of the group’s Electrical &
sion system based on its M250 turboshaft Power division told AIN. “The eVTOL airengine. This will be used to test Airbus’s craft are perfect for demonstrating the benE-fanX airliner development program efits of electric and hybrid power solutions
from 2020, with a first flight projected for and we expect them to drive other oppor2021. The engine is projected to generate
tunities with larger aircraft.
between 500kW and 1 mW of power.
According to Safran, weight conThe UK-based engine maker also straints for energy storage units are a far
hopes to find applications with eVTOL greater challenge for aviation than they
programs. In June 2019, Rolls-Royce con- are in the automotive sector. So too, are
firmed plans to purchase the electric pro- the ability to meet safety standards and
pulsion division of Siemens and expects
to produce large numbers of batteries at
to complete this transaction by year-end. an acceptable cost.
In July, XTI Aircraft selected GE AviaIn Blanc’s view, power is more of a chal- Pipistrel’s Alpha Electro electric-powered
tion’s new Catalyst turboprop engine to lenge for eVTOL aircraft developers than
trainer was popular at the Paris Air Show.
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Meanwhile, Honeywell is developing
a new hybrid-electric turbo generator
that combines its 1,100-shp HTS gas turbine engine with a pair of 200-kilovolt
generators. It believes this technology
will provide a quieter, cleaner and more
fuel-efficient powerplant for urban air
mobility aircraft.
Transcend Air Corporation has selected
Pratt & Whitney Canada to provide a version of its 1,700-shp PT6 turboprop to
provide power for its hybrid-electric Vy
400 eVTOL model. The current status of
this program is unclear.
Along with Honeywell, several leading
aerospace groups are taking a leading role
in developing avionics, flight controls,
and other cockpit systems for the new
generation aircraft. These include Collins Aerospace (Booth C10808), Thales
(C13239), and GE Aviation (C10030).
In May 2019, Collins also announced
plans for a new electrical power development facility called The Grid in Rockford, Illinois, to harness expertise in this
area from across the group, including the
former UTC Aerospace businesses that it
recently acquired.
Honeywell’s engagement with the urban
air mobility wider electric aircraft sector is
extensive. For Slovakia-based Pipistrel’s 801
fixed-wing model, it is providing avionics
and flight controls. For Jaunt Air Mobility’s
ROSA program, it is to supply avionics, navigation systems, flight controls, and powerplant too. It is also partnered with the UK’s
Vertical Aerospace to provide flight controls
for its Vertical eVTOL project.
For the Eviation Alice aircraft, Honeywell is supplying fly-by-wire flight controls. Hartzell Propeller (Booth C7235)
is providing propellers for this model.
Thales is providing flight controls for
Bell’s Nexus aircraft, with Garmin supplying avionics. Meanwhile, Kearfott Corporation (Booth C9836) is due to supply
guidance and navigation systems for the
CityHawk eVTOL model being developed
by Israel’s Metro Skyways.
Several NBAA show exhibitors are
involved in developing the critical
unmanned air traffic management capability on which these new generation
urban air mobility concepts will depend.
In fact, the challenges associated with
safely integrating especially those aircraft intended for autonomous (i.e. pilotless) operation into public airspace have
been identified as the biggest roadblock
to these aircraft entering service. GE
Aviation subsidiary AirXos is involved
in development work to this end, as is
Harris Corporation (Booth C8222) and
Boeing NeXt with its partner Skygrid.
Brazilian helicopter operator Flapper
(Booth C8325d) has been identified as a
prospective eVTOL pioneer operator in
South America.
True Blue Power (Booth C8717) is
involved in battery technology in this
field. California’s
Hollister Airport (Booth N3728) has
emerged as a center for testing eVTOL
prototypes.
n

continued from page 22

First-time
exhibitors shine
For pilots and crew members
looking for jobs, ACS can explain
details on application procedures
and common interview errors, virtual job fairs with live-streamed
presentations, and online seminars the company hosts. ACS also
provides resume critiques, application reviews, and interview and
check ride prep, available via telephone or in person.
Well-known for his Norman
Rockwell meets Vargas style
motorcycle paintings, fine artist
David Uhl (David Uhl Studios,
Booth C8623) also takes inspiration from the world of aviation,
as seen in his aviation and military collection. This year Uhl
debuted “Joy Juice,” his latest
work in the series, a whimsical but historically supportable
illustration of “the first known
landing of beer during the D-Day
invasion,” in the artist’s words.
The painting depicts the 270-gallon payload being poured into a
drop tank for delivery to France
by a Spitfire one week after the
troops landed. “Flying at 15,000
feet ensured the beer was chilled
when it arrived,” Uhl said. Also
fresh off the easel is “Strategic
Maneuvers,” the latest painting
in his Nose Art/Pin Up collection, introduced at the Reno Air
Races a decade ago. Set in World
War II’s South Pacific Theater,
the image depicts a soldier-artist decorating the nose of a P-38
with the voluptuous figure of a
young woman, with the model
posing live in this imagined
scene. Uhl’s work is available as
original oil paintings and limited
edition prints.
Restoration specialist West
Metro Aviation of Minneapolis
(Booth C12645) is highlighting
its full range of services for GA
aircraft ranging from Piper Cubs
to Beechcraft King Airs. Located
at Buffalo Municipal Airport
(KCFE), the well-equipped shop
maintains an open-door policy.
“Come on out, have a cup of coffee, ask some questions, and
see what we’re doing out here,”
said airshow pilot and owner
Michael Wiskus.
For restorations, West Metro
can take on entire projects or

provide owner assistance, and for projects
requiring fabric work, it offers refined fabric
processes and craftsmanship.
Its maintenance services support airframes
from American Champion, Aviat, Beechcraft,
Cessna, Cirrus, Mooney, Piper, and others.
West Metro also handles transactions, offering a full spectrum of pre-buy inspection and
detailing services, along with deep expertise
in GA aircraft for buyers and sellers.

Avion Power (Booth C13445) is showcasing its lightweight Voyager battery-powered
portable starters for single- and twin-turbine
helicopters, light fixed-wing aircraft, and
APUs. Avion developed its Modular Battery
System under contract to a U.S. Army Special Operations airborne regiment, where it
has been deployed since 2010. The Voyager
is a portable version of the starter. The 28V,
15-pound Voyager provides 20kW of cranking

power, and its 20 amp-hour capacity enables
more than 10 turbine helicopter engine starts
per charge. When not powering an engine
spool up, it can power onboard electronics,
or simplify maintenance activities requiring
aux power. Voyager’s lithium-ion nanophosphate battery, the safest battery chemistry
for aviation applications, according to Avion,
provides good thermal stability, high current
output, and long life cycles.
n
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Since March,
Stevens
Aerospace,
formerly
Stevens
Aviation, has
welcomed
large-cabin
jets to its
Macon, Ga.
facility.

An unrelenting attention to safety,
efficiency and customer service at KFWA.
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by Tom Ewing
Stevens Aerospace and Defense Systems
“A lot of shops, whether OEM or non(Booth C8308) recently opened a 55,000- OEM, do not allow customers on the shop
sq-ft service facility exclusively for large- floor. That is one thing that makes us sigcabin aircraft, particularly Bombardier nificantly different,” he added. “We involve
Globals and Gulfstreams, at Middle customers to the degree they want to be
Georgia Regional Airport in Macon, involved, which makes things move along
Georgia. “We are pleased to have addi- much smoother and allows them to see
tional and dedicated space for our large- every part of what happens during an event.”
cabin customers and be less dependent
Stevens had been on the lookout
on our Greenville [South Carolina] facil- for a larger facility because it was runity for meeting customer requirements ning out of space at its other locations,
in the southeastern U.S.,” said Stevens which include facilities in Dayton, Ohio,
Aerospace CFO Neal McGrail.
and Nashville, Tennessee. The company
About 30 percent of the company’s
did service large-cabin aircraft at Donwork involves military versions of general aldson Center Airport in Greenville,
aviation airframes. The company also pro- but Stearns said that “when a GV rolled
vides emergency services for AOGs and into the hangar it pushed out all the
on-site mobile technical services, and smaller planes.”
these mobile service teams have been
The former Bombardier facility at
expanding. A new team will be named fol- Macon closed at the end of 2017 and had
lowing the NBAA convention; the choice
been vacant for at least a year. Working
of cities is still under internal review.
with local airport authorities, Stevens got
The new Macon site opens up a huge it ready in January and held an official
new workspace allowing Stevens to work grand opening in March.
concurrently on five large-cabin aircraft,
Another important factor in developening new opportunities to draw oping the Macon center was building
national and global large-cabin customers. a new team of technicians. Operations
While the new facility heightens Stevens manager Rick Screen, whose career
Aerospace’s profile this week at NBAA includes 17 years with Gulfstream, was
2019, company director of sales Phil tasked with getting the crew together.
Stearns explained that, because the com- He pored through his Rolodex and conpany’s nexus is on the East Coast, Macon
tacted mechanics he had worked with
is too far to fly for owners of smaller air- in the past, inviting them to join the
craft based in the western U.S.
new Stevens team. “Many of us worked
However, he added, owners of large- together at Gulfstream,” Screen said.
cabin business jets are not range limited “Just about everyone who signed on has
and can seek service anywhere—within
at least 18 to 20 years of experience
reason, of course. Consequently, because on large-cabin aircraft. This is a small
of the new Macon facility, Stevens expects
group of experienced people who are
increased customer attention at NBAA- very customer focused.”
BACE from large-cabin aircraft operators.
Stearns added to this notion of a qualJust as important, Stearns said the new ity relationship. “There are differences
facility allows the company to build and in how you maintain a new plane versus
develop the type of relationship it finds
a 25-year-old airplane,” he said. “The
works best for customers, where cus- expertise at the Macon service center
tomer representatives stay with the air- can provide a lot of options for maincraft during the maintenance event and taining older aircraft, while meeting all
visit the shop floor regularly. “We want to safety and legal requirements but avoidwork deeply with customers, encouraging ing a singular focus based on just buying
them to be with us and the airplane full- expensive new parts. That’s what these
time,” said Stearns.
[technicians] are very good at.”
n
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CAE-DAC JV has a 15-year
growth plan for Simcom
by Chris Kjelgaard
Directional Aviation Capital (DAC) affiliate Volo Sicurro has entered an equal joint
venture with training provider CAE (Booth
C9608), which will soon own 50 percent of
Simcom Holdings. The CAE-DAC JV is built
around an investment in five additional
simulators for Simcom and is seen as the
first step in growing the company over the
next 15 years.
Nick Leontidis, group president of
CAE’s Civil Aviation Training Solutions
business, told AIN that the new joint
venture intends “to invest in more simulators” and potentially, also, new training
centers for Simcom Holdings over the
next 15 years. These investments would
be in addition to the five new CAE fullflight simulators the new partners agreed
to provide when they announced the Simcom Holdings-ownership JV on August 29.
Strengthening the JV’s investment confidence in growing Simcom Holdings are
agreements that DAC’s subsidiary bizav
operators Flexjet, Flight Options, Flairjet,
Sirio, Nextant Aerospace, and Corporate

Wings signed for Simcom Holdings to be
their exclusive training provider for the next
15 years. The JV’s growth plans for Simcom
Holdings over 15 years “dovetail nicely”
with DAC’s growth plans for its operating
subsidiaries over the same period, said
Leontidis. Together, those six DAC operating subsidiaries already operate about 175
business aircraft and the CAE-DAC joint
venture expects that combined fleet to grow
over the course of the next 15 years.
Given the size of the DAC operators’
combined fleet, for CAE the JV arrangement to own and operate Simcom Holdings
is “not very different to how we approach
an airline requirement,” said Leontidis.
A good example of CAE’s collaborative
approach to growing its training-services
network globally is the Emirates-CAE
Flight Training (ECFT) JV, according to
Leontidis. ECFT operates a training center in Dubai that not only handles Emirates’
own pilot and maintenance training needs
but also “serves the broad market,” including bizav operators, he said.

Simcom serves the training needs of not only Directional Aviation, but also third-party clients.
Today, Simcom Holdings serves the
DAC operators’ training needs—and also
those of various third-party bizav customers—through two training centers in
Florida and one in Arizona. However, the
JV expects Simcom’s network of training
centers to grow as the DAC operators
themselves grow. At the same time, Simcom will continue to seek to add further
third-party training business.
Asked if CAE’s other big bizav customers might regard its newly close relationship with DAC’s operators as a conflict of
interest for the training company, Leontidis replied, “I don’t think so. None of the
others has expressed an interest in getting invested in this” type of arrangement
with CAE, he said. In any case, other big

bizav operators are used to CAE’s other
joint-venture arrangements and know it
continues to want to earn their trust by
providing excellent service.
“Customers, at the end of the day, judge
you on the product and service you provide,”
said Leontidis. “From the DAC and the
shareholder perspective, we want to open
up our doors to other operators. There is no
apprehension that there will be a two-class
structure—quite the opposite, in fact.”
Additionally, said Leontidis, two months
after CAE and DAC announced they were
becoming partners in Simcom Holdings, “we haven’t had any reaction” from
DAC’s competitors to the news. “When we
announced it, our customers understood
which area of the market we will be in.”n
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Even with a fatality-free 3Q,
2019 safety stats look bleak
by Gordon Gilbert
There were no U.S.-registered fatal turbine business airplane accidents in the
third quarter of this year. However, the
exceptionally high number of fatal accidents and fatalities in the first half of this
year are aiming to set a record, with the
second quarter clearly being the deadliest
time frame. According to preliminary statistics gathered by AIN, 21 people died in
five business jet crashes and 36 lost their
lives in eight turboprop crashes during
the first nine months of this year. Ten
of the 13 fatal turbine airplane accidents
occurred while operating under Part 91.
In the same nine-month block last year,
three died in two business jet accidents
and eight perished in four turboprop
mishaps. Four of the six fatal turbine
accidents in 2018 were being flown under
Part 91. There were no reported accidents
this year involving Part 91K operations,
but there was one incident on August 8
in which three people were injured when
their NetJets Bombardier Challenger
600 was hit by wake turbulence. There
was versus just one incident in the corresponding time frame a year ago.
To put this year’s fatality count in
context, hoever, note that 10 passengers
and three crew members were reported
killed in just one event; the May 5 crash
of a chartered N-numbered Bombardier
Challenger 601-3A in Mexico.
Two died in the May 22 crash of a
Cessna Citation SII. According to the
NTSB preliminary report, shortly after
departing in day VMC from Runway 7
at Indianapolis Regional Airport, the airplane began a left turn toward its assigned
heading of 320 degrees. After reaching an
altitude of about 1,400 feet msl, the airplane descended until it disappeared from
ATC radar.
A witness at the airport saw the airplane
in an estimated 90-degree left bank with
the nose parallel to the horizon shortly
after departure. He observed the airplane’s nose lower slightly before rising
again to a level attitude. At no point did
he see the nose of the airplane rise above
the horizon. Then the nose again lowered
and the airplane crashed into the ground.
Two days later, on May 24, the sole-
occupant pilot was killed when a Citation
560 overshot its planned destination and
crashed into the sea. The U.S. Air Force
dispatched two aircraft to intercept the
business jet. One of the interceptor pilots
said he could see the pilot unconscious
and slumped over the controls. The intercept airplanes followed the twinjet until it
descended into the Atlantic Ocean about
310 miles east of Fort Lauderdale, Florida,
three-and-half hours after departing.
On April 13, three were killed in the
crash of a Rockwell Sabreliner following
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a reported electrical malfunction. The
twinjet was on an IFR flight plan filed
under Part 91. Day IMC in heavy rain
existed.
The first fatal jet accident this year
occurred on March 18 to an Israel Aircraft
Industries Westwind 1124.
As the airplane approached for landing at Sundance Airport in Oklahoma
City, it began to climb, rolled left, and
became inverted before hitting terrain.
Both pilots were killed. The aircraft was
operating as a Part 91 flight and day VMC
prevailed at the time of the crash. Investigators found the landing gear and wing
flaps extended, the left thrust reverser
unlatched and open, and the right thrust
reverser closed and latched.

Unable to Divert

A Citation 560 on a Part 91 business flight
encountered continuous severe clear air
turbulence on June 27 after the pilot was
unable to obtain ATC clearance to deviate.
Although the twinjet was not damaged, a
passenger sustained serious injuries. At
FL240, the pilot requested a deviation
from ATC on the south side of a squall
line and “made several urgent requests
for a clearance to deviate,” according to
the NTSB. Controllers were not able to
approve the deviation and advised the
pilot to descend to FL200. During the
descent, the airplane flew through four
15- to 20-second severe turbulence events,
with a five- to 10-second interval between
events. Again, the pilot made “several
urgent requests” for deviation, but ATC
was not able to approve the request.
No less remarkable than the high
number of fatalities so far this year were
four crash-and-burn accidents within six
weeks of each other in which there were
no fatalities. On August 26, all 11 passengers and crew evacuated safely from a

AIN tables show “incidents” as well as “accidents” to distinguish mishaps based on their
degree of severity. Investigators often draw fine distinctions between the two events, but,
typically, incidents result in minor or no damage and their investigations are sometimes
delegated to local officials.
Accidents are events that range from minor damage to destruction and/or injuries. Also,
some incidents ultimately get upgraded to accident status during the investigative process.

Accidents/Incidents Worldwide
(First Nine Months 2019 vs. First Nine Months 2018)

U.S.-registered Business Jets and Turboprops
Total
Part 91
Part 91K
Part 135 Public/Gov’t
Mfr.
2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018
Total accidents
12
10
11
7
0
0
1
2
0
1
0
0
Nonfatal accidents
7
8
7
5
0
0
0
2
0
1
0
0
Fatal accidents
5
2
4
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
Fatalities
21
3
8
3
0
0
13
0
0
0
0
0
Incidents
50
53
39
40
1
1
10
11
0
0
0
1
Business jets

Total
Part 91
Part 91K
Part 135 Public/Gov’t
Mfr.
Business
turboprops
2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018
Total accidents
17
11
16
8
0 0
1
2
0
1
0
0
Nonfatal accidents
9
7
9
4
0 0
0
2
0
1
0
0
Fatal accidents
8
4
7
4
0 0
1
0
0
0
0
0
Fatalities
36
8
35
8
0 0
1
0
0
0
0
0
Incidents
37
29
33
23
0 0
3
6
0
0
1
0
All data preliminary. Sources: FAA, NTSB, Aviation Safety Network, AIN research

Non-U.S.-registered Business Jets and Turboprops
Total
Private
Charter
Other*
Unknown
2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018
11
1
5
5
3
1
2
1
1
1
10
6
4
3
3
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
12
1
12
0
0
0
0
0
0
13
4
6
3
4
1
0
0
3
0

Business jets
Total accidents
Nonfatal accidents
Fatal accidents
Fatalities
Incidents

Total
Private
Charter
Other*
Unknown
2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018
18
22
3
6
6
9
6
5
3
2
14
17
3
4
3
8
5
3
3
2
4
5
0
2
3
1
1
2
0
0
17
19
0
2
8
5
9
12
0
0
2
9
8
5
1
3
2
3
1
0

Business turboprops
Total accidents
Nonfatal accidents
Fatal accidents
Fatalities
Incidents

*For example: ambulance, survey, ferry, training, testing, manufacturer, government (non-military), and head of state.
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Citation Excel before fire consumed their
aircraft. While on final approach in fog to
Aligarh Airport, India, the aircraft reportedly hit antenna wires which ruptured
the left-wing fuel tank before the aircraft
touched down.
On August 21, a Citation Excel experienced a runway excursion after an
aborted takeoff. All 10 occupants evacuated before fire engulfed the airplane. On
August 15, a Citation Latitude overran
the runway and caught fire after landing.
Five persons on board, including retired
Nascar driver Dale Earnhardt Jr., his wife,
infant daughter, the two pilots, and a dog
escaped without serious injuries. The aircraft was destroyed by the fire.
Also escaping without serious injury
after crash landing his Citation II on July
17 at Nevada’s Mesquite Airport, the sole-
occupant pilot was subsequently arrested
on one count of operating an aircraft under
the influence of alcohol. The aircraft was
totaled from the post-crash fire. Meanwhile,
the pilot is out of jail and his next scheduled court appearance is on November 13.

Turboprop Fatal Count Worse

Two Beech King Air takeoff accidents
resulted in 21 of the fatalities involving
turboprops in this year’s first half: 11 in
the June 21 crash of a skydiving A90 and
10 on June 30 of a Model 350 that hit a hangar on takeoff. Two more fatal accidents
in the same month included a Cessna
Conquest that crashed on June 10 killing the pilot and sole occupant, and the
in-flight breakup on June 7 of a turboprop-
converted Piper Malibu that resulted in
four fatalities. In this case, IMC prevailed,
but the pilot was not instrument rated.
A turboprop-converted Malibu was also
involved in a fatal crash on February 28
killing the two people on board.
A May 13 midair between two Part 135
tour aircraft took the life of one person
in a de Havilland Turbine Otter and (not
shown in the charts) all five people in a
piston-powered de Havilland Beaver. On
January 21, the four occupants on a turbine DC-3 died when their converted twin
crashed, and three died in the January 29
accident of an air ambulance King Air 200.
One non-U.S.-registered business jet
accident in the first nine months of this
year was fatal to the sole-occupant pilot.
On August 6 at about 6:45 p.m., a privately
operated, Chilean-registered Citation
Mustang on approach to Chile’s Los Ángeles-María Dolores Airport crashed some
1,000 feet short of the runway. In the
same period last year, 12 people died in two
crashes involving non-U.S.-registered jets.
Until the third quarter, there had been
no fatal accidents this year involving
non-U.S.-registered turboprops. But 17
people lost their lives in four charter propjet crashes between July and September. In
the first nine months of last year, two people were killed in two privately-operated
tubroprop mishaps; five perished in the
crash of a charter turboprop; and 12 were
killed under “other” operations involving business turboprops. 
n

Sherman-Williams intros ‘upscale’ interior

SurfaceLiner is debuting AllProtect Aviation’s newest version of its reusable surface coating
material at this year’s NBAA annual convention in Las Vegas.

SurfaceLiner is seeing RED
by Curt Epstein
Colorado-based SurfaceLiner (Booth
C6929), which markets a variety of surface
protection products to the maintenance
industry, is showing off its latest offering
from Swiss manufacturer All-Protect Aviation this week at NBAA 2019.
Known as AllProtect RED, it presents
the company’s self-adhesive surface protective material in a highly-visible red
color, drawing attention during maintenance to sensitive areas of aircraft such
as leading edges, brightwork, engine cowlings, airstairs, winglets, and more.
The reusable material is sold in rolls and
features a padded, absorbent protective
outer layer that is water and solvent-proof.
It can stand up to harsh chemicals and will
prevent tools, parts and even personnel

from slipping, even when wet or greasy,
according to the company.
A tacky no-residue backing allows it to
be easily removed and reapplied. AllProtect RED can be used to protect a variety
of surfaces, both inside and outside of
the aircraft, such as wood veneer or high
gloss interiors, acrylic windows, carpeting,
glass, stonework, and painted surfaces,
while the bright color will draw attention,
even in dark areas of the aircraft, allowing
workers to find and remove it more easily
upon work completion.
The company has been chosen to
demonstrate the product in Las Vegas at
NBAA’s inaugural new product showcase
on Oct. 22, at 1 pm in the Innovation Zone
(Booth N1818).
n

Latitude Aero VIP seat refurbs make debut
Seating refurbishment specialist Latitude Aero (Booth C8325i), making its
NBAA Convention debut, is celebrating
its “successful entrance into the highend aviation market,” said Kevin Boyette,
president and CEO of the Greensboro,
North Carolina company.
A Certified Aviation Manager for nearly
a decade, Boyette spent 10 years in business aircraft interiors before founding
Latitude Aero in 2015. Initially focused
on commercial aftermarket integration
of seatback inflight entertainment systems and power ports, Latitude Aero has
added full seat refurbishment and seatparts supplies to its portfolio and recently
teamed with a VIP leather supplier to
offer “economically viable solutions for
cabin upgrades of any scope” for seating
needs. The company also offers “expertise in AVOD [audio/video on demand]
systems” for refurbishment projects.
Having experienced exponential
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growth in the last three years, Latitude is
opening a facility in Burlington, Washington, and—with an airline partner—one in
the United Arab Emirates, seeks to open
additional domestic and international facilities by 2020.
“Our presence at NBAA-BACE this year,
exhibiting for the first time as we expand
into the luxury VIP market, is a full-circle
moment,” Boyette said.
In September, Latitude Aero was among
hosts of a delegation from the United Arab
Emirates’ Sharjah Investment and Development Authority at a gathering staged by
the U.S.-UAE Business Council. Exports currently account for 25 percent of annual sales,
Boyette said. In the last two years, Latitude
Aero has delivered commercial and VIP seating to Aruba, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia,
Mexico, Korea, Singapore, France, and Nigeria, and Boyette sees large opportunities in
the Middle East for both airline and business
aviation VIP seating services.
J.W.
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Aerospace coatings specialist Sherwin-
Williams (N3206) this week has introduced Jet Suede, a two-component
urethane topcoat with an upscale, textured finish created to enhance the
feel of aircraft interiors, for both OEM
and aftermarket applications. Available
in low gloss and solid neutral colors,
including an array of OEM hues, the
durable finish provides stain, abrasion,
and scratch resistance, according to the
Cleveland-based company, and can be
applied on both rigid and flexible plastic
and substrates. For refurbishments, Jet
Suede makes a suitable replacement
for worn leather armrests, cabin fabrics, and cockpit yokes, and is also an
efficient alternative to painting interior
plastic parts.
Jet Suede’s OEM colors can be seen in the
new Color Selector Book and Fan Deck (sets
of color cards) Sherwin-Williams is displaying in Las Vegas. These can’t be represented

online or in a printed form, making this a rare
opportunity to see the coatings’ true colors.
Sherwin-Williams also offers a variety
of aerospace primer products specifically
designed for aircraft interiors, complementing its interior aircraft topcoats by increasing substrate adhesion and helping hide
profile and surface imperfections.
Also showcased are Sherwin-Williams’
Skyscapes and Jet Glo Express exterior paints.
The Skyscapes basecoat-clearcoat
paint system, formulated to deliver rich
color and high gloss retention, cures at
ambient temperature in half the time of
other single-stage paint systems, cutting
as much as 30 percent from painting process time, according to the company. Jet
Glo Express polyester urethane topcoat
finish, available in thousands of colors,
has the same high gloss appearance
and durability as its Jet Glo Enamel, while
offering faster drying times and good
buffing characteristics.
J.W.

Honeywell’s 131-9 auxiliary power unit (APU) is its most popular, used on Boeings and Airbuses.

Honeywell marking
100,000th APU milestone
by Jerry Siebenmark
Honeywell rolled its 100,000th auxiliary
power unit (APU) off the production
line that also happens to be its 15,000th
131-9 model, its most popular APU flying
today, the Phoenix-based provider of aircraft systems and engines announced last
month. “Our legacy and leadership in
this space combined with our expertise
in connectivity make us well equipped
to provide aircraft operators with the
next generation of APUs and dependable
backup power for years to come,” said
Honeywell Aerospace engines and power
systems president Brian Sill.

In 1950, Honeywell’s first APU took to
the skies. Currently, more than 36,000
of them are in service on aircraft ranging from business, commercial, regional,
and military fixed-wing airplanes and
rotorcraft. Of those, more than 13,000
are the model 131-9 and are primarily
found on Boeing 737 and Airbus A320 airliners. Honeywell introduced the model
131-9 in 1995.
Additionally, Honeywell (Booths
N1816B, N4302) said it will soon introduce
a new unit to provide on-ground power to
turboprops and small to midsize jets. n
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Bombardier’s Learjet 75 Liberty derivative, with fewer seats and a recast complement of
optional and standard equipment, makes the model more competitive in the light-jet market.

Learjet 75 Liberty mockup
makes debut at NBAA-BACE
by Kerry Lynch
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Some three months after taking the
wraps off the latest iteration of the
venerable Learjet line—the Learjet 75
Liberty—Bombardier is debuting a fullsize mockup of the interior of the now
lower-cost light jet this week at NBAABACE. Bombardier (Booth C7508, Static
SD701) unveiled the Liberty in early July,
a revamp of the 75 with fewer seats to provide a more spacious cabin, newly designated standard and optional features, and
extended engine maintenance intervals.
According to Bombardier Business Aircraft manager of product planning and
strategy Mischa Loeffler, the result is a
lighter-weight aircraft that burns less fuel,
has lower operating costs, and decreased
acquisition costs. Regarding the latter, the
list price has dropped from $13.8 million
for the current Model 75 to $9.9 million
for the Liberty, an acquisition price that
Bombardier executives emphasize is now
in the ballpark of other light jets.
Loeffler said the goal was to open the
market for the Learjet, making it available
for more operators. While it had a strong
reputation and brand, “many people
didn’t think of it as accessible. We wanted
to change perception—you can step up as
a budget operator into a Learjet,” he said.
The changes, Loeffler added, serve
multiple purposes. “It not only opens up
the [product] to more operators, but it
demonstrates our commitment to the program, to Learjet, and to this iconic brand.”
Bombardier has created an executive
suite in the cabin with six seats, including two forward-facing seats that have
three feet of legroom, which Loeffler said
is unprecedented in the segment. The rear
four seats are in club configuration. The
cabin offers features such as stowable
ottomans and large retractable side tables.
Bombardier will offer eight-seat configurations upon customer request.
A notable change is that Bombardier has
now made standard a front cabin pocket
door, which Loeffler said creates “a quiet
haven for the executive.” The door can
make the cabin as much as 8 dB quieter.
Other changes surround operating

costs as Bombardier moves to dispel the
perception that performance of the Learjet comes at a cost, Loeffler said. To help
lower such costs, Bombardier worked
with engine-maker Honeywell to extend
the maintenance interval for the TFE73140BR engines powering the aircraft from
3,000 hours to 3,500 hours, he added.
Further, it has made optional some
equipment that is standard on the current
Learjet 75, including the auxiliary power unit
(APU) and certain external lighting. Removing this equipment makes the 75 a lighter
and more efficient jet, he said, noting it now
has a 2,080-nm range—a 40-nm improvement. It is capable of connecting Las Vegas
to New York and Seattle to Washington, D.C.
The twinjet’s ceiling remains unchanged
at 51,000 feet and also continuing to be
standard is the Bombardier Vision flight
deck with recently announced upgrades
to the Garmin G5000 avionics, as well as
Gogo ATG 4G wireless connectivity. Top
speed is Mach 0.81.
On the APU, Loeffler said the Model 75 is
the only light jet to offer it, and it will remain
an option. However, testing has shown that
the air conditioning system is powerful
enough to cool the cabin without the APU.
The Learjet differs from other light jets in
that it was certified to the more stringent FAR
Part 25, which applies to larger, heavier jets.
With Part 25, the 75 has had to meet more
stringent bird-strike tolerances, flight control
redundancy, rotor burst protection, takeoff
margins, and ice-protection standards.
Deliveries of the Liberty are expected to
begin next year, and Loeffler said initial aircraft have already been sold. In fact, he said,
last summer’s unveiling already has generated “great interest.” But he said Bombardier
is still offering customer-specific incentives
this week here in Las Vegas.
Bombardier is showcasing the mockup
on its stand at the NBAA static display
at Henderson Executive Airport. “The
mockup truly shows light jet customers just
how much more spacious and comfortable
our newest Learjet is,” said Peter Likoray,
Bombardier Business Aircraft senior v-p of
worldwide sales and marketing.
n

Aeria Luxury Interiors

West Star Aviation

World of interior options
and fantasies on display
by James Wynbrandt
From simple upholstery upgrade options
for a legacy business jet to the bespoke
cabins of new VIP airliners, the world of
interior possibilities—and fantasies—is
on display at NBAA. Whether planning
a green completion, considering a minor
refurb, or researching interior design tips
and trends, you’ve come to the right place.
LED lighting is among the aftermarket’s hottest interior upgrades, and Elliott
Aviation (Booth C6908; IS14)—known
for refurbishments of midsize and lighter
business aircraft—is showcasing its new
Prizm LED cabin lighting and electronically dimmable Smart Vision Shades systems—both developed in house by sister
company Elliott Technologies. The Prizm

system provides both white and full spectrum RGB, or “mood” lighting for the
same price range that competitive systems
charge for white alone, said Mark Wilken,
v-p of avionics programs and operational
logistics. Having used the systems for its
own refurbishment clients, the company is
establishing manufacturing capability and
a dealer/installer network.
When upgrading to a larger airframe,
3D renderings can help buyers understand
the expanded interior design possibilities
a larger cabin provides, said Veta Traxler,
paint and interior lead designer at West
Star Aviation (Booth N4123; N3617).
Attendees can see examples of these
design tools and images of the resulting

Elliott Aviation
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cabins in Las Vegas. Traxler said such
renderings, which allow viewers to “walk
through” and manipulate spaces, “really
give the customer the idea of what it’s
going to look like, instead of just putting
material in front of them.” The Alton,
Illinois-based MRO recently deployed
renderings for a former midsize Citation
owner who is planning a Gulfstream GIV
cabin. The client brought his residential
designer to West Star’s Grand Junction,
Colorado design center to view the renderings and refine the plans.
In the wake of an extensive fabric
research project, Michigan’s Pentastar

Aviation (Booth N5212) is now using
hand-woven textiles and carpets exclusively, rather than mass-produced materials, for covering divans and floors in its
large-cabin refurbishments. Hand-woven
fabrics have a “thicker type of consistency,
provide a lot of comfort,” and also allow
more personalization, said director of interiors Gordon Ross. Pentastar “spends a lot
of time doing R&D on wood finishes and
techniques” as well, Ross said. All the skill
sets came into play on recent major refurbishments of a Gulfstream G450 and G550,
and Bombardier Global Express, including
soft goods replacement and refinished
veneers, in addition to LED lighting and
new Wi-Fi connectivity systems. Upgraded
sound insulation packages are also becoming more in demand, Ross said.
Downtime for avionics upgrades creates
a great opportunity for cabin enhancements, said Scott McCool, v-p Interiors at
Cleveland-based Constant Aviation, and
he reported many customers opting for
the company’s Challenger 604XT Pro Line
Fusion flight deck upgrade are simultaneously getting interior work done, including
new carpet, upholstery, wood refinishing and
even cabin reconfigurations. FANS 1A and
new cabin-management systems are often
part of the work scope, McCool said. Over
the past year, Constant, the refurbishment
division of Directional Aviation Capital, has
continues on page 72
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Jet Aviation

Citadel Competions

continued from page 70

Interior options and
fantasies on display
also redesigned, reconfigured and refurbed
two Bombardier Global 6000s and three
Gulfstreams (a G650 and two G450s).

Duncan Adds New Capability

Duncan Aviation is expanding westward
with the transition of its Provo, Utah MRO
center into the company’s third full-service
facility, adding a paint bay, and completion
and refurbishment services to its offerings. (It joins Duncan’s Lincoln, Nebraska

headquarters and Battle Creek, Michigan
locations.) The paint facility completed
its first project in May—a metallic blackto-charcoal fade on a Global 5000. For the
same project, the cabinetry/finish shop
created interchangeable table inserts that
allow the owner “to customize the flight
experience” with inserts highlighting
seasons, logos, and special events, said
Duncan’s manager of completions service
sales Nate Klenke. Provo also offers hydrographic finishing for interior components
that can mimic looks including wood grain,
stone, metals and custom designs, without
weight or engineering restrictions.
European and Asian operators can take
advantage of expanded offerings from
Bombardier specialist Flying Colours

Flying Colours

(C7215). Celebrating 30 years in business,
the Canadian company is completing
upgrades at its St. Louis, Missouri and
Peterborough, Ontario facilities that,
while accommodating growing domestic
demand, will allow the company “to get
more international and bring European
clients to North America,” said executive
v-p Eric Gillespie. The capabilities, turn
times, and pricing “will make it a good
value proposition for heavy inspections
and modifications,” Gillespie said.
Asia-Pacific Challenger and Global
operators can benefit from Bombardier’s
renewal this year of a refurbishment-
services agreement with Flying Colours’
recently expanded facility at Singapore’s
Seletar Airport, co-located with Bombardier’s own service center. Four full and
three partial refurbishments on Challenger and Global jets have been completed at the facility to date.
Customers keen to combine Old World
craftsmanship with state-of-the art cabin
technology appreciate Basel-based Jet
Aviation’s emphasis on in-house capabilities that cover “almost every element of
the completions process,” said Jeremie
Caillet, v-p of VIP completion programs.
“Upholstery, carpentry, electrics, sheet
metal work, paint, and installation are all
performed in Basel.”
With each custom completion, new
skills and technologies are in development, and Jet Aviation’s prototyping process “allows production to test drive any
new ideas and present them to customers for sign-off before final production

Aloft AeroArchitects
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begins,” Caillet said. “The customer can
raise queries or make changes before production of the final cabin begins, making
it much quicker and more efficient to
implement any alterations.” He added
prototyping is particularly helpful when
working with an external design firm
“that doesn’t have day-to-day contact
with the Jet Aviation workshops.”
For those who like to know a firm believes
in what it sells, Citadel Completions
(Booth N2635) represents the ultimate “I
liked the product so much, I had to buy
the company” story: After taking delivery
of the refurbished VIP ACJ340-500 they
commissioned, casino magnate Sheldon
Adelson and family purchased the MRO
that performed the upgrade at Louisiana’s
Chennault International Airport. Opened
last year, rebranded Citadel Completions,
it delivered in May a second BBJ project, a
full interior refreshment of a 737-700.

More Approvals Added

Adding to approvals from the FAA, EASA,
and Bermuda’s Civil Aviation Authority,
in July the UAE’s General Civil Aviation
Authority issued an approved maintenance organization certification, authorizing Citadel to conduct maintenance
and modifications on aircraft registered
in the UAE, home base for a considerable
fleet of VIP airliners.
Add Aeria Luxury Interiors (Booth
N4831) to the list of narrow-body VIP airliner refurbishment specialists. The San
Antonio, Texas-based company, known
for its green completions, delivered in the
second quarter its first such makeover, a
tip-to-tail BBJ refreshment for a Los Angeles charter operator. (Aeria performed its
first widebody refurb in 2013.) All wood
surfaces were “enhanced,” seat and interior panels reupholstered, the carpet was
replaced and faux wood flooring installed,
said Ron Soret, Aeria’s general manager of
completions. A lounge for six with handcrafted, automated hi-low white oak tables
featuring satin nickel-plated detailing was
added to the aft cabin.
Aloft AeroArchitects’ Engineering, Certification and ODA Services division specializes in complex projects that go hand-in-hand
with the company’s VIP completions. Last
year, Delaware-based Aloft (Booth N3810)

received 28 supplemental type certificates
(STCs) covering installations from in-cabin
wireless systems to external vortex generators—even conversion of a Boeing 737-300
to a fire-tanker. All STCs are focused on
“achieving the certification goal in the most
cost-effective and efficient way,” said Aloft
president Robert Sundin. Some 40 projects
are currently in the works.
Switzerland’s Comlux Aviation (Booth
N5823), which handles all facets of VIP
airliners, is “focused on completions” at
NBAA, said founder and chairman Richard
Gaona, and attendees can see its interior
work first hand: Comlux Completion, its
purpose-built facility in Indianapolis, did
the interior in the aircraft that Airbus Corporate Jets (ACJ; Booth N5216) has on static
display at Henderson Executive Airport.
Comlux has just ordered its fourth
ACJ320neo, and 20th ACJ purchase overall, and Comlux Completion will perform
all the outfittings. (Comlux, through its
acquisitions division, purchases ACJs on
behalf of its completion customers, and
for its owned and operated VIP charter
fleet.) The first neo is in Indianapolis now
and scheduled for redelivery in March.
The first BBJ Max is also in the facility,
with completion awaiting resolution of
certification issues that have grounded
the model. Gaona said the neo completions and MRO work represent two years

of projects, and “we are recruiting people.”
Commitments precluded Gaona’s
NBAA attendance, but in addition to completions, Comlux’s transaction, management, and charter teams are on site.
For heads of state seeking the latest
technology for their VVIP widebody completion, Fort Worth, Texas-based GDC
Technics (Booth 5207) this year delivered
a pair of BBJ 787s to an undisclosed state
customer. The work incorporates important firsts, said CEO Brad Foreman: Arinc
791 Ka-band antennas, and live TV. The
completions also feature state-of-the-art
Iridium and Inmarsat satcom antennas;
forward-looking, downward-zoom, and
tail cameras; humidification system and
therapeutic O2 discharge ports; and insulation that lowers sound interface levels
(SIL) to 47.5 dB—comparable to levels on
the ground. Interior weight was 20 percent
below industry-standard estimates, “providing our client with an operational advantage and fuel savings,” Foreman added.
GDC arrives under new ownership
this year, following its February assumption by Oriole Capital Group, Trive
Capital, and Maz Aviation. The new
ownership “broadens GDC’s market
reach and industry expertise,” said Maz
Aviation chairman Mohammad Alzeer at
the announcement, calling 2019 “a transformative year for the company.”
n
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Privacy remains a concern
as ADS-B deadline looms
As the U.S. aircraft fleet races to complete
installations in advance of the 2020 deadline for ADS-B Out equipage, the FAA has
been busy putting the final touches on a
series of policies to facilitate the transition of airspace control via ADS-B. But still
ahead is one key policy for business aviation: protecting the privacy of operators.
The FAA has progressed on a number
of fronts, including issuing a policy for
handling temporary degradation of GPS
performance, an interim final rule on
ADS-B requirements involving sensitive
missions, and a notice on preflight flight
responsibilities. Those followed an April
release of a limited waiver policy for
unequipped aircraft.

Opting Out

Progress is being made on the privacy
issue as well with a potential “opt-out”
solution in the offing, although the release
of a formal policy and other supporting
steps still need to occur.
The issue has been paramount to NBAA,
which has been collaborating with the FAA’s
Equip 2020 working group on the op-out
solution. During a recent Equip 2020
update before the NextGen Advisory Council, NBAA president and CEO Ed Bolen continued the association’s push on the op-out
solution. “Everyone agrees that a person
shouldn’t need to give up his or her security
when boarding an airplane,” Bolen said in
an article to members. “We remain committed to working with the FAA and others to
ensure that operators are given an ability to
opt out from having their flights tracked in
real-time, basically by anyone, anywhere in
the world, who happens to have the appropriate equipment for doing so, and whose
intentions may be unknown.”
The opt-out option would enable operators to obtain a second 24-bit ICAO code.
Under this option, NBAA explained, operators keep their permanent code tied to
the N-number, but could use the secondary temporary code that is not tied to an
N-number, shielding the identity of the
aircraft from outside flight-tracking programs. Operators would have the ability
to request the code at least once every 30
days, the association added.
NBAA said this program would address
concerns associated with data transmitted by the aircraft. “While private ADS-B
receivers could still detect an aircraft
flying overhead, they would not see any
information allowing them to match that
aircraft to the owner listed in the FAA registry,” the association said.
In addition to awaiting the release of
the policy regarding this approach, the
FAA must issue a procurement for a service provider to assign temporary call
signs. Policy release had been targeted for
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September 30 but had been pushed out
in part because of the government shutdown earlier this year. But Jens Hennig,
v-p of operations for the General Aviation
Manufacturers Association who provided
the working group update, said, “We’ve
done some tests. It works.”
In addition to the privacy policy, still
ahead for the ADS-B transition is the facilitation of waivers for unequipped aircraft. This
involves the development of a web-based
tool (“Adapt”) for requesting non-routine
authorizations. That tool is anticipated to
be in place by the end of the year.
Hennig emphasized, “2020 is not the
end, but the beginning of the ADS-B
program” and said much remains ahead,
even after the mandate takes effect. This
includes the de-commissioning of secondary surveillance radar. He believes that the
FAA is making progress on a roadmap for
that. It also includes the continuation of
equipage, Hennig said, adding, “I still see
us equipping into 2020 and maybe even

DAVID McINTOSH

by Kerry Lynch

NBAA is pushing the FAA to ensure the privacy of business aircraft operators from real-time
flight-tracking as operators transition to ADS-B with the Jan. 1, 2020 deadline approaching.
2021 as some of those operators realize
the impact of not equipping.”
As for the transition itself, the number
of installations continues to accelerate,
with about 4,000 aircraft across the fleet
now equipping monthly. The total number of properly installed general aviation
aircraft topped 60,000 by the beginning
of August. Lagging behind has been piston aircraft, but the majority of those that
regularly fly in ADS-B airspace is believed

Leonardo’s new MAIR missile-defense
system could have bizav applications
Leonardo recently carried out the first flight
of its new Multiple Aperture Infra-Red (MAIR)
missile defense system. It was installed on
a testbed helicopter to demonstrate an initial ability to collect data during flight, but
the company also believes the lightweight,
easy-to-install system has promise for the
business jet market.
Launched during the Paris Air Show in
June, MAIR has since begun its flight-test
campaign, which involved a round trip from
La Spezia via Genova in Italy. The campaign will now ramp up to start testing the
suite of modes in the distributed aperture
sensor system. MAIR is also being made
available for both manned and unmanned
aircraft, including business jets, for which
a plug-in configuration will be made available. According to Leonardo, MAIR will be
production-ready in the first half of 2020
and delivery-ready by the end of that year.
Leveraging the company’s experience
in developing sensing and processing for
infrared search and track (IRST) systems
for the Eurofighter Typhoon and Gripen
E fighters, MAIR consists of distributed IR
apertures. When data from each is fused
together it provides spherical coverage
around the aircraft, which can aid with
missile warning, hostile fire indication and
imaging, and provide IRST capability. In missile-warning mode, MAIR can detect incoming missiles and determine whether or not
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equipped. The FAA researched the number
of aircraft that seldom fly in such airspace
and has estimated that to be in the 20,00025,000 range. Helicopters also still have a
much lower equipage rate (at 47 percent of
the total fleet at the end of June, not taking
into account idle helicopters or those that
don’t fly in ADS-B airspace).
Looking ahead, the industry is further
eying benefits of ADS In and space-based
ADS-B.
n

around the aircraft, each of which weighs
only some two kilograms (4.4 pounds) and
measure approximately 10 cm (four inches),
so it is a light, form-fit system. Although
they are hostile (as opposed to other heat MAIR itself is being tested onboard a helisources), providing early warning with a copter at this stage and is suited to that
low false alarm rate, according to Leonardo. type of platform, it is being pitched for
The prevalent threat from heat-seeking mis- fixed-wing applications as well, including
siles is driving development of distributed- for surveillance and transport types.
aperture 360-degree coverage capabilities
Another system that MAIR complements is
for military applications, while the low inte- Leonardo’s Miysis DIRCM system, which can
gration demand this type of system has on
be cued to carry out countermeasures when
an aircraft makes it suited to rotary-wing sensors identify a threat. This response
platforms—and other applications such as would involve directing a laser into the
business jets—that have limited real estate
missile’s seeker, which steers it away from
available, said Leonardo. As technology the aircraft. Together, the systems provide
evolves, this type of system is becoming a more comprehensive defensive aids suite,
more commonplace.
testing for which is ongoing, the company
Systems to protect commercial airliners said. There was no direct mention of whether
(but adaptable for business jets) from mis- the Miysis DIRCM technology is similarly suitsiles—notably shoulder-launched man-por- able for smaller platforms such as helicoptable air defense systems (manpads)—are ters and business jets.
available, but their use is not widely reported,
Additionally, the company is exploring
presumably on the theory that the less different types of distributed-aperture
known about the technology and who has it, systems as requirements evolve to welthe more difficult it would be to defeat the come more modular and scalable offerings,
defenses. U.S. government research into
including its Osprey active electronically
technology to protect commercial aircraft scanned array radar. This includes up to
began shortly after the terrorist attacks of
three flat-aperture panels being integrated
September 11, 2001, and the Department around an aircraft, the number of which
of Homeland Security (DHS) report to Con- is determined by space availability on the
gress on Phases I and II of that program was host platform, the mission set, and cost.
submitted in July 2006. After less than two
The first customer for Osprey was Norweeks, DHS requested that the report be
way for its AW101 search-and-rescue heliremoved from online access.
copters and it has also been selected for
With Leonardo’s MAIR system, between the U.S. Navy’s Northrop Grumman MQ-4C
four and six IR apertures can be mounted
Fire Scout unmanned rotorcraft.B.S. & M.P.
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C&L celebrates 25 years
with four new promo videos
by Amy Laboda
Bangor, Maine–based C&L Aviation
Group, a global aviation services and
aftermarket support provider for
regional and corporate aircraft, is celebrating its 25-year anniversary at
NBAA-BACE with a whole lot of fun. The
company is FAA- and EASA-approved for
servicing, maintaining, and supporting
operators in the corporate and regional
aviation industry. C&L (Booth C10635)
offers parts support, heavy maintenance,
interior refurbishment, aircraft teardown, disassembly services, and aircraft
management through a series of subsidiary companies. Its reach spans to Australia, Singapore, and Europe, where the
company says it keeps staff and offices
to provide 24-hour worldwide assistance
to its customers.
You might know C&L founder and
CEO Chris Kilgour from his company’s
unique informational video style (within
the MRO business, anyway). C&L uses its
videos for promotion, sure, but there is no
doubt that Kilgour also uses the production of these videos for pure, unadulterated corporate fun.
“I never really liked the typical marketing campaigns with the nice boring videos and that sort of thing. So I wanted
to do something different,” Kilgour told

AIN. Take a look at any one of the company’s videos, and then just for a grin peek
at their blooper reel. Those are all C&L
employees, and if you don’t think they
are having fun then you need a reboot
on what fun is. This year the company
released four comedic videos leading up
to NBAA-BACE.

Business Expansion

Kilgour may have a talent for YouTube,
but he’s also earned his chops as a businessperson in aviation the long, hard way.
Under his leadership, C&L expanded
into maintenance with the acquisition
of Telford Aviation in Bangor, Maine, in
2010. Since then the company has grown
from 20 to more than 250 employees
with warehouses and sales offices around
the globe and a 140,000-sq-ft facility in
Bangor. The company now offers parts
and services on both corporate and
airline aircraft and specializes in the
Embraer ERJ 135/145, ATR 42/72, Saab
340, de Havilland Dash-8, Bombardier
CRJ 200/700, Bombardier Challenger
601-604, Hawker 800, Beechjet 400, and
Cessna Citations.
“The last 25 years have had plenty of
challenges, but it’s humbling to have so
many amazing people here who are so

Magic Johnson
to keynote NBAA-BACE

While it is well known around NBAA-BACE for its “different” approach to promotional videos,
Maine-based C&L Aviation Group has also expanded its range of services, growing from 20 to
250 employees in the past decade.
dedicated and who continually strive to
satisfy our customers,” Kilgour said. The
company was formed in 1994 in a basement in Brisbane, Australia, and initially
sold aircraft parts to the Australian Air
Force. “We’ve focused on specific airframes and have experienced exceptional
growth doing that. There are a few more
airframes we’ll be targeting, moving forward. We aren’t everything to everyone as
an MRO, but we focus well,” he continued. Kilgour also said that the company
was exploring the expansion of its “power-by-the-hour” engine program from its
commercial roots to the corporate side
of the business. “We are building up our
capabilities on the engineering side of the
business, with a focus on avionics, as well,”
he said.
To foster such growth in a relatively
small community, C&L has an aircraft
apprentice program and is exploring the
development of a local aircraft mechanic/
technician certification program in cooperation with the town of Bangor.

In other news, C&L Aerospace, a C&L
Aviation Group company, hired Ian Hilton as director of business development
for Europe and Africa specializing in ERJ
135/145 and ATR 42-72 aircraft. Hilton
came to C&L from AAR, where he was
director of ATR products for AAR Aviation Services and commercial director
at ACLAS Global. Hilton’s specialties
are ERJ and ATR aircraft and the Pratt &
Whitney PW127 and PW127M engines.
This hire follows on the heels of C&L
Engineering Services’ hiring of Jim Katopodis, a design engineer. Katopodis has
more than 26 years of experience and was
most recently an avionics and electrical
engineer for BizJet International.
C&L Engineering Services was founded
just last year as yet another subsidiary of
C&L Aviation Group. The company has
worked on C&L’s STC certification for
the Saab 340 ADS-B In/Out Solution, JSX
cabin refurbishment STC, and the ADS-B
solution for Berry Aviation’s fleet of EMB120 turboprops.
n

by Kerry Lynch
NBAA’s Business Aviation Convention
& Exhibition (NBAA-BACE) this year is
bringing a new VIP to the event: Earvin
“Magic” Johnson Jr. The Naismith Basketball Hall of Fame inductee and three-time
NBA most valuable player is speaking at
the keynote session today.

NEON TOMMY

Earvin
“Magic”
Johnson Jr.

“Magic Johnson’s career, both in sports
and in business, has been built around a
dedication to leadership by example and
service to others,” said NBAA president and
CEO Ed Bolen. “We look forward to hearing
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his perspectives, including with regard to
how business aviation has been instrumental in his work to build his business enterprises and invest in communities.”
Johnson is famed for his 13 seasons
with the Los Angeles Lakers, during
which time he played in nine NBA finals.
But his work has continued as chairman and CEO of Magic Johnson Enterprises, which fosters underserved urban
community and economic development
through access to tailored high-quality
entertainment, products, and services.
He further is chairman and founder of
the Magic Johnson Foundation, which
is dedicated to HIV/AIDS awareness and
educational programs.
Johnson joins a varied lineup of speakers who will appear during the three-day
convention, including Yves “Jetman”
Rossy, Barrington Irving, Ross Perot, Jr.,
Steuart Walton, Sky Dayton, and Eric
Allison, the head of aviation programs at
Uber Elevate.
n
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Swiss company buys majority of Argus
Swiss inspection, verification, testing,
and certification firm SGS has acquired
a majority stake in Argus International
(Booth C11625), the companies announced
on October 1. According to SGS, the majority acquisition of the specialized aviation
services company will strengthen SGS’s
aviation auditing and consulting services
and increase market penetration.
“Argus is a globally recognized brand
name in the airline, business aviation,
fixed-wing, and rotary-wing markets. Their
broad client base and international activities will help SGS grow and keep pace with
the increasing global demand of air traffic
and safety,” said SGS CEO Frankie Ng.
With its 140 years in verification and
inspection across a range of industries, SGS
will be able to help broaden Argus’s offerings
and information solutions to the business aviation, air carrier, rotorcraft, UAS, and overall

Argus CEO
Joe
Moeggenberg
aerospace industry. “We are confident that
both SGS and Argus will deliver even greater
value to the entire industry with the resources
and verification experience SGS brings to the
table,” said Argus CEO Joe Moeggenberg.
Argus International, Prism, and Argus
Pros will continue to operate as distinctive
businesses within SGS’s certification and
business enhancement business unit. C.T.
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Guardian
Jet expands
brokerage
services
Business aircraft brokerage and consulting company Guardian Jet (Static SD803)
unveiled new services and online tools
this week at NBAA-BACE 2019. The Guilford, Connecticut-based company now
offers aircraft appraisal services that can
be conducted through a two-day on-site
assessment or off-site via maintenance
records and other online research.
Conducted using the U.S. nationallyrecognized Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice, both on-site and
online appraisals include a description
of the aircraft, its status, and installed
equipment; a review of the aircraft’s maintenance history; and a summary of the
No matter how many times AIN covers major events like NBAA 2019, we’re always amazed by the setup process and how scenes like
aircraft value. On-site appraisals include
this one always are cleaned up and “disappeared” by hard-working men and women. By the time opening day rolls around, only the
reviews of the aircraft’s interior and extewell-appointed booths, carpeted aisles, and the latest business aviation goods and services remain.
rior, as well as a thorough review of the
aircraft logbooks.
“As the leader in understanding aircraft
valuations, it was logical for us to move
into appraisals,” said Guardian Jet managing partner Mike Dwyer. “Not only do we
Conklin & de Decker (Booth C9033)
have the internal ‘back office’ expertise
required to perform valuations, we have the
is debuting the latest iteration of its
contacts and clients to gain critical mass relonline aircraft comparison report at
atively quickly. The outcome is of tremen- by Jerry Siebenmark
NBAA-BACE 2019. Available online
dous value to aircraft owners and operators
this week and via a mobile app, the enaround the world, many of whom struggle After a slow summer for preowned busi- Reserve to increase its balance sheet
hanced interactive report includes more
to effectively assess their aircraft’s worth.”
ness jet sales, Mente Group (Static SD709) by boosting liquidity in the market. He
than 20 new features, including access to
Aircraft appraisal clients also receive president and CEO Brian Proctor said he’s noted right after Fed chairman Jerome
full life costs for life-limited components
complimentary access to the Guardian Jet seen a notable change in the market. It’s Powell announced the move, the market
and major component overhauls on varVault for one year. Accessed through its
why he expects a swing to more preowned responded by dropping 100 points. Unrest
ious aircraft.
newly revamped website, the Guardian Jet transactions between now and year-end. in the Middle East and unanswered ques“We are extremely excited to debut
Vault asset management client portal con- “It feels like right now, on the buy side, that tions about the effects of Brexit are drivthese advanced features at the NBAA
tains a login-protected document library there’s more activity than there’s been in ing uncertainty globally, Proctor added.
convention,” said Francisco Zozaya,
for each client’s aircraft purchase or sale, in
a while, with a lot of people focusing on “That just creates an environment where
president of Conklin & de Decker.
addition to Advanced JetFinder and Guard- trying to get things closed before the end people are less willing to make a signifi“This release represents a significant
ian Estimate aircraft acquisition tools.
of the year,” Proctor told AIN.
cant capital investment like this,” he said.
technical step forward and provides
Non-clients can access a “light” version
Mente Group is a Dallas-based business
Elimination of the 1031 exchange in 2018
users with more access to critical data
of the JetFinder and Guardian Estimate jet broker that also consults to business
following the passage of the U.S. Tax Cuts
to ultimately help them make more intools on the company’s website, along with
aviation operators. Most of the preowned and Jobs Act of 2017 is also prompting
formed decisions.”
aircraft model brochures, an aircraft com- inventory it deals with are midsize and more buy-and-sell activity before the end
Other new report features debuted
parison tool, automated cash flow budget larger business jets.
of the year, Proctor added. “With that gone,
at NBAA 2019 include aircraft overlays
tool, and range ring/map comparison tool.
There’s a lot of uncertainty among busi- we see a lot of people now who want to
for dimensional comparisons, custom“We’re thrilled to debut our new website
ness jet buyers going into 2020, and that’s exercise the buy and sell in the same calizable fixed and variable costs, 16 curand demonstrate the latest features of Vault why Proctor expects a surge in transactions
endar year for tax purposes.”
rency options, new search and sorting
3.0 at the NBAA 2019 convention,” said ahead of the new year. “It feels like to me
Proctor said pricing is driving the speed
options, capability to download dataDwyer. “We’ve spent months developing that there are a lot of buyers now who are with which a preowned jet will move on
only reports, subscription management
new online tools to help our clients succeed looking at the market— and the uncertain- the market. While there is some price
features, and complimentary access to
in managing their aviation assets faster and ties they are going to hold in 2020. They sensitivity among preowned buyers, they
piston aircraft data.
more efficiently than ever before.”
want to move quickly this year because of are not solely focused on value, They are
“We are offering the aviation communiThe company has also launched Guard- what they know this year versus what they looking for a fair price.
ty complimentary full access to our piston
ian University, a series of one- or two- don’t know next year.”
“Buyers are very savvy and they want to
aircraft data,” said Zozaya. “From flight
day aircraft asset management courses
What’s driving the uncertainty among make sure that the airplane has the right
schools, universities, and enthusiasts to
offered free to clients and some prospects. buyers in 2020 includes the upcoming equipment with the right options and
business aviation professionals and airCourse topics range from aircraft valua- U.S. presidential election, the impeach- with the right inspection cycle, and that
craft owners, everyone can now explore
tion, fleet and capital planning, aircraft ment investigation of President Donald the pricing is matching all of those paramthe most powerful aircraft comparison
sales and acquisition processes.
n Trump, and a recent move by the Federal eters of the aircraft,” he explained.
n
data at their fingertips for free.
T

‘Clean up in aisle C12000’

Uncertainty driving preowned
business aircraft market
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NEWS note

MARIANO ROSALES

by Kim Rosenlof

Technicians at Collins Aerospace’s Landing Systems unit work on main landing gear assemblies in support of Gulfstream G650 production.
Collins has long been a provider of brake assemblies, including carbon discs, for a variety of business aircraft.

Collins amps up investments as business
opportunities soar for brakes, landing gear
by Kerry Lynch
Collins Aerospace (Booth C10808) is
pouring millions into expanding facilities,
machinery, and its employee bases at its
Landing Systems businesses as it works
to keep up with growth across its markets.
This has included an $80 million expansion
at its carbon brake center in Pueblo, Colorado, plans for another expansion at a second carbon site in Spokane, Washington,
and increased personnel and machinery
at landing gear sites in Poland and Canada.
The company produces wheels and
brakes and/or landing gear for the spectrum of commercial aircraft, and executives agree much of the growth the
Landing Systems business unit is experiencing is driven by healthy airliner order
books. However, the company also sees
a steady business and new opportunities
in the business aviation market, as well
as increasing interest on the military side.
On the business aviation side, executives see potential as Landing Systems—a
legacy United Technologies Aerospace
Systems (UTAS) business—continues
to capitalize on the well-established
relationships that came with its recently
merged Rockwell Collins partner.
“Rockwell Collins is obviously very
skilled in business aviation, knowledgeable about the market, the products,”
said Samir Mehta, president of Collins
Aerospace’s Mechanical Systems. Legacy UTAS has long served the business
aviation market, he said, but “it wasn’t
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necessarily an area that we really sought
out for additional large-scale opportunities.” But with Rockwell Collins’s depth in
the market, that opens new doors.
Collins Aerospace’s Landing Systems
unit has long been a brake provider for
the Cessna Citation family, so much so
that it has an MRO facility in Wichita
to support that business. In addition,

certain Bombardier Learjet, Challenger,
and Global aircraft have Collins brakes, as
do Beechcraft King Air, Pilatus, and Piaggio aircraft, among others. On the landing
gear side, Gulfstream has used Collins for
its suite of ultra-long-range aircraft, beginning with the G450 up through the G650.
A major focus of investment has been
increasing carbon capacity as its brakes

business has soared. “Everything to us
is landings, landings, landings, landings.
They’re building more [aircraft] than
they’re retiring,” said Tony Wurmel, executive director of Wheels and Brakes operations, based at the Pueblo site.
In response, Collins has engaged in
a multi-year expansion of the facilities
at Collins Aerospace’s plant in Pueblo,
where raw materials are transformed
into pure carbon and then into a brake
disc. That expansion, which began in 2015
and is expected to be completed late next
year, has resulted in a footprint spanning
325,000 sq ft, provided additional furnace
and machinery capabilities, and increased
employment by some 25 percent to 250.
The net result is a 50 percent increase in
production capacity.
A significant amount of investment has
been made in bringing several more furnaces online that are the key to carbonization (purification) and densification of the
discs. The furnaces are massive in scale—
some 50 feet tall and 12 feet wide—and run
around the clock for weeks at a time as
they bake racks carrying hundreds of carbon brake discs at temperatures that can
reach more than 2,000 degrees centigrade.
Other investments have involved
robots to help with the oxidization process, a protective coating step to ensure
the discs can withstand exposure to
weather elements over time, as well as the
weaving of the raw materials into blocks
that are cut into the basic disc shape.
Pueblo is just one of three carbon plants
that Collins operates. Another major center is Spokane, where Mahajan said Collins
is preparing to begin a similar investment.
On the landing gear side, Collins is
focusing on the growth of facilities outside of the U.S. in an effort to be closer to
customers, said Mahajan. “We now have a
huge footprint in Poland,” he said, adding
that with at Krosno and Rzeszow, Poland
is becoming one of its largest gear manufacturing hubs.
n

Sustainability in Action
Ramp crew at the Salina, Kansas Avfuel FBO Avflight Salina pump sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) into an Embraer Praetor 500 on Saturday,
before the jet headed to Las Vegas for NBAA-BACE 2019. The SAF demonstration involved aircraft from Bombardier, Dassault Falcon, HondaJet,
Cessna Textron, and Embraer. The 7,300 gallons of SAF used will reduce life-cycle CO2 emissions by two metric tons.
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APS fields an ‘EPIC’ solution

improve skill acquisition and retention; elaborates on best practices that should
this training not only teaches pilots how be included in every UPRT program.
to prevent LOC-I accidents but also sig- According to APS, regulatory-defined
by Stuart “Kipp” Lau
nificantly improves airmanship and man- training content should be considered a
ual flying skills.
“bare minimum.” UPRT programs should
tangible mitigation skills, they need to
Loss of control inflight (LOC-I) is a
Training intensity: EPIC-S2 identifies
follow the guidelines of ICAO, EASA, and
leading cause of fatalities in aviation. To be UPRT-specialized experts. They need two dimensions of training intensity crit- the FAA. In addition, a well-constructed
mitigate the LOC-I threat, the industry specialization in numerous atypical top- ical to a successful UPRT program. This UPRT program will include and adhere
is keenly focused on improving safety ics such as human factors, motion cue- standard promotes maximum skill devel- to the best standards and practices of
mainly through enhanced training pro- ing, strategy-based crisis management, opment and retention over time.
other organizations.
grams. The problem is, all too often, the commercial airplane performance charThe first dimension is training intensity
Developing LOC-I and UPRT programs
regulatory guidance on creating and acteristics, transfer of skill, simplified over time. According to APS, behavioral and understanding industry best practices
implementing Upset Prevention and instruction of complex concepts, laws of studies show that practicing a skill multi- are core competencies of APS. Much of
Recovery Training (UPRT) programs
learning, and cross-aircraft translation of ple times in a focused, deliberate manner this experience has been gained through
is overly vague and lacks specificity on UPRT skills and knowledge.” McNeace over multiple days develops deeper learn- extensive participation in working groups
practical implementation. Without a suggested, “The role of the pilot instruc- ing, faster decision making, and more accu- with organizations such as ICAO, the FAA,
solid standard, improperly implemented tor in the implementation of effective rate control response under stress. Skills
and NBAA.
UPRT programs are a risk; negative train- UPRT in accordance with EPIC-S2 is piv- learned in a UPRT program should become
Purpose-built platforms: A critical
ing and/or a negative transfer of skills otal to a robust and consistently effective second nature; if an unexpected upset factor in safe and effective UPRT propotentially puts the lives of pilots and safety solution.”
occurs, the response should be the same
grams are purpose-built training aircraft.
passengers in jeopardy.
According to APS, on-aircraft training in
One company, Aviation Performance
an all-attitude, aerobatic capable airplane
Solutions (APS)—the Mesa, Arizona-
is essential for pilots to develop advanced
based UPRT specialist with additional
manual handling skills, effectively develop
locations in Texas, Alabama, and Europe—
a three-dimensional mental model, and
has introduced a new model that covers
overcome the critical human factors (and
six critical UPRT program implementhe physiological effects) that often derail
tation factors. The primary goal of the
successful upset prevention and recovery
“Every Pilot in Control Solution Standard”
during a real-world event.
(EPIC-S2) was to create a comprehenIdeally, pilots should train within the
sive framework based on proven methacceptable load limits of the aircraft that
ods to further promote and substantially
they operate. Most transport category airimprove industry efforts to overcome
craft have a load limit of +2.5 Gs to -1.0 Gs
LOC-I accidents.
(clean). It is essential to train in aircraft
According to Paul “BJ” Ransbury, CEO
that have a large safety margin above those
of APS, “EPIC-S2 presented by APS has
limits. As an example, APS uses the Extra
been structured to help training provid300L when exploring the all-attitude realm
ers address the critical factors necessary
of UPRT flights; its limits are +/- 10.0 Gs.
to effectively implement UPRT to make a Pilots who undergo advanced upset prevention and recovery training in an Aviation
Likewise, as an example, for the corpodifference and save lives. At APS, we help
Performance Solutions Marchetti S211 get to experience how long it takes to recover in a jet at rate or airline pilot flying a modern sweptpilots bring everyone home safely; that’s
wing jet, some training should take place
high altitudes, as well as a full gamut of challenging upsets.
all pilots—not just pilots graduating
in a jet. APS offers advanced training in
from APS.” Ransbury added, “EPIC-S2 is
two Marchetti S211 jet trainers (+6 Gs to
our passionate effort to help advance the
-3 Gs) that have been updated with a modindustry quickly by relaying the proven
ern Garmin avionics suite. Those displays
lessons learned and repeatedly demonare representative of the most advanced
strated over the course of two decades
bizav transports.
and through the training many tens of
EPIC-S2 uses an integrated approach to
thousands of pilots. We want to help;
UPRT; one of the elements of this trainthis matters.”
ing is an approved flight simulator (with
extended flight envelope capabilities).
Program Pillars
During this phase of training, the pilot or
The six critical factors of the integrated
crew will practice and refine skills—both
EPIC-S2 model include instructor qualiflying and CRM—in a representative airfications (the elite instructor), program
craft that is like what they normally fly.
development (integrated program),
Initial and recurrent training: EPIC-S2
program duration (intensity), industry
outlines the intensity, density, and intecompliance (best practices), training platgration of the initial UPRT program. This
forms, and other elements such as initial
initial training establishes a long-term
and recurrent training.
renewable knowledge and skill foundaElite Instructors: The most important
Integrated programs: An EPIC-S2-com- as the day the student completed training, tion. Much of this newly acquired knowlelement of any UPRT program is having pliant program incorporates a mix of regardless of when the event occurs.
edge and skill becomes perishable if not
qualified instructors. According to ICAO, industry-approved loss of control acaThe second dimension in training routinely practiced. Therefore, according
“due to the inherent dangers in upset train- demics, proper use of all-attitude air- intensity relates to overcoming negative
to APS, an effective UPRT program must
ing and the need to ensure proper skill planes, and advanced flight simulation
human factors. In an unexpected upset, offer a robust recurrent program to allow
training, risks should be mitigated by only training devices representing an aircraft startle and surprise can affect the pilot’s
pilots to refresh cognitive familiarity and
permitting UPRT-qualified airplane flight typically flown by the pilot/student. ability to think clearly and respond effec- afford practice opportunities at least
instructors to deliver the in-flight training.” According to APS, “Each of these inte- tively. Only intense on-aircraft training every two years.
Clarke McNeace, APS v-p of flight grated components should adhere to the will allow pilots to overcome the fear,
According to APS, the integrated and
operations and standards, said, “Despite intent of the ICAO Manual on UPRT and confusion, and uncertainty when con- comprehensive framework of EPIC-S2
the heavy emphasis placed on advanced IATA requirements for on-aircraft and fronted with an upset outside the normal bridges the gap of “just getting it done and
instructor qualifications by ICAO, this, advanced simulator UPRT.” This inte- flight envelope.
getting it done right” to create a more robust
unfortunately, is usually compromised grated approach solidifies training conBest practices compliant: EPIC-S2 UPRT program to arm pilots with the skills
first. For instructors to effectively teach cepts that help, among other things, to
outlines regulatory guidance and needed to overcome the LOC-I threat. n
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Visit Us at Booth N5730

PREMIUM NORTHEAST CORRIDOR AIRPORT OPPORTUNITIES
...await your flight department,
service operation or business looking
to locate in the busy Northeast
Corridor.

• Land lease or build to suit and lease back.
• Large tracts of developable airside and
adjacent industrial park land.
• Significant tax benefits.
• Plus other attractive incentives.

Delaware River and Bay Authority • P.O. Box 71 • New Castle, DE 19720 • 302-571-6482

airports@drba.net

Textron marks 500th delivery
of Caravan EX |

Charter
operator and
freight hauler
South Aero was
the customer
for the 500th
Cessna Grand
Caravan EX.

by Jerry Siebenmark

The Cessna Grand Caravan EX utility turboprop single entered service more than
six years ago, and Textron Aviation (Booth
C9343) has delivered its 500th copy, the
company announced last month. Certified
in 2013, it is the third variant of the successful

Caravan line first introduced in 1986, but
with a more powerful Pratt & Whitney Canada PT6A-140 engine that improved its rate
of climb by 38 percent over its predecessor.
Accepting the milestone Grand Caravan
EX was Albuquerque, New Mexico-based

BEFORE IT CAN FLY ...

FAA CERTIFICATION SEMINARS

... ENGINEERING HAPPENS

Overview of FAA Certifications: TCs STCs PMAs TSOs Feb 26-28
System Safety Analyses: 25.1309, ARP4761A ARP4754A Jan 29
Overview of AS9100: Aviation Quality Mgmt. Systems
Nov 7
Overview of ITAR: Fundamental Requirements
Nov 8
Program Mgmt. for Controlling FAA Certification Projects Jan 30
Understanding PMA Quality Manual Requirements
Jan 31
Budgeting & Finance for Aviation Technical Personnel
Jan 28
US Military Airworthiness Certification with MIL-HDBK-516 Mar 13

NBAA BOOTH C11743

702-796-0911

CARBON COMPOSITE FUEL PROBES

GAUGING
THE FUTURE

Developing primary and auxiliary
fuel gauging systems for rotary and
fixed-wing aircraft.

FUEL PROBES / CONDITIONERS / FUEL INDICATORS
NO FIELD CALIBRATION REQUIRED
SUPPORTS CRASH RESISTANT FUEL SYSTEMS
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South Aero, a charter and freight hauler
that operates five Cessna Caravans and
nearly 11 flights a day. “The dependability
and load-carrying capability of the Grand
Caravan EX allows our fleet to operate
for thousands of hours across the continental US,” South Aero owner and CEO
Wayne South said. “This is an outstanding
aircraft for our operations and a platform
that our pilots love to fly.”
The $2.68 million airplane—which
includes the optional under-belly cargo
pod—can seat up to 14 passengers with a
useful load of 3,692 pounds (1,675 kg) and
a maximum range of 912 nm.
n

Colibri: Bizav pilot
shortage to affect
aircraft sales
Some 2,500 new business aviation pilots
will be needed in the UK—and 98,000
globally—over the next 19 years to meet
the growing demand to fly privately, said
London-based business aircraft broker
Colibri Aircraft. A shortage of pilots is
creating operational challenges for current owners and risking the sale of some
business jet types, it added.
Thus, Colibri is advising against clients hiring only one full-time pilot and
then relying on contract crew to fill the
right seat. The broker is also warning
that business aviation pilots are increasingly leaving the sector to fly for airlines,
which offer more predictable schedules.
According to Colibri, the commercial
aviation sector’s focus on recruiting business aviation pilots will intensify, because
the world’s passenger and freight aircraft
fleet is set to more than double between
now and 2038. Boeing’s Pilot and Technician Outlook estimates that the world
will need to find 645,000 new commercial pilots during this same period.
“The business aviation sector is struggling to compete with airlines in recruiting pilots,” said Colibri Aircraft managing
director Oliver Stone. “This means commercial airlines are not only recruiting
existing business aviation pilots, but
they are also getting the pick of newly
qualified pilots. This issue is increasingly
impacting the sale of some private jets,
and we expect it to continue.” 
C.T.

continued from page 12

SAF supply/demand
On May 18, at London-area Farnborough Airport, the SAF coalition—which
consists of EBAA, NBAA, GAMA, IBAC,
and NATA—hosted a media reception
detailing progress in the adoption of
the renewable fuel in the year since the
launch of the “Business Aviation Guide
to the Use of Sustainable Alternative
Jet Fuel” at EBACE 2018, including an
address by Eurocontrol director general
Eamonn Brennan.
“Sustainable aviation fuels and airframe
and engine technology improvements
are key to aviation minimizing its carbon
footprint,” said Brennan, noting that of the
three, the use of [SAF] is the most promising near-term option. “The problem is that
the cost of production is still too high for
aircraft operators. The challenge of industry, and above all governments, is to establish clear long-term policy frameworks
and find a way of funding transition costs
of what is essentially a huge technological
change to achieve the ICAO 2050 Vision
for Sustainable Aviation Fuels.”
Aircraft bound for the EBACE static
display were then able to fill up with SAF
at Farnborough Airport. Though it was
planned as a European event, the pure

unblended fuel, produced by U.S.-based
Gevo from non-feedstock corn, was shipped
across the Atlantic by World Fuel Services
to the UK, where it was blended with conventional jet-A and trucked to Farnborough.
“We were all very disappointed that we
couldn’t get fuel from the European continent,” said Róman Kok, EBAA’s communication manager. “This situation is part of
the realities that we face, especially in business aviation, when it comes to sustainable
alternative jet fuel and it is especially the
reason we’re organizing these events, not
only to educate, but also to bring to light
to regulators and fuel providers that our
industry is ready to jump on this fuel. But
availability is still a huge problem.”
For Europe-based aircraft, Caen Airport in France and Sweden’s Stockholm
Arlanda also received truckloads of SAF,
produced by Neste from used cooking oil
and furnished by Air BP. That fuel was
delivered to the airports’ fuel farms and
mixed into the general fuel supply, as evidence of its total compatibility with conventional jet fuel. Combined, the arrival
of SAF-fueled aircraft in Geneva represented the business aviation industry’s
largest fly-in on the renewable fuel to date.
Last month, Jackson Hole Airport in
Wyoming joined the ranks of locations
for business aviation operators to sample sustainable aviation fuel when Avfuel

provided 7,300 gallons of the blended fuel
to Jackson Hole Aviation, the airport-
operated FBO. The shipment represented
a reduction of two metric tons in the
life-cycle CO2 emissions.
And in the most recent example just
this week, Avfuel, in partnership with
the Avflight FBO at Salina Regional Airport (SLN) in Kansas, provided SAF for
transient business aircraft traveling here
to Las Vegas for NBAA-BACE. OEMs
Embraer, Textron Aviation, and Dassault,
along with “many other private operators,”
fueled with the SAF en route to the show.
(Gulfstream also used its own sustainable
fuel supply to fly the G280, G500, G600,
and G650ER it has on static display this
week at Henderson Executive Airport.)
“This was Avfuel’s fourth product
demonstration of the viability of SAF specifically in business aviation,” said Avfuel
manager of alternative fuels Keith Sawyer, adding his company is steadfast in its
obligation to support the industry’s commitment to reduce its impact on climate
change. “We are thankful to all who made
this SAF demonstration possible, including the Avflight team and the various operators who agreed to fuel with the product.
We need more such willing participants
in the industry to encourage production
and overcome the industry’s largest SAF
challenge to date—availability.”
n

AIN hosts SAF lunch
Alternative fuels are slowly but surely
working their way into fuel supplies
worldwide and many of the turbine-
powered aircraft that will fly to Las
Vegas for the NBAA-BACE static display will burn some amount of sustainable aviation fuel.
AIN’s 1.5-hour live forum during
the NBAA show in Vegas will bring
together a panel of industry experts
to explain how this fuel is gaining
ground, why it is good for turbine
engines and the environment, and
how you can help move the needle
on the use of sustainable aviation fuel
in the aircraft that you operate. Register today (https://connect.ainonline.
com/saf-nbaa-2019) for this free luncheon seminar tomorrow at 12 noon
PT (seating is limited).
Moderated by AIN editor in chief
Matt Thurber, it will feature panelists
Steve Csonka, Commercial Aviation
Alternative Fuels Initiative; Charles
Etter, Gulfstream Aerospace; and
Keith Sawyer, Avfuel Corp. Sponsored
by World Fuel Services, Farnborough,
and Gulfstream Aerospace.

WI-FI
SO GOOD
YOU’LL
FORGET
YOU’RE
FLYING.
Honeywell’s JetWave™ gives you the best Wi-Fi experience in the air. JetWave™ lets you download very large files,
video conference with colleagues or customers, and video chat with friends and family — on the tarmac or at
40,000 feet. Only JetWave gives you an onboard Wi-Fi experience as good as you get at home or at the office.
For more information, visit aerospace.honeywell.com/jetwave/elite

4279_Jetwave_NBAA_Ad_FINALS_254x165mm.indd 1
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Satcom
Direct
launches
data sync
by Matt Thurber
After unveiling SD Xperience at last year’s
NBAA show, Satcom Direct has been busy
adding new features to the package of services, which includes SD Pro and SD Scheduler software and the company’s cabin
networking hardware. The newest extension
of SD Xperience is the Postflight module,
which is part of SD Pro and captures accurate flight times and cycles and synchronizes
them with scheduling and other software.
“This is about synchronizing data,” said
Chris Moore, Satcom Direct president
for business aviation. “We can accurately
report the [information] from the aircraft,
then transport it via our open-architecture
connectivity into our software and within
the data infrastructure we’ve built for aviation. This gives operators assurance that
they have accurate times and cycles.”
Postflight can share data via application programming interfaces with other
companies’ software such as Rolls-Royce
for engine monitoring, Camp Systems for
maintenance tracking, and others such as
ForeFlight, Colt/World Fuel, Flightdocs,
Aircraft Performance Group, and Universal Weather and Aviation. “This is a
more integrated solution for our customers,” he said. “The aircraft is completely
harmonized and synchronized into flight
operations and support [organizations].”
Postflight is available to Satcom Direct
customers, and there is no need to install
new hardware, provided the aircraft’s
flight deck has access to the onboard
Wi-Fi network housed in the Satcom
Direct Router. “The crew can manage the
asset more appropriately for scheduling
and maintenance,” Moore said. “It is no
longer paper-based. Everything is going to
digitized data around the aircraft.”
Satcom Direct is demonstrating Postflight as well as airborne connectivity services at its NBAA-BACE booth (C10217)

and also in its GIV at the NBAA static
display at Henderson Airport.

Service Provider Roots

From its start as a satellite network services provider in 1997, Satcom Direct has
grown into a provider of a variety of telecommunications services, from cybersecurity protection to operations software
and even becoming a large datacenter services provider for companies not associated with the aviation industry.
At SD’s headquarters campus in Melbourne, Florida, customers can see the
physical manifestation of the company’s
growth. What used to be a small office
building in appropriately-named Satellite
Beach, Florida, is now a much larger facility on Satcom Lane in Melbourne, supplemented by a hangar and office building at
Melbourne Airport. SD also has facilities
elsewhere in the U.S. and nine other countries. The Melbourne campus also houses
Satcom Direct’s 25,000-sq-ft data center.
While there are many ways for customers to interact with Satcom Direct, most
familiar to business jet operators is the
company’s role as a satellite communications (satcom) service provider. While, for
example, most cellphone network companies also act as their own service providers, they also work with independent
companies that don’t own a cellular network but create a package of services to
sell to mobile phone users. Satcom Direct
is a service provider for a variety of satcom networks such as those operated by
Inmarsat, Iridium, Viasat, and Intelsat as
well as SmartSky’s air-to-ground network.

Satcom Direct’s open architecture is designed to work with multiple data-collection systems.
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We can
accurately report
the [information] from
the aircraft, then
transport it via our
open-architecture
connectivity into our
software and within
the data infrastructure
we’ve built for
aviation. This gives
operators assurance
that they have
accurate times and
cycles.”
— Chris Moore
Satcom Direct president for business aviation.

Satcom Direct doesn’t currently manufacture the onboard satcom hardware
installed in the aircraft, although it does
manufacture the SD Router to provide
the local area or Wi-Fi network inside
the aircraft.
At its hangar at Melbourne Airport, Satcom Direct welcomes customers to bring
their aircraft to help set up and optimize
their satcom systems. The hangar can fit
up to a G650-size airplane, and customers
can run their satcom and learn all the ins
and outs of operating it. More importantly,
Satcom Direct experts help pilots, flight
attendants, and technicians and sometimes even the aircraft’s owners or company executives learn the system and also
how to maintain secure communications.
Some users new to satcom might
assume that they can simply fire up virtual
private network (VPN) software to tunnel securely into their corporate network,
but that isn’t always the case with satcom.
Josh Wheeler, senior director of entry into
service and client services, explained that
latency effects make using a VPN difficult
while airborne. Satellites that provide Kaand Ku-band service, such as Inmarsat’s
and Viasat’s networks, are positioned in
geostationary orbits roughly 22,000 miles

above sea level. Radio signals travel at the
speed of light, and there is a slight delay
of about a quarter second between the
aircraft and the satellite—latency—and
this can cause hiccups with VPN software.
Satcom Direct provides cybersecurity
services, including threat monitoring, to
help customers manage airborne communications safely, and can eliminate the
need for a VPN. In cases where a VPN is
mandatory, Satcom Direct can help it run
as smoothly as possible.

Training Opportunities

For those who want to learn much more
detail about cybersecurity and running
their airborne connected assets, Satcom
Direct offers aeroIT, aeroCNCT, and
CyberSafe training. The aeroIT class takes
five days and is designed to provide certification for “the configuration and troubleshooting of networks and satcom systems
onboard an aircraft.” The aeroCNCT class
involves two days of training plus testing
and is oriented towards flight department
members “to gain device knowledge and
troubleshoot basic in-flight connectivity
issues.” For cybersecurity training, Satcom
Direct offers the CyberSafe course, which
is two to three hours long and can be done
online or in-person. This course helps
educate operators about cyber-risks and
how to minimize them and protect their
organization’s IT assets. The aeroIT and
aeroCNCT classes are available at Satcom
Direct in Melbourne and at its other offices
around the world or FlightSafety learning
centers in Savannah, Georgia, and Dallas.
The training itself is agnostic as to the
kind of airborne connectivity system that
is installed or the aircraft type, according
to Wheeler. “When people come to our
classes, we see a lot of light bulbs turn on.”
Training is all under the umbrella of
Satcom Direct’s new learning management system (LMS). “We’ve had a huge
increase in demand on training and education,” said Moore. “We want to have
educated customers, and we’ve invested
in that. And that business is going from
strength to strength.” The LMS also
makes it easier to update course content
faster, to match the pace of development
of the products.
continues on page 88

Complete Lifecycle Sustainment for Legacy
Avionics & Electronics

Navigation · Power · Mission Data · Communications · Control · Sensing · Display · Recording
At Extant, our business is 100% focused on sustaining Aerospace OEM avionics and electronic products using our
unique blend of manufacturing and engineering capabilities, highly developed obsolescence management and
counterfeit part prevention processes, and our proven product licensing and acquisition programs.
We’ve combined our decades of experience with continuing investment in the latest electronics manufacturing
and test equipment, obsolescence management resources, and counterfeit prevention technology and training
to provide OEMs and their customers with both viable and reliable sustainment services for aging avionics and
electronics systems.
Our creative and flexible programs offer a wide range of solutions to the challenges of maintaining long term
support for older or non-core products and enable OEMs to focus their resources on current products and new
product research and development. And our expert customer service and technical support professionals assure
that your customers continue to receive the highest quality service post-transition.

For more information, please call
Rick Schmidt, Vice President of Business Development
(321) 313-2040

www . extantaerospace . com

continued from page 86

Satcom Direct also provides AeroIT
training to its entire staff, including
receptionists, warehouse workers, and
people in every other role. The idea is
that whoever responds to a customer can
help them solve their problem, providing
much more consistent support, according
to Moore, “from the ground up, no exceptions. Anybody joining the business, we
want to invest in them. We hold ourselves
to a high standard.”

It’s All About the Data

In its role of assisting in the movement of
customer data from aircraft to satellites
then to ground-based teleport stations
and the internet and back to the aircraft,
Satcom Direct must facilitate its clients’
data security.
Satcom Direct owns the dedicated
data center at its Melbourne campus and
backup facilities in Colorado, Virginia,
and New York, as well as Comsat teleport
locations in California, Connecticut, and
The Netherlands (Satcom Direct bought
Comsat from Airbus in 2016). Recently,
Satcom Direct expanded the Melbourne
data center, adding 120 more server cabinets to accommodate growing demand
for its secure data services, which serve
aviation and other markets. Essentially,
Satcom Direct operates a private network
that ensures compliance to the highest
security standards required by its customers, security that is equivalent to or better
than customers’ corporate protocols.
The data center is designed to Category 5 hurricane standards, but in case
the worst happens, the data is always protected by the backup locations. All data
is secured and protected to the highest
standards, and Satcom Direct is regularly
audited to ensure these standards are met.
While there is not yet a formal data protection standard for aviation, said sales
engineer Jeff Cranston, “We’re trying to
work on a future aviation standard.” Satcom Direct also employs a full-time security and compliance officer to monitor the
data security efforts.
When it comes to protecting customers’ data while they are flying around the
world, the Satcom Direct “Threat Board”
highlights a visual summary of malicious
attacks and their sources. Satcom Direct
experts can quickly determine the country of origin of, say, a denial of service
attack, see the IP address of the attacker
and its service provider or originating
network, and more.
In the case of an attack affecting a customer, Satcom Direct can immediately
disconnect that customer, not only to
prevent further harm but also to avoid
overwhelming the network. Usually, this
is done automatically, but engineers are
always ready to jump in if necessary. “Our
goal is to limit the effect [of an attack],”
said Cranston.
Another way Satcom Direct can help
customers is when a passenger unknowingly brings malware aboard and connects
to the aircraft’s network and satcom
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Satcom Direct’s massive data center accommodates more than just its aviation customers.
service. When Satcom Direct’s Incident
Response Team (IRT) sees a malware-
infected device on an aircraft, it immediately notifies the crew so they can ask
the customer to switch off the device; the
flight department’s corporate IT operation is also notified.
“It’s a lot more than threat monitoring,” said Robert Vega, director of
product management. “It’s end-to-end
encapsulation of data. We’re trying to
take [the customer] beyond a secure
network.” When an issue occurs, the Satcom Direct IRT resolves the issue, then
gives the customer a report explaining
what happened and recommendations
to prevent it. “We’ve been able to detect

an infected thumb drive that got onto an
aircraft,” he said.

Network Operations

Another important part of the customer
experience is Satcom Direct’s Network
Operations Center (NOC), where customer support is housed. The NOC
operates 24/7 and is responsible for new
service activations, product support, and
inside sales.
“Our number one goal is ‘we know
before you know,’” said Gerry Connell,
director of customer operations. He
explained that Satcom Direct is much
more than just a reseller of satcom air
time. “We add a lot of value.”

APS now offers a UPRT course
for aviation inspectors and regulators
Aviation Performance Solutions (APS,
Booth C8019), which has been providing
pilots with upset prevention and recovery
training (UPRT) since 1996, has added a
training course designed specifically for
aviation safety inspectors and regulatory
authorities. The company cited growing
demand from regulatory authorities needing to understand the proper implementation of a safe and effective on-aircraft and
simulator-based UPRT to overcome aviation’s number one cause of fatal accidents:
loss of control in-flight (LOC-I).
Because UPRT is now being mandated
for airline pilots worldwide, regulators
and inspectors must gain a thorough
understanding of proven UPRT solutions
to effectively evaluate and offer corrective guidance to airlines and flight schools
beginning to implement UPRT. According to APS, “The APS NAA UPRT course
immerses participants in a fully developed,
proven-effective, and comprehensive
UPRT program that spans the spectrum of
career-long UPRT implementation while
adhering to all regulatory standards and
requirements, as well as proven best practices for safe and successful upset training.”
Regulatory authorities are offered
hands-on training allowing them to directly
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observe and experience the critical factors of an integrated regulatory-compliant
UPRT course. One of the most important
aspects of this new training program is
that it allows NAA inspectors and auditors
to gain a comprehensive perspective of
the key safety concerns inherent in providing and administering UPRT programs.
Participants in the APS Aviation Inspector/
Regulator UPRT program experience firsthand the operational controls and processes necessary to ensure that a UPRT
is delivered safely, but also mitigates the
dangers of negative training.
The new course complements existing
APS initial, recurrent and instructor training
programs. To date, APS has trained more
than 85,000 students touching almost
every segment of aviation including business aviation, airlines, government/military, flight schools, and the owner-flown
markets. Based in Mesa, Arizona, with
additional satellite locations in the U.S. and
Europe, APS training programs are fully
compliant with industry and government
UPRT standards. APS offers integrated
training solutions that combine academics
and hands-on flight training in full flight
simulators, Extra 300 aerobatic aircraft,
and/or Marchetti S211 jet trainers.
S.L.

This includes not only dealing with
issues when an aircraft’s satcom isn’t
working but taking a more proactive role
by watching the entire network and the
aircraft using it to get in front of issues
before they cause an outage. “We can
determine where a bottleneck is occurring,” he said.
A new Client Monitor tool helps the
NOC monitor participating aircraft, and
when critical limits are exceeded, the monitor automatically notifies the NOC to help
speed resolution of the issue. Sometimes
it’s just a passenger using too much data
because they didn’t switch off automatic
app updates on their smartphone. Or the
problem could have to do with the satellite
network itself. New high-speed broadband
satcom networks make this easier, Connell
said. “Now we have a bigger ‘pipe’ so we
can see much more. A five-minute outage on a [slower] SwiftBroadband satcom
is not a big deal, but with [high-speed]
Ka-band, it’s more apparent.”
Satcom Direct employs 50 customer
support people, 24 of whom work in
offices around the world. Team members
speak more than a dozen languages.

Improving the Experience

Last year’s launch of SD Xperience service
combined the company’s flight operations
software, cabin and cockpit communications services, and aircraft connectivity
hardware to make up Satcom Direct’s
“ecosystem of value,” according to senior
commercial director Colin Quarless.
Satcom Direct can offer service on multiple satcom networks as well as the new
SmartSky air-to-ground network in the
U.S. On-ground cellular connectivity is
available with the SD Router.
Satcom Direct’s target customers are
operators of super-midsize to heavy business jets, and it holds a 68 percent market
share among airborne connectivity service
providers. Customers can purchase service with by-the-hour-connectivity pricing
(the new FlexExec satcom service in partnership with Intelsat) or via customizable
plans with other satcom networks, including discounts for prepaying for service.
All of the developments at Satcom
Direct are aimed at an open-architecture
environment that, while highly secure,
makes it easy for partner vendors to work
with Satcom Direct and its customers.
“We look at the aircraft as a node in the
network,” said Quarless. “We are well poised
with all the data, and we can start applying
more triangulation of data.” Ultimately this
helps improve the value of the aircraft.
“When we say ‘open-architecture,’ people don’t understand,” said Moore. “Everybody is still focused on selling that next
satcom terminal. But when you’re investing in a jet, you have to ask, ‘where will that
technology be in five years’ time?’ That’s
our focus. We can sell something now, but
everything we do is mindful of the customer’s investment in their airframe during
the next five to 10 years. We want them to
exercise all of their capability and make the
most out of their investment.”
n

Sustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF)

The Expert Panel

Alternative fuels are slowly but surely working their way into fuel supplies worldwide and many of the turbine-powered aircraft that will fly to Las Vegas for NBAA-BACE will burn some amount of sustainable aviation fuel.
AIN’s forum will bring together a panel of industry experts to explain how this fuel is gaining ground, why it is
good for engines and the environment, and how you can help move the needle on the use of sustainable aviation fuel in the aircraft that you operate.
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First flight planned for
6X-configured PW812D
by Chris Kjelgaard

G600 large-cabin business jets. By early
October, 28 G500s and five G600s were
in service and the in-service PW800 fleet
had accumulated “close to 11,000 hours”
of flight time, said Gauthier. Before the
PW800 versions entered service on the
Gulfstream bizjets, the two engine types
together had accumulated more than
25,000 hours of ground and flight testing and—because they share a common
core with the commercial PW1100G and

Within a few weeks Pratt & Whitney Can- That running time includes the time
ada (P&WC) will go ahead with the first accumulated by both P&WC’s initial
flight of the PW812D turbofan engine for development-configured engines and
the Dassault Falcon 6X in the configura- the Dassault-configured engines P&WC
tion specified by the airframer.
is now producing.
Cedric Gauthier, director of sales and
The PW812D development program “is
marketing for P&WC’s Business Aviation
going extremely well,” said Gauthsector, told AIN on October 2 that the ier, characterizing the program
first flight of the Dassault-configured as now being in “high certiPW812D was “imminent.” As was the fication mode. We are hitcase for the first flight and subsequent ting every milestone on
flights of the development-configured development agreed with
PW812D in July 2018, the Dassault-con- Dassault.” P&WC is configured engine will perform its initial fident the PW812D will be
test flying on P&WC’s Boeing 747SP awarded its type certificate
testbed aircraft. The first flight of the in advance of the Falcon
Dassault-configured PW812D, which is 6X’s planned entry into serdesigned to produce 13,000 to 14,000 vice in late 2022.
pounds of maximum takeoff thrust, will
The performance testing
signal the beginning of the engine’s certi- required for certification of the
fication flight-testing campaign, accord- engine is “mostly behind us” and
ing to Gauthier.
“we’ve completed the high-risk testing”
PW812D
Sharing the core of the PW1200G in which the engine is subjected to physical
geared-turbofan engine for the Mit- damage, said Gauthier. The bird-ingestion, PW1500G geared-fan engines—testing
subishi SpaceJet regional airliner but fan-blade-out, and ice and hail ingestion
of PW814/815/1100G/1500G cores cumuneither the gear system driving the
tests required for certification were “all
latively had exceeded 110,000 hours of
PW1200G’s fan nor the commercial successfully completed. That adds to our
running time.
engine’s low-pressure compressor stages, level of confidence in the program.”
Additionally, Gauthier said the comthe PW812D has now accumulated more
P&W is also feeling good about the
mon core design for the four engines
than 1,200 hours of running time in PW814GA and PW815GA, which respec- “will soon reach 2.5 million [flight]
ground and flight tests, Gauthier said. tively power the Gulfstream G500 and
hours in service”—with the PW1100G

sales, including Rafales and Falcons. This
represents a margin of 9.4 percent, slightly
down on 10.9 percent for the first half of
2018. Available cash as at the end of June
2019 was €4.8 billion ($5.26 billion) with
expenditure continuing into the ramp-up
for 6X production and other projects, such
as its expanded service network from the
recent acquisitions of facilities from Execujet, TAG Aviation, and Ruag.
Trappier said Falcon sales in most parts
of the world were “a bit flat,” the exception
being the U.S., although he said undisclosed hedging strategies had been put
Dassault Aviation chairman and CEO Eric Trappier reflects on improving sales for Falcon jets.
in place to protect against any slide in the
strength in the U.S. dollar relative to the
Euro. He expressed hope for China and—as
“a separate market”—the rest of Asia, where
Dassault continues to invest, he said.
The 6X program is “progressing in line
Dassault Aviation chairman and CEO Eric
Trappier reflected on the strength of with schedule” for service entry in 2022,
Trappier reflected on a sudden, unexpected
Rafale fighter sales and deliveries helping said Trappier—work has started on wing
flourish of Falcon sales in July and August it remain financially robust and pointed to subassemblies while four Pratt & Whitney
following what was a “very flat” first half the Falcon 6X as the big hope for Falcon Canada PW812D engines are in test, with
performance, selling only seven business sales, noting the cancellation of the 5X more than 1,000 hours achieved to date.
jets in that six-month period. By August 31, effectively costing it four years. Overall, Some 150 of those hours have been on a
the French manufacturer sold 26 year-to- the company has a €19.2 billion ($21.04 flying testbed.
date, taking the backlog to 56 Falcons, with
billion) backlog, while it recorded €286
Finally, Trappier said work continues on
23 delivered—“a book-to-bill of greater million ($313.3 million) first-half income
the “Future Falcon,” but it remains “confithan one,” he said.
on just over €3 billion ($3.29 billion) in dential…We’re working on it.”
I.S.

Dassault Aviation sees bumper Falcon
sales after flat first-half performance
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core, which entered commercial service
in January 2016 on the Airbus A320neo,
accounting for the vast bulk of the total.
The extensive testing of and in-service
experience with the common core design
has been “pivotal in [the PW800 versions] achieving stellar results” in terms
of reliability upon entering service—“we
are close to reaching the industry worldclass target of 99.99 percent dispatch
reliability,” he said.
As of early October, no in-service
PW800 had suffered an in-flight
shutdown or any other serious
problem in flight. “The fleet has
performed flawlessly. Gulfstream is very pleased with us
being able to exceed all the
[performance and reliability]
levels we’ve committed to
them,” said Gauthier.
Meanwhile, he said, P&WC
has received a steady stream of
“great comments” from Gulfstream
G500 and G600 customers about “the
absence of noise and vibration levels” in
the cabins of the aircraft. Some customers have expressed to P&WC “a feeling of
[there being] no engines around the airframe.” Additionally, various pilots have
complimented P&WC on the PW800’s
power-to-weight ratio and handling characteristics. “This is very pleasant for us to
hear,” said Gauthier.

Support Options

To date, more than 80 percent of PW800
customers have signed up for P&WC’s
ESP PurePower hourly maintenance plans
for their engines, he said. For the shortto-medium term, P&WC’s maintenance
facility at Mirabel Airport near Montréal
(the PW800 assembly line is also located
there) will remain the only facility certified to perform PW800 overhauls, in part
because “we see a lot of bandwidth to
grow the [MRO throughput capacity of
the] Mirabel facility,” he said.
However, P&WC has already trained
more than 100 local service employees
worldwide in providing PW800 MRO
support and it is partnering with Gulfstream Aerospace on PW814/815GA product support, because both companies
have very extensive worldwide repair
and support networks and relationships
worldwide. “We are very pleased to be
working with Gulfstream,” said Gauthier.
In furtherance of the partnership, P&WC
“has placed [parts inventory and other]
assets around the world, to be proactive
rather than reactive” in supporting the
PW800 in service.
Together with its product-development
activities, P&WC’s attention to detail in
supporting its engines in service has given
the company what may be the leading
position for any OEM making engines for
business jets. Through developing and supporting its JT15D, PW300, PW500, PW600
and PW800 families of turbofan engines,
P&WC now has a 38 percent share of the
entire worldwide business jet propulsion
market, according to Gauthier.
n
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Honda Aircraft looking back

December 2018
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August 2019

April 2019
The HondaJet Elite received type certification from Transport
Canada, with deliveries of the twinjet to Canada expected
to begin immediately, Honda Aircraft announced. Unveiled in
May last year, the Elite version offers a 200-pound payload
increase and 17 percent more range, to 1,437 nm, compared to
the original HondaJet.
Thus far the HondaJet Elite has received nods from the
U.S. FAA, EASA, Mexico DGAC, Brazil ANAC, India DGAC, and
Japan JCAB. Honda Aircraft’s sales and service footprint spans
territories in North America, Europe, Latin America, Asia, and
the Middle East. Skyservice Business Aviation is the HondaJet
dealer in Canada.

March 2019

July 2019

French air-taxi company Wijet took delivery of
its first HondaJet, registered as LX-WJA, and
began flying charter customers in Europe. The
company’s second HondaJet (LX-WJB)—out
of an order for 16 HA-420 HondaJets—was
scheduled to arrive shortly thereafter. Wijet
and Honda Aircraft revealed that they had
signed a memorandum of understanding for
the purchase of 16 HondaJets at the 2018
Singapore Air Show.
The first Wijet HondaJet is operating from
the company’s Paris Le Bourget headquarters. Customers will be able to charter the
Wijet HondaJets for flights within Europe, the
spokesperson explained, “excluding a few
[airports] in which we are not able to operate due to operational reasons—for example,
Innsbruck.”

Hawaii-based Wing Spirit, which in July celebrated
the delivery of its first two HondaJet Elites, expanded
its order to a total of 15 of the light jets, Honda Aircraft announced. It “is a realization of our goal to
expand the world’s business jet market,” said Honda
Aircraft president and CEO Michimasa Fujino.
Plans by Wing Spirit for the jets include inter-island
charter flights and air ambulance operations. HondaJet Elites
serving as air ambulances will be outfitted with custom
medevac configurations—a first for the HondaJet program.
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***
At a groundbreaking ceremony, Honda Aircraft president
and CEO Michimasa Fujino and local and state government officials celebrated the imminent construction of a
new 83,000-sq-ft facility at the company’s Greensboro,
North Carolina Headquarters. The facility, set to open
in July 2020, will house a new service parts warehouse
and wing manufacturing operation for the HondaJet.
During the groundbreaking ceremony, North Carolina Gov. Roy Cooper welcomed Honda Aircraft’s $15.5
million investment in the new facility and the company’s
$245 million capital investment in North Carolina.
With the added wing manufacturing capability and
new automated manufacturing technology, Honda Aircraft will have extra space for other projects. Cooper
hinted that some work is under way on possible new
models, although Honda Aircraft hasn’t confirmed this.
Honda Aircraft employs 1,500 in North Carolina, and as the company ramps up the HondaJet assembly line from four to five aircraft per
month, Fujino hopes to add more employees.
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The HondaJet Elite received type certification from the Civil Aviation Administration of China (CAAC). HondaJet Elite deliveries
are scheduled to begin as scheduled in China later this year via
in-country HondaJet dealer Honsan General Aviation.
“Since we expanded to China, we have received several
orders and have prioritized sales throughout China. We will
continue to contribute to the maturity of the business aviation
market with the HondaJet,” said Honda Aircraft president and
CEO Michimasa Fujino.
This adds to the HondaJet Elite’s approvals from around the
world, including the U.S. FAA, EASA, Mexico DGAC, Brazil ANAC,
India DGAC, Japan JCAB, and Transport Canada. More than 130
HondaJets are currently in service.

MATT THURBER

Honda Aircraft obtained Japan Civil Aviation
Bureau (JCAB) approval for its HondaJet Elite.
JCAB validation came six months after Honda
Aircraft opened the order book for the model
through its dealer in the region, HondaJet Japan.
The validation marks a significant step forward
in the HondaJet program that had previously generated substantial interest in Japan but until last
year had not been offered for sale in the country,
the home of Honda Aircraft parent Honda Motor
Company.
Honda Aircraft unveiled the Elite, the follow-on
to the original HondaJet, last May at EBACE, and
began delivery of the model in August. The Elite,
which additionally has received U.S. FAA and
EASA nods, expands the performance envelope
while adding interior improvements and updates
to the Garmin G3000-based flight deck.

Breaking ground for Honda Aircraft’s new $15.5 million,
83,000-sq-ft facility (l to r), Kevin Baker, executive
director of the Piedmont Triad Airport Authority; U.S.
Representative Ted Budd (R-NC); Michimasa Fujino,
president and CEO of Honda Aircraft; North Carolina
governor Roy Cooper; and secretary of commerce
Anthony Copeland.

THANK YOU, JEAN
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Preclearance for Canada
sits high on NBAA’s agenda
by Kerry Lynch
As the U.S. moves to expand its customs
preclearance options in Canada beyond
commercial airlines to other modes
of transportation, industry officials
are hoping to work with government
leaders on extending those services to
business aviation. The U.S. recently
announced that it planned to build on
an existing agreement with Canada “to,
for the first time, conduct full preclearance in the rail, ferry, and cruise ship
environments.”
However, business aviation is not
yet part of those plans. NBAA has been
working with industry leaders in Canada, as well as with airport and government officials and the U.S. Customs and
Border Protection (CBP) on possibilities
for business aviation. At least one large
airport in Canada has expressed interest
in participating, said NBAA v-p of regulatory and international affairs Doug Carr,
although no timeline has been set for a
pilot project. Conversations are ongoing,
he added.
“The reality is that it’s harder than just
one simple agreement,” Carr said. “A question that has to be answered…[is] can an
armed officer of the U.S. be granted authority to conduct work on non-U.S. parts of
the airport? It’s not a simple answer.”
Issues such as the layout of the airport
and where CBP can be present need to be
ironed out. “It’s really difficult because
of these jurisdictional boundaries that
have to be crossed delicately and effectively,” he added.

Preclearance Options

CBP does provide preclearance in two
locations for business aviation: in Aruba
and Shannon, Ireland. While Aruba is not
as frequently used, Shannon has become
a success story, Carr said.
Shannon in early August celebrated its
10th anniversary of housing the services;
on August 4, 2009, it became the first airport in Europe and the Middle East to
offer U.S. preclearance. Initially, the services were offered for commercial pas- One of the biggest hurdles to establishing U.S. customs preclearance in Canada involves
sengers, but in 2010 that was extended establishing exactly where on the airport armed U.S. border patrol agents can deploy.
to business aviation.
Mary Considine, acting CEO of Shan- U.S.,” Carr said. In fact, CBP, working in hoping that the successes in Shannon might
non Group, welcomed the milestone, concert with Shannon Airport, in June serve as a template to bring preclearance to
saying the airport was “delighted to be began an after-hours extension until 9 other locations, not only in Canada, but also
celebrating this anniversary with our col- p.m. local time. “It provides operators a in Europe, the Middle East, and elsewhere.
leagues in U.S. Customs and Border Pro- full day of business in Europe before the
Shannon officials “have really taken
tection. Over the years we have worked need to head home,” Carr said.
the lead in helping to bring value to that
closely with our colleagues in CBP and
Next on the plate at Shannon is a fully capability for our segment. Shannon
the NBAA on process improvements and compliant catering program that elimi- has shown to be effective and used,” he
operational efficiencies.”
nates the need to manage international said. “There’s a value in us looking at the
Those services were an outgrowth of a garbage, Carr added. Currently, aircraft broader benefit of what U.S. investment
desire of the CBP at the time to ensure need to land at a facility that has an in this capability means.”
access to the U.S. by expanding the bor- approved international garbage-handling
Business aviation officials are hopeders. Shannon was long a popular destina- program. There are only a couple hundred ful that the lessons there will eventually
tion for fueling, particularly as a last stop such facilities out of the thousands of air- resonate in Canada. “I think it’s pretty
before entering the U.S. Unlike some of ports that business aircraft might other- clear that should preclearance for busithe issues encountered in Canada, Shan- wise be able to access in the U.S., he said, ness aviation in Canada become a realnon’s airport layout, with a centralized
adding, “It limits the number of options ity, it would be used a lot and would
approach, helped enable bringing the you have available to you.”
address some of the challenges we have
services to the Irish destination.
Carr is hopeful that this program domestically here with the drawing
It started slowly for business aviation, might receive final approval later this down service.”
but “these days, the preclearance pro- year. With such a program, he added,
But this is an educational process, he
gram in Shannon is nearly the perfect “An operator can get catering from
added, “We’ve got to find a way for that
solution for operators returning to the Shannon, fly directly to any airport in dialog to take place with local jurisdicthe U.S., and park in their hangars just tions. I’m sure weighing heavily is their
like with a domestic flight.”
comfort of having [armed] foreigners on
Both the CBP and Shannon have been
their soil in places that they’ve never been
strongly supportive of these efforts. Carr is
allowed before.”
n

Toronto airport launches A-CDM tests

Trials of the new airport collaborative can arrange slots on behalf of operators
decision-making (A-CDM) procedures and because they are “home-based” the
started on September 16 at Canada’s companies can request reservations up to
Toronto Lester B. Pearson International 30 days in advance.
Airport and are scheduled to continue
Operators themselves must arrange
until next spring. The program was origi- slots by completing an online application
nally set to start in February, although at form emailed to the airport reservation
that time, a revised takeoff and landing office. The airport will email confirmation of
reservation system for business and gen- acceptance. However, according to internaeral aviation operations did go into effect. tional flight information provider OpsGroup,
“The objective of the program is to opti- “Toronto is a busy airport, and this [72-hour]
mize aircraft turnaround procedures by restriction may mean that you won’t be
ensuring the best possible coordination able to get the arrival/departure times that
of resources and increasing common you want.”
situational awareness for all operational
Also, OpsGroup warns that if operators
departments and airport partners,” accord- believe that their departure target off
ing to airport authorities.
block time (TOBT) will exceed five minutes
Airport-based operators can book slots or more, they can only update the TOBT
up to 30 days in advance. However, tran- two times with ATC. If a third TOBT update
sient operators will be allowed to request is necessary, operators will have to call
slots only within 72 hours of their flight. the airport flow manager for instructions
FBOs Skycharter and Signature Aviation at (416) 776-2236.
G.G.
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Nav Canada increases ATC user fees
Nav Canada, the private, not-for-profit company that operates the country’s ATC system, is increasing its user fees to recover
the costs of providing ADS-B surveillance
data services in terminal areas and both
domestic en route and North Atlantic oceanic airspace. These services have been
provided on a no-cost trial basis since
March. The company said this is the first
time in 15 years that customer service
charges have increased.
The rate change will be implemented
in two phases. Effective September 1, the
first phase will recover the cost of domestic
ADS-B services and represents an average
increase of 0.8 percent on overall rate levels.
Phase two relates to recovering the
cost of providing ADS-B surveillance within

North Atlantic oceanic airspace. The flatcharge-per-flight fee structure, which
reflects stakeholder input received in
response to an earlier notice of proposed
fee structure changes, will be retained, and
the rate will be set, beginning Jan. 1, 2020,
to C$155.03 (US$116.55) per flight based on
aircraft weight and by distance flown.
Nav Canada’s customer service
charges “remain among the lowest…
compared to [those of] other air navigation service providers,” the company
said. “The proposed rate changes would
bring service charges on Jan. 1, 2020 to
less than 1 percent higher than they were
more than two decades ago—nearly 50
percentage points less than the cumulative growth in inflation.”
G.G.
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Embraer looking back
December 2018

DAVID McINTOSH

Boeing and Embraer approved the terms
of a strategic partnership that will give
Boeing an 80 percent stake in Embraer’s
commercial aircraft and services
operations through a joint venture, the
companies announced.
Boeing said it will pay $4.2 billion, up
from $3.8 billion, for the ownership stake
in the JV, which still requires approval by
the Brazilian government.
Under the agreement that values the
JV at $5.25 billion—up from $4.75 billion
when the JV was proposed through a
memorandum of understanding on July 5,
according to analysts at Bank of America
Merrill Lynch—the JV will be led by
management based in Brazil, including
a president and chief executive officer.
Boeing said it will have operational and
management control of the “new company” that will report to Boeing chairman
and CEO Dennis Muilenburg.
Embraer will have consent rights
for certain strategic decisions such as
transferring operations from Brazil, the
companies said.
The companies hope to close the
commercial JV transaction by the end
of 2019, which awaits approval from
Brazil’s government, Embraer’s board of
directors, as well as shareholders and
regulators.

August 2019
May 2019
The Praetor 600 earned
both FAA and EASA certification, the company
announced at EBACE.
Embraer Executive
Jets president and CEO
Michael Amalfitano
reported that, with
certification of the
Praetor 600 complete,
the company is turning
to the Praetor 500 and
expects that to be certified by key agencies
later this summer.

Brazil’s ANAC handed over the type certificate for the Praetor 500 to Embraer on August 13 in a short ceremony held during the LABACE show. Michael Amalfitano, president and CEO of Embraer Executive Jets, called
it “a welcome achievement for the celebration of our golden jubilee.” During its flight trials, the Praetor 500
exceeded many of its certification goals.
***
With Embraer’s regional jet division slated to become Boeing Commercial Brasil by year-end, Embraer has announced
the construction of $30 million in new facilities in the São José dos Campos suburb of Eugênio de Melo. That area
already houses much of Embraer’s engineering staff and is where the ground-test “iron birds” are constructed for new
aircraft, but those physical buildings will eventually also be occupied by Boeing Brasil.
Separating what facilities Boeing gets from what Embraer keeps in the Boeing Brasil deal is complicated, though
the two companies can buy and sell parts both companies need where capacity isn’t duplicated. Eugenio de Melo will
house engineers for both firms. The expansion will raise the site’s capacity from 1,500 employees to more than 4,000,
and its size from 754,000 sq ft/70,000 sq m to 1.2 million sq ft/110,000 sq m. Additionally, it will include four new
buildings and upgrades to existing facilities.
Slated to move to the new facility, freeing up space for Boeing in its complex adjoining the SJC runway, are
Embraer’s customer service and training, including flight simulators, administrative areas, and the company’s history
center. The new facility will also include “Embraer’s defense and security, air mobility, aerospace, and other technology-based businesses”—in other words, areas that aren’t being sold to Boeing..

June 2019

Embraer received Brazilian ANAC approval for its
Praetor 600, a nod that comes six months after
the manufacturer unveiled its latest super-midsize
model during last fall’s NBAA convention. A variant
of the Embraer Legacy 500, the 600 exceeded
its design goals of a mtow takeoff field length of
less than 4,800 feet, a 3,900-nm range at the
466-knot long-range cruise speed, and a range of
3,605 nm at Mach 0.80, Embraer said.
The aircraft proved to have a 4,018-nm range
with four passengers and NBAA, IFR reserves,
capable of flying nonstop between London and
New York or Dubai, and São Paulo and Miami. At
Mach 0.80, the twinjet has a 3,719-nm range and
mtow takeoff field length is 4,717 feet. Similar to
its Legacy 500 predecessor, the Praetor 600 is
fly-by-wire with active turbulence reduction.

With joint venture Boeing Brasil Commercial (BBC) expected to assume its regional jet production facilities in São José dos Campos, production of Embraer’s Legacy 450/500 and Praetor 500/600 will move to Gavião Peixoto, the Brazilian airframer announced.
Completions, final flight-test operations, and delivery of Embraer’s midsize business jets will then be consolidated at the company’s
Melbourne, Florida facility, it added.
All heavy manufacturing of business jets will continue to take place in Brazil, a company spokesman assured, with the Praetors flying
to Melbourne for finishing.
***
Melbourne, Florida-based EmbraerX unveiled its revised concept urban air mobility vehicle at the Uber Elevate Summit in
Washington, D.C. The vehicle features a pair of aft ducted fans and eight lift rotors. The disruptive technology arm of Brazilian
airframer Embraer said the new concept vehicle resulted from a “broad range of tests and simulations, aiming at operational
optimization for the urban environment” with high reliability, low operating costs, and low noise signature. The vehicle is fully
electric and “progressively autonomous.”
EmbraerX is part of the Uber Elevate Network that is fashioning an integrated, on-demand urban air mobility system. Embraer calls
EmbraerX a “market accelerator.” In addition to its Melbourne facility, EmbraerX has “outposts” in California’s Silicon Valley and in Boston and also coordinates its activities with Embraer’s engineering resources in Brazil.

DAVID McINTOSH

April 2019
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Banyan Air marks 40 years
of service at Lauderdale Exec
by Curt Epstein
They say time flies when you’re having fun,
and for Banyan Air Service at Florida’s
Fort Lauderdale Executive Airport (FXE),
which celebrates its 40th anniversary this
year, time must have been traveling on a
fast business jet.
The company, a 100-acre, self-contained
aviation ecosystem with every conceivable
service, wasn’t always the Beast of Southern Florida. It started at FXE in 1979 as a
small maintenance shop specializing in piston-engine aircraft. Six years later, business
had improved to the point that founder
and president Don Campion was looking
to move to a larger facility, and Jerry Holland—founder, president, and chairman of
Florida-based aviation real estate developer
and FBO operator Sheltair—offered him a
hangar with an attached small terminal that

had fueling rights, thus marking the beginning of the Banyan FBO.
According to Campion, the ramp at that
location was so small that he mandated
three employees to walk each aircraft during
taxiing, one ahead, and one on each wingtip,
to avoid any mishaps. Rather than viewing
it as a necessity, pilots interpreted the extra
attention as superior customer service.
As the FBO’s reputation grew, Jerry Holland began building hangars around it to
accommodate the influx of based aircraft,
and as the leases of neighboring FBOs
drew close to expiring, Banyan would offer
to buy them out and renegotiate the lease
with the airport in exchange for further
development. Through that strategy, the
company (exhibiting with Avfuel, Booth
N4123, and Fort Lauderdale Executive

Banyan Air Service today occupies 100 acres at Fort Lauderdale Executive Airport (FXE). In addition
to more than one million sq ft of hangar space, it offers a Part 145 repair station with two shifts a
day, an avionics shop, runway cafe, a spacious terminal, and one of the world’s largest pilot shops.
Airport, C11843) absorbed four former
competitors.
Today the Banyan complex is home
to approximately 450 aircraft and has
more than one million sq ft of hangar
space. As stratospheric as that number
might be, it’s still not enough, as the
facility is at 100 percent occupancy. To
remedy that, a new 160,000-sq-ft hangar complex is under construction on
the north side of the airport. The $30

million project, built by Holland Builders, is expected to open in early January
with a satellite terminal to be completed
in time for Super Bowl LIV, which will
be held in Miami on February 2.
Banyan expects to handle more than
175 aircraft for the event, and unlike most
FBOs in host cities, has enough staff
on its own payroll that it won’t have to
import workers from other locations to
handle the crush.
n

World Fuel goes green at NBAA-BACE 2019
For World Fuel Services, NBAA’s annual convention is an ideal opportunity for it to showcase its growing sustainability initiatives.
The Miami-based company, which earlier
this year participated in two major demonstrations of the use of sustainable aviation
fuel (SAF)—at Los Angeles-area Van Nuys
Airport in January and the UK’s Farnborough
Airport in May ahead of EBACE—will be supplying Las Vegas-area Henderson Executive
Airport, host of the NBAA-BACE 2019 static
display, with a shipment of SAF.
The company expects approximately
150,000 gallons of the fuel will be consumed in relation to the NBAA show.
Since 2015, World has delivered more
than 13.6 million gallons of SAF to commercial and business aviation customers.
“We’ve been at the forefront of sustainability and alternative fuels for the aviation
industry,” said Mike Szczechowski, World’s
senior v-p of business and general aviation.
“It all started with the supply of SAF.”

As an NBAA-BACE exhibitor, World
Fuel (Booth N4702) is also ensuring that
its energy requirements at the Las Vegas
Convention Center, transportation, and
hotel accommodations for its staff will
come from either sustainable sources or be
covered by the purchase of carbon offset
credits arranged by its own in-house division, Kinect Energy Group, which provides
turnkey sustainability solutions across a
wide range of industries.
“As part of enhancing our sustainability offering for business aviation, we now
have global capabilities of our Kinect
Energy Group business to complement our
fuel supply and aviation services,” added
Szczechowski
Showgoers can learn more about SAF
and lower carbon energy sourcing at AIN’s
Sustainable Aviation Fuels luncheon tomorrow, from noon to 1:30 p.m. at the convention center. World Fuel is the title sponsor.
Register at ainonline.com/saf2019
C.E.

Operators of turbine-powered aircraft visiting Henderson Executive Airport (HND)
during the 2019 NBAA convention and exhibition will have the opportunity to top off
their tanks with sustainable aviation fuel supplied by World Fuel Services.

Desert Jet Center, the newest of the three service providers at California’s Jaqueline
Cochrane Regional Airport (TRM), will hold its official grand opening later this year. Among its
amenities are an autospa where customers can leave their vehicles for washing and detailing.

Desert Jet
completes
new FBO
California aviation services provider Desert Jet has completed its brand-new FBO
complex at Jaqueline Cochran Regional
Airport. The Thermal-based company
had been operating from a temporary
facility since 2015, and construction of
its state-of-the-art facility had been hampered by a series of legislative hurdles
placed by local officials.
The $7 million Desert Jet Center features a 10,000-sq-ft terminal with floorto-ceiling windows, observation deck, and
a full slate of amenities including a pair of
eight-seat conference rooms, pilot lounge
with snooze room and shower facilities,
kitchen, laundry service, autospa, pet relief
area, and refreshment bars for both passengers and pets.
The FBO has a 22,500-sq-ft hangar
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with 28-foot-high doors and can accommodate the latest ultra-long-range business jets. It is the only air-conditioned
hangar in the Palm Springs/Coachella
Valley region. The company also offers
an on-site FAA Part 145 repair station
with 24/7 mobile AOG service and
complete aircraft detailing. The FBO
recently launched a customer loyalty
program that it said will combine its
five-star customer service with additional cost savings.
“Desert Jet has long been an oasis for
exemplary service,” said CEO Jared Fox,
adding the tourist destination is experiencing tremendous growth that will
spur higher demand for aviation services.
“With these new pieces in place, we will
be able to capitalize on additional opportunities in the region while maintaining
the values that brought us to where we
are today.”
The company, which began as an aircraft charter/management outfit, is currently upgrading its fleet of Citation CJ3s
with Gogo L3 Avance high-speed Wi-Fi.
That connectivity will be available free of
charge to its customers.
n
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EVO Jet’s new cloud-based
app is optimized for int’l ops
by Curt Epstein
Aviation support solutions provider
EVO Jet is highlighting its technology
advances with the debut of a fully functional cloud-based app that enables users
to completely manage their flight departments, particularly during a trip abroad.
EVO is demonstrating the app at its booth
(N6428) this week at NBAA-BACE 2019 in
Las Vegas.
Operators can use the platform for
flight scheduling, crew scheduling, and
international trip support. “Nobody
has ever provided a cloud-based system

for scheduling, maintenance, fuel, and
integrated international trip planning,”
claimed Paul Wilkinson, a company director and chief technology officer. “We want
to be part of anything that is ahead in the
innovation curve, and this is it.”
EVO Jet’s 24-hour operations center
is now on the same cloud platform as
the aircraft’s pilots and passengers. “We
talk directly to the pilots on the same
platform,” explained Alex Grechykhin,
EVO’s operations manager. “The pilot
instantly sees his flight plan or eAPIS

EVO Jet has
adapted its
popular 3-D
Airport Briefing
tool originally
developed for
airlines, for the
private aviation
sector.

Avinode’s new features to
boost charter operator profits
by Charles Alcock
Online charter marketplace Avinode is
adding new features intended to help
operators better manage their profit
margins. The company today is introducing system upgrades to ensure that flight
prices are always accurately listed and
that dynamic pricing stimulates a more
productive balance between supply and
demand.
The new features announced this week
at NBAA-BACE 2019 include seasonal pricing profiles that enable operators to upload
fluctuating monthly or quarterly charter
rates in advance. Avinode’s algorithms also
now include price accuracy percentages that
measure the difference between a listed and
a quoted price for a flight. Before the end
of 2019, the Swedish company intends to
develop cost profiles that operators can use
to upload all the costs associated with each
flight to measure both the profit achieved,
as well as the revenue.
“As the business air charter industry
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turns towards digital transformation, we
have more data at our fingertips to help
us learn how this market behaves, what
customers want, and, above all, how to
price flights to generate maximum profit,”
said Avinode senior commercial analyst
Harry Clarke. “Many of these lessons
derive from commercial aviation, such
as dynamic pricing, using our knowledge
of seasonal peaks and troughs to raise or
lower prices in line with demand.”
Today at 3 p.m., Clarke will give a presentation on charter profit optimization
at the Avinode booth (C9624). “Better
price accuracy from the outset builds
trust, leading to higher customer retention,” he commented. “Plus, our tools
help you to be confident your prices
reflect market conditions, so you’re not
over- or under-pricing flights.”
According to Per Marthinsson, founder
and executive vice president of the Avinode group, the improved cloud-based
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or handling set up in one shared app
with our ops team.” Then they can
request fuel or international support
from inside the app. According to the
company, the app can launch from any
browser, which allows it to scale properly on any device without continual
downloads or updates.
The Delaware-based company also
announced that its 3-D Airport Briefing
product, developed originally for airlines,
has been redesigned for business jet users,
providing new safety margins for flight
departments. Users can view runways in
three dimensions from any angle, adjust
for a night or reduced minimums, or
rotate around terrain.
Additionally, the system will display
wind shear patterns, surrounding terrain, approach tracks, engine out procedures, and go-around tracks, as well
as airport-specific threat data in text
briefings that do not appear in Notams.
Pilots can easily review en route alternatives and diversion airports for
enhanced emergency preparedness and
SMS awareness.
It is used for both operations and training and meets aerodrome competency
qualification requirements defined in
ICAO Annex 6, FAA, and EASA regulations. Using the module, EVO can create
special route kits for challenging paths
such as South Atlantic or Polar routes
with limited alternatives. “We want to
give the pilot deja-vu, so he feels comfortable, familiar, and confident about his en
route alternatives and diversion airports
in these cases,” said Olga Koroleva, a lead
EVO sales manager.
n

system can replace operators’ internal
quoting tools. “We have a lot of data
about the industry and we can see trends
ahead of time,” he told AIN. “We have a
forward-looking view that doesn’t exist
anywhere elsewhere, and this allows
operators to be more sophisticated in
their pricing.”
Marthinsson, who is based in Avinode’s
U.S. office in Miami, said the current outlook for the aircraft charter market is far
from ideal. “There is nervousness in the
U.S. about where the economy is going
and charter operators have struggled
when compared with what’s been happening in the fractional ownership sector,”
he said. “Overall charter has been flat,
although Europe has a surprisingly good
summer that meant that some operators
postponed maintenance work [to have
enough capacity].”
Reflecting on the imminent Jan. 1, 2020,
deadline for the installation of ADS-B
equipment on aircraft operating within
the U.S., a recent survey by Avinode found
that around 80 percent of aircraft were
equipped at the start of August. The company believes that most of the remaining
aircraft have since been fitted with ADS-B
capability or at least are on track to complete the process on time.
n

News Clips
Massport Requiring Signature
BOS Parking Reservations

As of yesterday, a reservation will be
required to use the Signature Flight
Support (Booth N6110) ramp at Boston
Logan International Airport (BOS).
Reservations can be made up to 10 days
in advance for four-hour slots, space
permitting, but must be made no less
than four hours before planned arrival.
Reportedly, overnight parking presently
is not allowed. Contact Signature at
(617) 561-2500 to reserve slots. Note
that BOS 10/320 notam applies.
The new requirements result
from the Terminal E Modernization
Project, during which Massport plans
to “reclaim” some 50 percent of
Signature’s ramp space for at least 12
months while resurfacing multiple taxi
lanes and installing a new fuel pipeline.
“There will be significant operational
complexity introduced into the greater
Boston aviation ecosystem as a result of
this policy,” the Massachusetts Business
Aviation Association (MBAA) said. “We
expect Hanscom to see a significant
uptick in traffic. MBAA, alongside
NBAA, remains committed to fighting
the long-term seizure of [general
aviation] parking at Logan Airport.”
According to MBAA, “there is the
potential for the ramp space seizure to
continue beyond the anticipated length
of the Terminal E modernization project.”
MBAA is working with NBAA and others
in an effort to regain some territory. “It
is our position that, while capacity and
space are at significant premiums at
Logan, any claims of the Signature ramp
space at Logan beyond the 12-month
period represent discriminatory treatment
of business aviation operators and
ultimately harms the commonwealth’s
economy,” contends the MBAA.

Williams Expands TAP Blue
Mx Program To Cover All FOD

Williams International (Booth C8344)
is expanding its TAP Blue maintenance
program to cover foreign object
damage (FOD) from “any and all causes,”
the engine maker announced this week
at NBAA-BACE 2019. The expanded
coverage applies immediately to all
Williams legacy and new-production
engines enrolled in TAP Blue. New
production engines include the FJ441AP, FJ44-3A, and FJ44-4A for the
Cessna Citation models M2, CJ3+, and
CJ4; FJ44-4A-QPM for the Pilatus
PC-24, and F33-5A for the Cirrus SF50.
Company chairman Gregg Williams
said the expanded protection was made
possible by “the extremely robust
qualities of our proprietary Williams
wide swept blisk fan technology.
We have further improved upon
it in terms of significantly higher
efficiency along with improved FOD
resistance with each new engine
model we have developed.”

Textron boosting customer
service, parts availability
by Jerry Siebenmark
parts there. Earlier this year, the company
opened a new parts facility in Australia.
Outside of the parts arena, Textron is
bringing new, high-tech capability to its service business, senior v-p of global customer
support Kriya Shortt told AIN. Beginning
with its newest Citation, the Longitude,
the company will offer three-dimensional,
interactive manuals for servicing the type.
“We think, for our technicians, [it]
makes them much more efficient,” Shortt
explained. “They can zoom in, they can
pan and rotate, and they’re getting a realistic view of what the aircraft would look
like and the systems underneath that
before they actually start. So, in the end,
it will yield faster troubleshooting because
they can go in there, they can start to start
thinking through their troubleshooting.
Also, we would expect that it will help
impact downtimes.”
The interactive manual that works
on a computer tablet is an extension of
Textron’s 1View system. It also will be
offered with the Cessna SkyCourier twin
and Denali single-engine turboprops.
Textron also will offer the wiring diagram
of the Citation Latitude on the in-house
designed software. But it won’t be available for any of the company’s legacy jets,
she added. “It would be pretty challenging
to go backwards.”
n

FlyRight offering G1000 training for King Airs
Charlotte, North Carolina-based FlyRight
(Booth C7832) is now including Garmin
G1000 avionics training in its initial,
recurrent, and custom training in a new
full-motion, Level D simulator for King Air
350 and 200 models. The new ASE-manufactured simulator is convertible between
the aircraft models and features Garmin
G1000NXi avionics. It arrived at the company earlier this month. The new simulator
is the company’s third for King Airs and
joins those for the King Air 350i with Pro
Line 21 avionics and a King Air B200. “The
expansion into our new, larger, and modern training facility in 2016 has allowed us
to add new training equipment and programs to meet the needs of our growing
client base,” said FlyRight v-p of sales and
marketing Andy Bauer.

FlyRight is an FAA-approved Part 142
training provider. It also offers Cessna
Caravan 208B and Dash 8 training
courses. This month, the company
also began offering expanded Dash
8 courses, including recurrent ATP
and improved computer-based modules for initial and recurrent training.
FlyRight’s Dash 8 training is conducted
in a full-motion Level C simulator convertible between the 100 and 300
models. The Dash 8 recurrent with ATP
course was approved by the FAA in September. The course includes updated
computer-based training modules.
Founded in 2003, FlyRight provides simulators and training programs for the Cessna
Caravan 208, King Air 90-350 models, and
Dash-8 100-300 models.
M.H.

BARRY AMBROSE

In an effort to bolster its customer support, Textron Aviation has been on a
path this year to revamp its parts operation and introduce new technology
that’s expected to minimize maintenance downtime on its newest Citations
and turboprops, the Wichita airframer
announced on the eve of NBAA-BACE.
Brad Thress, who earlier this year moved
from engineering to lead parts, programs,
and flight operations as senior v-p, told
AIN he is focusing on three priorities:
parts availability, pricing, and timely
delivery. “I like to say that our priorities
are basically the three basic things you
need to sell a part,” he added.
To that end, the company has added
about $100 million in parts inventory this
year, mostly for the categories of parts that
are slow-moving. On a scale of A through
D—with A representing the fastest-moving part that sells at least once or twice
a month—Thress said Textron achieves
98 to 99 percent availability. “But when
you get down to the Cs and Ds and even
some of the slower-moving Bs, it’s more
challenging. So that’s where most of that
inventory is being added and we’ve seen
those availabilities come up there.”
Exchange and overhaul parts is another
area that Textron is focusing on and
expects to expand by about $30 million
next year. “There’s all kinds of different
ways to skin the cat but we’re trying to
better serve some of the aging portions of
the fleet,” he explained. “And that’s a key
element to being successful there.”
Along with increasing parts availability,
the company is also placing more emphasis on pricing. It has put together a team of
analytics experts to determine if Textron
parts are competitive on the open market.
What the team found so far is that it had
to adjust pricing on a third of the company’s active parts range, and it rolled back
pricing an average of 11 percent on 77,000
parts, Thress said. But the increase in Textron’s parts volume has “kind of paid for
itself,” he said. “It’s been accretive to our
total margins and profits in that business.”
In terms of bringing more parts closer
to its customers, Textron has expanded its
parts facilities at three U.S. service centers,
adding 800 sq ft in Teterboro, New Jersey;
1,400 sq ft in Orlando, Florida; and 600
sq ft in Mesa, Arizona. Next month, it will
open a 10,000-sq-ft expansion of its parts
distribution facility in Dusseldorf, GerU R S Owill
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The Citation Longitude seats up to 12 passengers and features a six-foot-high flat-floor cabin with standard amenities such as Wi-Fi and
remote cabin management controls. Mockups of the under-development SkyCourier utility twin and the Denali turbine single are also at
NBAA-BACE. All eight of the Cessna and Beechcraft jets and turboprops arrived and will depart using a sustainable jet fuel blend.
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Gogo Taps Three
Partners For 5G
Network Build

DAVID McINTOSH

The Airbus
Corporate Jet on
static display at
NBAA-BACE, an
ACJ319 registered
to Comlux Malta, is
shown here shortly
after arriving
at Henderson
Executive Airport.

ACJ and ACH team up to
showcase VIP lift options
by James Wynbrandt
Airbus Corporate Jets and Airbus Corporate Helicopters (ACJ and ACH; Booth
N5216, Static SD1110) are jointly exhibiting this week at NBAA-BACE 2019 and
are displaying an ACJ319 and ACH145,
respectively, showcasing the aircrafts’
bespoke interiors. Their presentation
aims to underscore the message that “the
ACJ and ACH are part of the only manufacturer to offer both corporate jets and

helicopters,” marketed under the company’s Business Aviation by Airbus offering,
the French aircraft manufacturer said.
Also at NBAA, ACJ is launching the
iflyACJ website to help VIP customers
choose the best aircraft for their missions from among the 12 ACJ charter
operators worldwide. “For the first time,
we connect business jet travelers to ACJ
operators—just click to book a unique

flying experience,” said ACJ president
Benoit Defforge.
The ACJ319 on display, with an interior
by Comlux Completion (Booth N5823),
features lounge and dining/conference
areas, and two private rooms that can
serve as either a lounge or bedroom,
along with ensuite bath and shower.
In addition to the ACH145 on static,
ACH has a cabin mockup of an ACH145
cabin with a Mercedes-Benz interior,
and a half-scale model of the new
five-bladed ACH145, currently in flight
testing. Airbus is also displaying at the
Innovation Area in Hall D its Vahana
Alpha Two, one of a pair of electric vertical takeoff and landing demonstrators
the company is developing.
n

Onboard connectivity provider Gogo
on Tuesday at NBAA-BACE announced
three strategic development partners
for its planned 5G system and network:
Cisco, Airspan, and First RF. The new
partner companies “are on the leading
edge of wireless network technology,”
said Gogo Business Aviation president
Sergio Aguirre, pledging the three will
create “the most capable network and
systems in aviation,” expected in 2021.
Cisco will provide the core network
solutions powering the terrestrial air-toground (ATG) network. Offering a cloudto-client approach for service delivery,
Cisco will help unify multi-vendor solutions into a single, standards-based
architecture the 5G network will require.
Airspan will provide the same carriergrade technology as its Air5G product
line, using base station technology
employing Massive MIMO antenna
arrays for increased capacity, and
advanced beamforming and tracking
techniques for communication with
aircraft traveling in excess of 750 mph.
First RF, meanwhile, brings an
extensive portfolio of advanced
antenna and RF systems technology,
and will provide the belly-mounted
multi-band antennas that will connect
Gogo’s onboard 5G system with its
ATG network. The antennas will incorporate complex multiband apertures
and phased arrays.
J.W.

Directional launches Tuvoli
charter connectivity platform
by Chad Trautvetter
Directional Aviation launched an open-technology platform for the business aviation
industry—dubbed Tuvoli, Italian for “you
fly.” The program allows air charter brokers
and operators to make aircraft available to
the market, source aircraft, provide quotes,
confirm and amend trips, arrange support
services, and facilitate instant payment
between parties. Any qualified Part 135 operator or aircraft broker can use Tuvoli (Booth
N2323) with no upfront financial commitment and have access to its full suite of
offerings on mobile devices or computers,
according to the company.
“The entire industry is being held back
by a lack of direct connectivity to each
other, including the ability to pay or be
paid, any time, at rates that make sense;
that was the driving force behind our
incubation of Tuvoli,” said Directional
Aviation principal Kenn Ricci. “Tuvoli
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pairs technology, modern methods of
payment processing, and charter industry intelligence on one clean platform to
unlock growth potential for private aviation companies.”
Tuvoli president and chief technology
officer Greg Johnson said the platform
has been beta-tested for 12 months and
successfully processed $25 million worth
of charter flights to date.
Under Tuvoli’s guaranteed payment
system, the broker (buyer) authorizes
moving funds into a holding account once
an operator (seller) has been selected and
terms have been confirmed. The operator
can then see that the funds are guaranteed for the trip and, upon completion of
the trip, can request immediate transfer
for payment.
In the event that the operator cannot
fulfill the trip, the buyer can repurpose the
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Tuvoli from Directional Aviation is a web-based platform that facilitates, connections
between charter brokers and operators, including payment processing.
funds quickly for use with a different provider. Movement of funds at each stage of
the transaction is FDIC-insured. Buyers and
sellers pay “nominal fees” on transactions.
“Tuvoli’s technology unlocks efficiencies and eliminates constraints that
have held back the growth potential of

charter market participants of all sizes
for far too long,” said Johnson. “A healthy,
diverse and connected pool of supply and
demand is critical to the long-term prospects of the industry. With Tuvoli, we are
offering operators and brokers of all sizes
the technology they need to grow. ” n
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Gulfstream unveils
its latest, the G700
ever built,” Gulfstream president Mark
Burns told AIN. “It will have the widest,
tallest, and longest cabin in the industry.
The G650 set the bar…[and] the G700 is
another game-changer.”
Gulfstream’s G700 cabin mockup
shows off what is arguably some of the
G700’s best assets—space, comfort, and
luxury. Plenty of light permeates the
mockup, thanks to the score of large oval
windows in the daytime and high-definition lighting system at night. The G700’s
standard lighting system has six LEDs per
inch, while an optional ultra-HD system
boasts 12 LEDs per inch. Both can emulate sunrise through sunset.
The mockup’s first section includes a
forward lavatory; storage area; three-person divan (instead of an optional crew
rest area); and an “ultra-large” galley
complete with a 10-foot countertop, spacious refrigerator, microwave, conventional oven, and plenty of storage space
for tableware, food, and drinks. In fact,
the galley is so well equipped that Gulfstream said owners could eschew catering
and, instead, bring along a chef to cook
meals from scratch onboard the G700.
Its second section offers club-four seating with all-new, fully articulating and
berthable seats that improve comfort and
aesthetics. They are available in a number of fabrics, finishes, and firmness levels.
In addition, the mockup has wider ledges
with integrated storage, device power
outlets, and deep cup holders.
Meanwhile, the third zone features
an entertainment area with a three-seat
divan, pop-up 40-inch 4K flat-screen TV,
and immersive 3D sound system that
turns the sidewall panels themselves into
speakers. Gulfstream collaborated with
Bongiovi on the sound system, which uses
transducers attached to the back of the
cabin wall panel and thus allows the panel
itself to become the speaker.
For dining, the fourth section is configured in a club-six layout with a quick-deploy
table that spans the entire cross-section.

The G700’s cabin
mockup features
five discrete living
areas, including
the 10-foot-long
galley countertop
shown here. Other
amenities include
fully articulating
seats, highdefinition lighting,
and a 3D audio
system.
The table also includes a hidden, built-in
wireless charger that allows passengers
to recharge their smartphones simply by
placing their devices on the table.
The aft section of the mockup contains
a master bedroom with a full-size bed and
dresser, in addition to an en suite lavatory
with a toilet and vanity opposite from a
floor-to-ceiling storage closet. In a first
for a Gulfstream, the aft lav includes windows. Aft lavatory options not shown on
the mockup include a larger vanity with
opposite toilet, as well as a shower.
A rear door in the aft lavatory allows
in-flight entry to the 195-cu-ft baggage
compartment, which can hold up to
2,500 pounds.

In Perfect Symmetry

At the front end, the G700 features Gulfstream’s touchscreen-controlled Symmetry flight deck driven by Honeywell
Primus Epic avionics and BAE-developed
active-control sidesticks that simulate
mechanical linkage to prevent simultaneous pilot input. The full three-axis digital
fly-by-wire flight control system offers
flight-envelope protection, stability augmentation, increased redundancy, and

One of the two Gulfstream G700 prototypes was rolled out with personnel lining a taxiway. The
company expects the type’s first flight in early 2020, with deliveries in 2022.

reduced maintenance.
less fuel, in addition to weighing less. The
Many of the visible switches found Pearl 700 will meet or exceed Stage 5 noise
in earlier designs have been eliminated. standards and nitrous oxide emissions are
Instead, inputs are made through 10 projected to be 35 percent below CAEP/6.
touchscreens like those in the G500/600.
New features inside the engine include
In addition, cursor control devices are inte- a blisk fan, 10-stage high-pressure axial
grated into the center console, giving each compressor, and improved gearbox
pilot control of three of the four main dis- breather exhaust. Safran-Aircelle is supplay screens and allowing data to be shifted plying the new nacelle for the Pearl 700.
between them in the event of a failure.
The engine will require a new certificaThe system incorporates intelligent tion, Gulfstream said.
Meanwhile, Daher is supplying the
input recognition software that filters
out erroneous inputs. “Basically, Symme- new high-speed winglet for the G700.
try won’t let the pilots make any system “Its curved shape will give the airplane
changes that could harm the airplane,” a distinctive ramp presence compared
said Gulfstream senior v-p of innovation
to other Gulfstreams,” Miller said. The
and test flight Colin Miller. “And an intu- G700’s nose-to-tail length of 109 feet 10
itive phase-of-flight capability reduces inches—10 feet greater than the G650ER—
pilot workload. It can automatically turn will also add to the new airplane’s ramp
on things such as the fuel pumps in the presence, he added.
engine start sequence. Because of this,
According to Gulfstream, the G700
you can go from dark screens to engine will have a maximum takeoff weight of
startup in less than 10 minutes.”
107,600 pounds and a maximum fuel load
Standard avionics include dual head-up
of 49,400. Balanced field length at mtow
displays—another first for a Gulfstream— is 6,250 feet, while the landing distance is
EVS III enhanced vision system and 2,500 feet at an as-yet-unspecified “typisynthetic vision system, giving it full cal landing weight.”
enhanced flight vision system-to-land
Maximum range is “conservatively”
capability. Additionally, the G700 comes 7,500 nm at a normal cruise speed of Mach
standard with 3D Taxi, a new Honeywell 0.85 or 6,400 nm at Mach 0.90 high-speed
RDR-4000 3D weather radar that provides cruise, said Miller. Like the G650/650ER
predictive hazard warnings for lightning and G500/600, the G700 has a maximum
and hail, and a new predictive landing sys- speed of Mach 0.925.
tem that aims to prevent runway overruns
At Mach 0.85, the G700 could fly nonby showing where the airplane will come stop westbound from New York to Beito a stop on the ground in its current jing, all of South America to the south,
configuration.
and Cape Town and Delhi to the east. At
Gulfstream has also redesigned the
a reduced mtow of 100,000 pounds to
pilot seats for better comfort—an import- meet weight restrictions at New Jersey’s
ant feature on an airplane with an endur- Teterboro Airport (TEB), the twinjet can
ance exceeding 14 hours.
fly nonstop from TEB to Beijing, Tokyo,
all of South America, Nairobi, and Delhi
Other Systems and Specs
at Mach 0.85.
Power for the G700 comes from two
Certification is expected in 2022,
18,250-pound-thrust Rolls-Royce Pearl 700 with service entry to immediately folturbofans. Compared with the BR725 on the low. Like other in-production GulfstG650/650ER, the new model provides 8 per- reams, the G700 will be certified for
cent more thrust while burning 3.5 percent steep approaches.
n
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by Mark Huber
Turboprop modification specialist Blackhawk Aerospace (Booth C7525) is celebrating 20 years in business with a major
facilities expansion and a new 10-year
agreement with Pratt & Whitney Canada
(P&WC) to supply factory-new engines.
Earlier this year, Blackhawk doubled
its footprint at its Waco, Texas headquarters, purchasing a 10,000-sq-ft
adjacent hangar and office complex to
house the company’s growing sales and
marketing department and a showroom
for refurbished “Phoenix” program aircraft for sale.
The Phoenix upgrade applies to King
Air and Cessna Conquest I turboprops
and includes new or low-time Blackhawk
XP Engines, new or low-time propellers,
fresh paint, new modern interiors, glass
cockpit avionics, and fresh inspections.
“The Phoenix program has really taken

Charles Alcock
Jeb Burnside
Cathy Buyck
James Careless
Curt Epstein
Tom Ewing
Rob Finfrock

Perhaps best known for its King Air engine and propeller upgrades, Blackhawk Aerospace
also offers refurbishments of the Beechcraft turboprops as well as Cessna’s Conquest I.
off this year,” said Blackhawk CEO Jim and Hartzell propeller combination. It’s
Allmon. “The extra hangar space was
truly incredible.”
essential in supporting the rapid growth
Blackhawk obtained FAA certification
of the program.”
for its -67A upgrade on the King Air 300
One Blackhawk “Phoenix” currently for in July and has since received five orders
sale is the company’s FA-124 King Air 300 for it. The company also has certified the
testbed. “FA-124 is not only the best-look- upgrade in the King Air 350.
ing King Air 300 on the market, but it’s
The company said its various upgrade
also the fastest King Air in the world,” programs over the last two decades has
said Allmon. “Our official reported cruise resulted in the exchange of more than
speed states 343 knots, but that’s a con- 1,600 engines between it and P&WC.
servative number. We’ve seen speeds “Pratt has been an invaluable partner for
north of 350 knots from the -67A engines
us since day one,” Allmon said.
n

Universal expands services
in Costa Rica, South Korea
by Curt Epstein
Costa Rica’s first-ever general aviation
terminal (GAT) is set to debut in time
for the busy 2019 holiday season, according to Universal Aviation (Booth 10630),
which is part of the consortium selected
to manage the facility at Juan Santamaria
International Airport. The facility, which
will operate under the name GAT SJO

General Aviation Terminal, is part of the
new domestic terminal at the airport that
includes on-site customs, immigration,
and quarantine (CIQ); improved transit
time between aircraft and car; roof-covered access on the street and air sides; and
separation from commercial passengers.
Once the GA terminal opens, private

F/List onboard for first BBJ Max completion
VIP cabin specialist F/List is providing countertops, cabinets, and other interior components for the first BBJ Max 8 completion,
currently underway at Comlux Completion
in Indianapolis. The components include F/
List’s ultra-thin and lightweight stone surfacings, used in the walls of two onboard
showers and the real marble wash basins.
The Austrian company handled the shower
system integration and engineered and
produced a bar unit for the aircraft with an
illuminated stone front and top.
The Max was Inducted at the completion center in December, and its interior is
“very close to complete,” Richard Gaona,
founder and chairman of Switzerland’s
Comlux Group, told AIN. “But we have to
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wait for clearance to fly [the now-grounded
Boeing Max platform] to finish it.”
F/List and Comlux have collaborated on
previous VIP completions, and this project
has “further strengthened” their bond,
said Franz Dieter, F/List’s director business development for OEM and completion. Comlux Completion CEO Daron Dryer
proclaimed F/List “a partner who shares
our corporate values of keeping our customers’ wishes at heart and the technical
performance in mind.”
The Comlux Completion facility
is purpose-built for narrowbody VIP
completions and has also signed four
ACJ320neo completions, with the first
already underway.
J.W.
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passengers, after deplaning, will be shuttled by their handling agents from the
parking area to the facility for dedicated
GA CIQ. All private aviation ground handlers, as well as private owners traveling
internationally, will be allowed to operate
through the terminal.
“Upon opening, GAT-SJO will provide
a faster, better, and more secure experience for business aircraft operators,” said
Adolfo Aragon, Universal’s senior v-p for
Latin American and the Caribbean. “The
frustrating days of waiting in long lines
mixed with commercial passengers, while
being separated from your baggage are
soon to be a thing of the past.”
Universal (Booth C10630) also
announced it has partnered with Seoulbased UBJet and will now offer full FBO
ground services at all airports in South
Korea. Jaeseong Lim, UBJet’s CEO,
has many years of aviation experience
in-country, and his staff, which is fluent
in Korean, English, and Chinese, will
provide capable support to the Houston
company’s customers frequenting South
Korea. Universal noted that with the congestion expected at next year’s summer
Olympics in Tokyo, aircraft parking will
be extremely difficult in the area and it
suggests Seoul’s Incheon and Gimpo Airports as nearby alternatives.
n
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Bombardier’s Global 7500
gets l’Opera high-end audio
by Kerry Lynch
Nearly a year after Bombardier brought has built-in algorithms that adjust to
its flagship Global 7500 to market, the sounds—from the sound of a whisper to an
Montreal-based manufacturer (Booth explosion sound in a movie—eliminating
C7508, Static SD701) has been ramping
the need to adjust the volume, Fagan said,
up production and continuing to lift the
adding that this “intelligent” approach was
curtain on new high-end cabin features implemented throughout the system. The
designed for ultra-long-range flight, the digital processing system is designed to
latest of which is its immersive high-fi- provide as clear a sound as possible.
delity audio system, l’Opera.
As for the seat-centric approach, the
Showcased this week at Bombardier’s system is designed to provide “a rich
NBAA-BACE display at Henderson Execu- audio field exactly at the level of the user,”
tive Airport, l’Opera is an advanced audio Fagan said, but at the same time can be
system with full-range speakers, the latest personalized to the individual’s audio
in digital signal processing, and “seat-cen- “sweet spot” that is adjusted through tabtric” sound technology that is able to follow lets. Passengers can opt for that sweet
the passenger in the cabin.
spot wherever they sit—or recline—
Developed in concert with Lufthansa throughout the cabin.
Technik, which provides the nice Touch
The sound system is the latest of cabin
cabin management system for the Global amenities that Bombardier has slowly
7500, l’Opera was inspired by advances been detailing over the past 18 months.
both in home theater technologies and This past spring, Bombardier unveiled its
in automotive sound systems, said Tim Soleil (French for “sun”) circadian rhythmFagan, manager of industrial design for based cabin lighting technology in the
Bombardier.
Global 7500. It uses specific combinations
L’Opera incorporates a series of mid- of red and blue light wavelengths believed
range and high-range speakers, including to stimulate or suppress melatonin. Soleil
a rotational center speaker in the enter- can automatically adjust cabin lights to
tainment desk suite. Each living space
align passengers’ circadian rhythms. A year
has its own combination of speakers earlier Bombardier took the wraps off its
strategically directed to provide a sound Nuage (“cloud”) seat technology.
mixture maximized at the passenger’s
listening level. These are accompanied
Deliveries Ramp Up
by subwoofers integrated into bulkhead Such cabin comforts are important, given
walls and divans to provide a balanced
the aircraft’s 7,700-nm range, which, for now,
surround-sound experience. The system is the longest range of all in-service business
can produce 1,275 watts of power.
jets. Bombardier delivered the first Global
Driving this is digital signal processing 7500 this past December with much fanfare
with Class D amplifiers. The processing during a ceremony in Montreal. Jetcraft and

IBAC’s Edwards sees global
bizav gains via ICAO efforts
Business aviation is making strides on
a global platform in its safety and environmental goals, said International Business Aviation Council (IBAC) director
general Kurt Edwards. Edwards comes
to NBAA-BACE on the heels of the 40th
Assembly of the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) that ran

Kurt Edwards,
director
general of the
International
Business
Aviation
Council (IBAC).

from September 24 to October 4. Business aviation goals were recognized on
a number of fronts by ICAO and other
stakeholders, Edwards said, pointing to
the global civil aviation community recognition of its efforts to heighten awareness of sustainable aviation fuel (SAF).
The Assembly further endorsed IBAC’s
call for ICAO to facilitate—and states to
implement—positive incentive policies
to encourage the production and use of
SAF, Edwards said.
In addition, IBAC (Booth N2816)
collaborated with industry players on
a range of other issues during the triennial event, including its support for
the CORSIA program as an offset to
carbon use. In another area pushed by
IBAC, the Assembly backed the use of

Bombardier’s advanced high-definition audio system, l’Opera, is now available on the
company’s ultra-long-range Global 7500 and is being highlighted this week at NBAA-BACE.
Stonebriar Commercial Finance purchased
that first aircraft, which was leased back to
Bombardier for a worldwide demonstration
tour. Through mid-year, Bombardier had
delivered three more, but as production
ramps up, company executives say the company remains on track to deliver between 15
and 20 this year. Stephane Loubert, v-p of
programs for Global 7500/8000, said activity on the program is “frenetic right now—a
lot of energy.”
The in-service fleet had crossed over
the 1,000-hour threshold by the time summer concluded and achieved 366 landings
in that time. Loubert added those initial
aircraft are being used as intended. Noting long-range aircraft are typically flown
on two-hour missions, Loubert said with
the 7500, “you see…much-longer-range

deployments, longer time in deployment”
and added that the aircraft “have gone,
many times, around the world.”
Bombardier has checked off some key
to-do-list items such as steep-approach
approvals. And this past summer, the
Global 7500 became the largest purpose-built business jet to operate into
and out of Gstaad’s Saanen Airport in
the Swiss Alps, which has an elevation
of 3,307 feet, is surrounded by multiple
challenging obstacles, and has a relatively
short 4,593-ft runway.
Along the way, the 7500 has picked
up several speed records including from
Los Angeles to New York in 3 hours 54
minutes, which involved more than two
hours at Mach 0.925, and from New York
to London in 5 hours 26 minutes.
n

a data-driven approach when developAs such, fewer resources are dedicated
ing noise and emissions standards for toward business aviation issues. But he
supersonic aircraft. The Council also is encouraged that the business aviation
secured support for further work on community is making strides.
turboprop safety and the sharing of
“We continue to build on…recognition
best practices on air traffic management [of business aviation] by participating
procedures for rotorcraft.
in as many ICAO forums as possible,”
A key to IBAC’s presence at such gath- he said. “We have had great success in
erings is to ensure that state regulators
providing differentiated but construcunderstand the different needs of busi- tive treatment of business aviation in
ness aviation. “ICAO has fundamen- CORSIA, the new CO2 emissions standard, and, of course, with regard to the
tally always recognized the differences
between business aviation, or more weight threshold for aircraft requiring
broadly general aviation, and commer- a hardened cockpit door in commercial
operations.”
cial, scheduled air transport,” Edwards
Edwards added that he is receiving
said, but “most states and regulators
around the world think first about the requests for IBAC participation in an
airline sector.”
increasing number of ICAO forums.
There are several reasons for that, he “IBAC and its member associations have
said, including a much higher level of air- significantly raised the visibility of busiline activity that brings a greater familiar- ness aviation at ICAO, but it is incumbent
ity with those operations. “Because there on the industry as a whole to get behind
are many, many more airline passengers, the collective effort at IBAC to ensure…
the exposure to safety risk is perceived as
that ICAO takes into account the inherent
greater and gets more attention.”
differences of business aviation.”
K.L.
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ENVIRONMENT
IS IMPORTANT
IN MORE WAYS
THAN ONE.
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Picture yourself in the tallest and widest cabin in a purpose-built business jet. Imagine freedom to stand and move about as never before.
With air continuously refreshed at low-altitude levels, abundant natural light and total connectivity. Plus, legendary Falcon fuel efficiency and
lower emissions. That’s the Falcon 6X experience.

